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S MA LAW

Anticipating Change: Missions and Paradigm Shifts in
Emergence

Abstract

As our global community is in an unprecedented period of rapid change,
missiology, being a study of crossing boundaries, plays a critical pathfinder
role in anticipating, participating and mediating the change process, for
change itself is a temporal boundary. Failure to do so in the past has left the
Church and other groups in a position in which they lag change, and have
been marginalized and considered irrelevant. Emergence theory is
introduced as a new model, in place of Kuhn's pyramid of causality, to
describe how ch3!lge itself has changed, as networks are now the opinion
leaders. As well, Emergence theory informs missiology of avenues by which
Christianity can help people anticipate, participate, and in particular, mediate
temporal boundaries. John Wesley is offered as a case study of how these
avenues helped the Methodist movement navigate a previous wave front
of change.

Key Words: change process, deterministic agents, emergence, missiology,
paradigm shifts, technology
Sam Law is an intercultural studies Ph.D. candidate at Asbury Seminary in

Wilmore, Kentucky.
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Introduction

As a biomedical engineer, my task was not only scientific research, but
to develop new technologies or apply new technologies to existing problems.
The focus was always looking forward to try and discern new trends in an
attempt to stay on the leading edge of innovation or better yet, ahead of
the wave front of change.
But when I hung up my lab coat for the pastoral stole, the questions of
my vocation changed. They centered on the past - how to stay faithful to
the biblical text. They centered on the present -how to minister to people's
needs. And occasionally, they looked forward - how can the church stay
relevant as culture changes. The difference in perspective was such that
outside of using my former vocation as an evangelistic bridge (''why did
you give up your lucrative career for the ministry?"), or to mine analogies
for sermon illustrations, there was little overlap between the questions I
asked as an engineer and as a pastor.
As such, it was a surprise to me when I returned to seminary for doctoral
studies and was sitting in the History of Christian Missions class to hear
about the polycentric nature of global Christianity and missions from
"everywhere to everywhere." The phrases smacked much of parallel
distributed processing (PDP) theory. And when I sat in my Anthropology
for Christian Mission class, I was surprised to hear about centered, bounded,
and fuzzy sets. I thought I was daydreaming and back in my advanced
mathematics class. The S3!lle can be said about the centripetal and centrifugal
nature of mission in my Biblical Theology o f Mission class and the ''bottom
up" nature of subaltern studies in my Christian historiography class.
With each succeeding experience, it seemed hidden connections were
emerging between what I was learning in missiology and what I had learned
as an engineer. The question is ''Are these events random or somehow correlated?!!
It became increasingly clear that the field of missiology was experiencing
the same rapid change that I had experienced in the field of science. Indeed,
David Bosch writes, "... there is a growing awareness that we live in an era
of change from one way of understanding reality to another" (Bosch,
1991: 185). H oward Snyder as well echoes the same observation,
Observers in many fields agree: The world is experiencing
historic change, a period of fundamental transition. A hinge
of history, some say. People differ wildly as to what this means
and where we are going, which way the hinge will swing But
almost every cultural analyst sees this as an epochal time of
change. In fact, a growing consensus states that the world is
entering a period unlike anything experienced before inhuman
history. (Snyder, 1995: 13)
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As well, I began to understand that the task of missiology in religious
studies is very much akin to that of engineers in science and technology.
Craig Ott, citing David Bosch, writes that missions is "'the gadfly in the
house of theology' (Bosch, 1991 :496). Theology of mission calls the church
out of its comfort zone and the academy out of its ivory tower, holding the
world ever before their eyes." (Ott et al, 2010: xiv) If so, then the role of
missiology will be increasingly critical, especially in the rapid era of change
we are expenencmg
Hence, as much as missiology is about understanding how to cross
boundaries, often understood as geographic and cultural boundaries,
missions now more than ever must also be concerned with change because
change is itself a temporal boundary. As such, pe rhaps missio!ogists need to ask
the same questions as engineers, i e.) notjust the ((how)) or ((w01 )) but as wel! the ((what
ij))s. For unlike cultural boundaries in which one can choose to cross or n ot
to cross, and where to cross, the change boundary is inevitable, enveloping
cultures and societies. Today, because of globalization, no culture and society
is immune to change.
If the Church does not anticipate and participate in change, there is a
dangerous con sequence of irrelevance, marginalization, and becoming
obsolete. In fact, this is exactly the predicament facingm3!lY churches today.
It does n ot mean the message is irrelevant, for the gospel message is timeless;
rather, it is we the messengers who have buried the talent God gave us.
This challenge is particularly true in Development Studie s which in
essence seeks to help people respond and adapt to change. But as past
experience has shown, development programs have failed because they are
limited in scope and often act in response to a change that has already
occurred (Sine, 1987, Bragg 1987, Fikkert 3!ld Corbett 2010). Failure results
because by the time people are "developed," their environment has already
changed. Ideally, development studies should prepare people for 3!lticipated
changes and be able to actively engage the crest of change rather than
merely resp onding to it.
This paper then explores the question: "How should missions help the Church
better anticipate and participate in the change p rocess in an era where even change is
changing?)) To frame this question, it should be noted that this paper is n ot
primarily concerned with how to manipulate the change process such as
that which is described in Everett L. Rogers' Diffusion if Innovations (2003).
Rather, this paper looks at change through systems theory to understand
how change is changing and the critical parametric role of missions in the
unfolding narrative of change.
The paper is divided into three sections. The first part explores how the
change process has itself changed in the era of globalization, arguing that
Thomas Kulm's pyramid of knowledge description of how paradigm shifts
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occur is n o longer valid and has been superseded by Emergence Theory
which suggests that paradigm shifts are increasingly systemic and therefore
simultaneous and concurrent. Second, this paper explores the critical and
necessary role of missions in emerging ch3!lge, especially in view of religion's
historically re cent marginalization in the change process. In the last section,
this paper explores how Emergence theory can aid missiology in helping
the Church anticipate, participate in, and mediate the change process, using
John Wesley as an example who successfully anticipated, participated and
mediated ch3!lge in a previous era of rapid change.
From Convergence to Emergence

For the past four centurie s, science and technology have been the
deterministic agents of change, ushering in both the m odem and global
age. Karl Marx was among the first to understand that "apart from their
economic implication2, teclmologes create the ways in which people perceive
reality, and that such ways are the key to understanding the diverse forms
of social and mental life." (Poshnan, 1992: 21) In fact, technology is used
as a historical, economic and social measure. Consider for example how
epochs are based on technologies such as the Stone, Bronze, Iron, Industrial
and Communication Ages and the understanding the nature of nations as
developed, underdeveloped 3!ld undeveloped. Hence, Neil Poshnan writes
that historians and social scientists" ... hold technology 3!ld science to be
powerful agents of social change. This is noteworthy because deterministic
thinking took root when people began to attribute agency to technology as
a social force." (Poshnan, 1992: 2) In other words, science and technology
are understood to be the primary initiators of change in the world view and
daily lives of both academics and the general public.
But how do science and technology determine change? Published in
1962, Kulm's The Structure 0/ Scientific Revolutionsis one of the most influential
books not only in the history of science, but across all disciplines, including
the social sciences, philosophy and religious studies in understanding how
change occurs. Kuhn basically argues that science is n ot as objec tive nor
change as const3!lt as one would aSSUllle. Rather, because scientists are
human, science is also subjectively driven. Hence, while science progresses
"normally," i.e. at a steady pace, moving from one discovery to another,
there are also periods where a "scientific revolution" occurs (Kulm, 1996:
10). This is because hUlllans tend toward certain patterns of thinking and it
requires a significant shift in perspective to get "out of the rut." Kuhn
describes the process in the following manner:
In science ... novelty emerges only with difficulty, manifested
by resistance, against a background provided by expectation.
Initially, only the anticipated and usual are experienced even
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under circumstances where anomaly is later to be observed.
Further acquaintance, however, does result in awareness of
something-wrong before. That awareness of anomaly opens
a period in which conceptual categories are adjusted until the
initially anomalous has become the anticipated. At this point
the discovery has been completed. [this] process or one very
much like it is involved in the emergence of all fundamental
scientific novelties. (Kulm, 1996), 64
Kulm calls this a shift in world view, like "'scales falling from the eyes,' or the
''lightning flash,' that 'inundates' a previously obscure puzzle, enabling its
components to be seen in a new way that for the first time permits its
solution." (Kulm, 1996: 122)
Of importance for the purposes of this paper is that a paradigm shift

involves a communiry. In other words, change results not merely as a result of
a shift of a single scientist's way of thinking, but must infuse the entire
scientific community before change can result (Kuhn, 1996: 179). Hence, a
paradigm shift is systemic in nature, requiring the transformation of the
world view of the entire community - what Kuhn calls "revolution."
In a revolution, anomalies are no longer discarded as spurious, but
become something to be anticipated by the community; as a result clusters
of scientific discoveries begin to occur as scientists see things in a new
light. It is as if a puzzle is solved, and when scientists, each holding a piece
of the puzzle, see the whole picture, they realize how their piece fits together
with other scientists. Connections are made between seemingly isolated
scientific discoveries and as a consequence, new ways of thinking result,
generating even more discoveries. Hence, because a paradigm shift is
communal in nature, a revolution results in clusters of scientific discoveries
as members of the community begn to see things through the new paradigm.
With respect to tedmology, the process is similar, though W Brian Arthur
would term as domains (Arthur, 2009:70). For example, in inventing the
automobile, multiple technologies were necessary before it could be realized.
It involves not only the invention of a viable engine, but the development
of a gear box to transmit energy to the wheels, a means to steer the wheels,
and so forth.
Hence, in Kulm's era, change in science and technology required a
"pyramid of causality" over a period of time for change to occur. Everett
Roger's D!!fusion if Innovations essentially echoed Kuhn's concepts 3!ld applied
it across many disciplines. For example, Rogers argued that change required
opinion leaders to influence through a network until critical mass was
reached. (2003: 361-362)
But in today's global society, with its ever increasing network of
connections, change has changed and no longer requires a pyramid of
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causality; or if one exists, it is extremely shallow in nature. Change is no
longer hierarchical, but simultaneous and concurrent. Hence, Emergence
theory is now more the norm for explaining change than Kuhn.
Emergence theory was originally developed to support evolution to
explain how the simple can become complex and in the last half century, as
a resp onse to problems resulting fro m science's propensity toward
reductionism, i.e. the simplest anS"Wer is the correct anS"Wer, and its inability
to explain complex systems. Although it has a long history, as far back as
Aristotle, Emergence theory could not be visualized until the advent of
computers which could empirically model and trace and express the
inter connections and interactions between vari ous entities in an
comprehensible manner.
An example of modeling complexity is "the Butterfly Effect," coined
by Edward Lorenz, and popularized in James Gleick.'s 1987 book entitled,
Chaos: Making a New Science that brought Chaos Theory, a subdiscipline of
Emergence and Complexity Theory, into the secular media. The idiom comes
from computational models for prediction weather. The Butterfly Effect
stipulates that the wind m otion of a butterfly in China flapping its wings,
when combined with other minute, random events, can result in the
formation or absence of a hurricane in the US (Gleick, 1987: 20). Thus,
minute, random disturbances can influence macroscopic events with
catastrophic consequences.
Emergence theory is itself a paradigm shift which is interdisciplinary in
scope. Itunderstands that when sufficient events occur, patterns will become
evident, resulting in illumination on something previously seen as anomalous
or chaotic. But unlike Kulm who saw a "pyramid of causality" in which
observations of anomalies have to reach a critical mass to initiate a paradigm
shift, Emergence postulates that because of the interconnections in complex
systems, paradigm shifts can occur spontaneously, simultaneously and
concurrently across disciplines. In the terminology of the seminal work of
Evelyn Fox Keller and Lee Segel in 1968, no longer are "pacemakers" or an
"executive branch" needed for change. Rather, change comes from ''bottom
up" and simultaneously throughout an entire community and increasingly
across communities. 0ohnson, 2001: 17-18)
These simultaneous clusters of change are being observed in exponential
frequency. Jeffrey Kluger writes, ''A..cross all the disciplines - chemistry,
physics, astronomy, biology, economics, sociology, psychology, politics, even
the arts - investigator s are making similar discoveries, tilting the prism of
complexity in new directions and seeing the light spill out in all manner of
unexpected ways." (Kluger, 2008: 12) The prism analogy is of note because
it reflects the same processes in the different colors of the rainbow,
recognizing confluen ce in both the particular and the universal patterns.
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Readers should note two things in Kluger's observation. First, Kluger
notes that discoveries are increasingly made simultaneously and concurrently
across disciplines. Because of the intrinsic interconnections of a system, it
is possible that multiple entities can see the same thing at a given time. John
Naisbitt, quoting from the work of Virginia Hines, summarizes this
phenomenon in the following way:
Networks cut across the society to provide a genuine crossdisciplinary approach to people and issues ... networks emerge
when people are trying to change society, said Hine. "No
matter what the 'cause,' the goals, or beliefs, and no matter
what type of movement it is - political, social religious.
whenever people organize themselves to change some aspect
of society, a non-bureaucratic but very effective form of
organizational structure seems to emerge," she writes.
Structurally, the most important thing about a network is that
each individual is at its center. (Naisbitt, 1982: 196)
In the vernacular of Everett Rogers, what pushes change is now no longer
the opinion leader; it is the network.
Second, missiologists should note that Kluger does not mention religon
at all. If change is simultaneously occurring across all disciplines, as I noted
in the introduction, one must ask why this absence. This is the subject of
the following section.
From Artificial Boundaries to Natural Emergence

If the argument that paradigm shifts 31"e now occurring across disciplines
in parallel, one must ask why religion is not considered as a member of the
community in shift? Why is Christianity in particular not considered part
of the emerging paradigms, especially since it was the genesis for the
technological revolution? In fact, many would also argue that the change
process could not have been as strong if it were not for such a view. Thomas
Parke Hughes writes that
literate men and women in Europe and America
contemplating technology's transformation of a natural into
a human-built world situated technology as a creative tool
into a religious context. Many persons with a theological or
philosophical turn of mind who thought about technology
believed it to be a God-given way in which to recover a lost
paradise, or Edenic state. (Hughes, 2004: 17)
George agrees, writing that
Technology seeks to overcome humanity's physical and mental
limitations Religion, particularly Christianity, with its concept
of resurrection, seeks to overcome human limitation,
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including the ultimate human limitation of death. This mutual
driv e to transcend has even been used to explain the
emergence of a technological society from a Judeo-Christian
culture. (George, 2006: 8)
The answers to the above questions emphasize the critical role of
missiology in today's world. But before answering the question, it is important
to understand the reasons why religion is not considered a determining
agent of change. This section suggests three reas ons, historically,
epistemologic31.ly, and pragmatically, for Christianity's exile from the change
process. But as well, this section suggests that the isolation is artificial, i.e.
manufactured, whether purposefully or ignorantly. If so, then the reality is
that Christianity and in particular the discipline of missiology are critical
elements of the paradigm shifts that are occurring in our global community.
The first reason why religion in particular may not be considered as part
of the paradigm shift is the historical influence of the Enlightenment which
created a rift between the sciences, seen to be the agent of change, and
religon, seen to be the obstacle of change. Susan George writes that "S:::ience
came into conflict with religion as early as the 17th century. At that time,
Galileo (1632) was persecuted by the Roman Catholic Church for his view
on science and religion ... This is because the goals of the two disciplines
are totally different theology is concerned with salvation o f the soul, while
the sciences are concerned with understanding of nature." Hence, George
writes ".
the message of scientists from the 17 th century onwards has
been that science must be free of religious and ethical constraints. This is
necessary in order for humans to master nature. Not surprisingly, this view
[After all,] the Bible
created antagonism between science and religion.
was written centurie s ago, it lacks the information scientists established
from natural experiments." (George, 2006: 8) In essence, modern science is
saying was that religion cannot possibly be part of any paradigm shifts
because its information is based on revelation from centuries ago. Further,
it was understood that religion by its nature resists and hinders change
(Gibbs and Bolger, 2005:17; Kim and Kim, 2008:59; Scherer, 1987,96).
Second, in the intervening time since then, the tendency toward
reductionism has resulted in denying the validity of religion and by
compartmentalizing it from science - treating both as separate, nonoverlapping systems in epistemological isolation. Paul Hiebert writes that
M odernity imp oses another dualism o n us. As [Leslie]
Newbigin points out, in the West science is seen as public
truth, having to do with the "natural realities" of this world.
All students must study mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
the social sciences. Religion is seen as a matter of personal
truth, having to do with "supernatural realities" such as sin,
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salvation, miracles, and prophecies.... This dualism between
science and religion, fact and faith, natural order and miracles,
body and spirit dominates the worldview of most ordinary
Westerners and leads to an otherworldly Christianity and to
the secularization of everyday life. (Hiebert, 1999: 23)
Hence, paradigm shifts in science and theology as the agents of change
could not possibly transmit across the epistemological boundary with
religion. Thus, while science and technology are seen as deterministic agents
of change in the world, religion is not because it is otherworldly.
As such, there was no need for religion to be involved in the paradigm
shift. According to Neil Poshnan writes, "S:::ripture lost much of its authority.
Theology, once the Queen of Sciences, was now reduced to the status of
Court Jester." (Poshnan, 1992: 34)
Missiology is not exempt from marginalization and the current general
viewpoint both externally and internally is that missions is increasingly
irrelevant to the change process. Saronjini Henrywrites, "The church's witness
also gives the impression that mission is designed for another place and another
time, not the world of the twenty-first century, permeated by a galaxy of
scientific concepts." (Henry, 2002: 237) In the S3!lle vein, Gordon Aeschliman
writes, "The world has gone through enonnous changes in the past 150 years,
yet most of our mission structures reflect very little change. It is possible that
our mission to the world is becoming irrelevant." (1990: 11)
Lastly, the third reason why religion may not be included as part of the
paradigm shift is because the Church itself has placated to these views,
oftentimes sitting out the change process. Newbigin argues that it is
tant3!llount to a "tactical retreat" which has resulted in the "domestication"
of Christianity (Newbigin, 1989:3). The Church has acquiesced to the
marginal, otherworldly role it has been given. As a consequence, there is a
certain 3!llount of ignorance 3!llongChristian leaders as how the world has
been changing Indeed, Henry writes that church leaders
seem to feel uneasy about the new insights in the
philosophy of science, currently debated 3!llongphilosophers
and scholars of various disciplines. Further, most church
people still cling to the Newtonian science [as opposed to
Quantum mechanics] that has dominated Western culture for
more than three hundred years. They hardly realize that a great
revolution in philosophical thoug):1t has emerged with the advent
of quantum physics and the theory of relativity in the new
physics of the twenty-first century. (Henry, 2002: 237)
But ignorance is no excuse, and neither is acquiescence to the current
status quo; rather, the Church must recognize that this is but an artificial
isolation created by the passage of a temporal boundary. Rather than
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accepting marginalization in an eddy of change, the Church must recognize
its role in the change process, that the temporal boundary is itself a
missionary encounter. As such, Newbigin writes, this missionary encounter
... must bring us face to face with the central citadel of our
culture, which is the belief that is based on the immense
achievements of the scientific method.
The church,
therefore, in its missionary encounter with modern Western
culture, has to be quite bold and unembarrassed in using the
language of testimony, since this testimony, so far from being
capable of validation by methods of modem science, provides
itself with the foundation on which modern science rests,
namely, the assurance that the world is both rational and
contingent. UThen the ultimate explanation of things is found
in the creating, sustaining, judging, and redeeming work of a
personal God, then science can be the servant of humanity,
not its master. (Newbigin, 1986: 79,94)
It is in this envirorunent that the role of missiology is critical in helping
the Church regain its role as a deterministic agent of change. Christianity
must remember its role as an agent of globalization (Netland, 2006: 24;
Ott, 2006: 33). Hiebertwrites "Missionaries and transnational church leaders
are critical in mediating the growing encounters between cultures and
churches in the emergence of aglocal world and a glocal church." (Hiebert,
2006: 308) As "engineers in the field," the interdisciplinary and incamational
nature of missiology makes its members among the most able to inform
the Church how best to anticipate, but more importantly, participate and
mediate the process of change. Charles Van Engen concludes,
In all aspects and at all levels of society, we are in the midst
of profound changes like nothing seen since the Industrial
Revolution. Given the paradigm shift that the church and the
world are undergoing, we must free oursel v es to
reconceptualize the foundations, the forms, and the goals of
ministry formation in the future. Ministry formation must
likewise undergo a radical paradigm shift so that it can
appropriately serve the church in the world of tomorrow.
(1996, 241)
This is the critical role of missiology today. We are called not only to cross
cultural boundaries, but especially the temporal boundary. Crossing cultural
and geographic boundaries is no longer sufficient in this era of rapidly
changing change.

Finding Mission in Excellence
From the last section, one may ask then what should the missiologist's
role be in helping the Church to anticipate, participate and mediate the
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evolution of change? Emergence theory, which now explains how change
changes, provides valuable insights in how to achieve each of these tasks.
There are of course dangers with every model, such as the inherent danger
o f re-affirming evolutionary theology and bottom-up universalism; butwe
will leave these discussions to our theology colleagues. H owever, missio1ogy
may greatly benefit from the existing literature on Emergence theory,
particularly in the field of computational modeling Axioms from Parallel
Distributed Processing object-oriented programming complexity mapping
and network theory may help identify emerging needs and as well solutions.
For example, the presentation by Gary Fujino and John Cheong on
"Emerging Cities and Globalization" at the most recent Evangelical
Missio1ogical Society meeting in Phoenix, AZ (September 29 - October 1,
2011), identify new umeached groups in the "interstices of multidimensional urban arrays" and h ow best to use limited resources and
personnel to address their needs. As well, though some of the concepts
may not be new, at least using newer terminology may help general public
perception to recognize that missio1ogy is both relevant, progressive and
even "cutting edge" (Scherer, 1994: 175)
First, as much as missio1ogy as become a discipline within religious
studies, Emergence theory would argue for its necessity to retain its
interdisciplinary nature if it is to anticipate change. Rather than accepting a
view on the margins, because change now occurs simultaneously and
concurrently across all disciplines, missio1ogists need to be refle ctive of
what is occurring across all disciplines in order to ascertain the emerging
patterns of change. Be cause the nature of change is across the spectrum,
the m ore disciplines which are m onitored, the more readily elementary units
of change will be perceived and emerging patterns recognized. Alan R.
Tippett, the first editor of Missiologyunderstood missio1ogy to be a "synthesis
of material that speaks to an entirely new world situation." (Scherer, 1994:
177) In the same vein, Samuel Escobar writes "I define missiology as an
interdisciplinary approach to understanding missionary action. Missio1ogy
examines missionary facts from the perspectives of the biblical sciences,
theology, history and the social sciences." (2003: 21) And because of they are
deterministic agents, Mark Hutchinson et al. argues that " ... such studies
include the localization of science and technology." (Hutchinson, 2002: 123)
The missio1ogist is best able to discern emerging patterns because s/he
is both transcultural and intracu1tural. Hiebert argues that missionaries are
what PS. Adler would call multicultural, described as the following
Multicultural man is the person who is intellectually and
emotionally committed to the fundamental unity of all human
beings while at the same time he re cognizes, legitimizes,
accepts, and appreciates the fundamental differences that lie
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between people of different cultures.... multicultural man is
rec ognized by the configuration of his outlooks and
worldviews, by the way he incorporates the universe as a
dynamically moving process, by the way he reflects on the
interconnectedness of life in his thoughts and his actions,
and by the way he remains open to the imminence of
experience (quoted in Hiebert, 2006: 30 1)
As such, the missiologistis more able to recognize change through reflecting
the interconnections across boundaries, whether cultural or disciplines.
A clear historical example of how one missiologist anticipated change is
that of Paul Hiebert himself whose writings suggest that he was cognizant
of scientific discoveries and technological innovation and as a consequence,
included missiology as a partner of the emerging paradigms. Consider
Hiebert's theory of bounded, centered and fuzzy sets which has
fundamentally shifted the understanding of conversion. His theory sees
conversion not as a clear-cut decision, but a process of transferringallegance
to God. This understanding can now be found in many mission textbooks.
H ow did Hiebert develop this theory? Hiebert looked to developments
in mathematics. If one looks at Hiebert's bibliography, one finds the works
of mathematicians Robert Stoll and LDfti Asker Zadeh. (Hiebert, 1991:
110 - 119) UThat is interesting was that Zadeh and Stroll's papers were
published in the late 1960's and Hiebert drew from them in the early 1970's,
about the same time set theory was making its impact in mathematics and
computer SClence.
Hence, as the change boundary approached, Hiebert anticipated its
advance, caught the wave, and travelled with it. But this was only possible if
Hiebert was cognizant of what was going on in the fields of mathematics
and the computer sciences on a contemporary level. In the same way,
missiologists must n ot withdraw to our own labs, but be incamational in
the field and interdisciplinary, laying out sensors across disciplines, if we
are to detect the emerging patterns of change.
Second, Emergence theory offers prescriptive measures to 3i.dmissiologists
and their constituents to participate in the process of change by identifYing
its ''bottom up" nature of network as opinion leader. Johnson writes
... in the third phase - the one that began sometime in the
past decade, the one that lies at the very heart of this bookwe stopped analyzing emergence and started creating it.
0ohnson, 2001: 21) ... Just like the clock maker metaphors
of the Enlightenment, or the dialectical logic of the nineteenth
century, the emergent worldview belongs to this m oment in
time, shaping our thought habits and coloring ourperception
of the world. As our everyday life becomes increasingly
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populated by artificial emergence, we will find ourselves relying
more and more on the logic of these systems - both in
corp orate America, where "bottom-up intelligence" has
started to replace "quality management" as the mantra of
the day, and in the radical antigJ.obalization protest m ovements,
who explicitly model their pacemakerless, distributed
organizations after ant colonies and slime molds .. Our minds
may be wired to look for pacemakers, but we are steadily
learning how to think from the bottom up. ohnson, 2001:
66-67)

a

Friedman concurs, writing that "Individuals from every corner of the flat
world are being empowered." (2005, 11) This understanding is critical to
missiology because it strengthens the importance of global Christianity.
No longer are "pacemakers," i.e. opinion leaders, the primary means of
change. Rather, itis the network, the ordinary citizens of each people group.
This axiom is already an inherent understanding of Christian
transformation. Samuel and Sugden write that "Spiritual transfonnation
must begin in the individual but must spread to encompass the
transformation of all of society, indeed of all creation.

spiritual

regeneration must accompany and encourage transformation and thus
distinguish it from mere development." (1987:467)
As such, where secular development agencies focus macroscopically with
various development programs, missiologists, rooted in the biblical narrative
o f individuals, families and peoples, hold the key to ''bottom up" change.
With the maj ority of Christians now in the n on -West and their voices growing
both in numbers and v olume, learning to flap their wings, they are now
becoming perhaps the greatest parameter in the evolution of change. If
ordinary Arab citizens can usher in the ''..A.rab spring," or youths in England
can create riots, all without any identifiable leadership, imagine what changes
can occur as the millions of flapping wings of Christian populations beat
in unison. Missiology, which serves to cross boundaries and bind cultures
together needs to ask, ''How will the gJ.obal Communion emerge in unity
and participate in emerging paradigms?""
Lastly, Emergence theory provides a framework for missiologists n ot
only to anticipate and participate in change, but reaffirms Christianity as a
deterministic agent effecting the trajectory of change. In the secular, pluralist
global environment, Emergence offers a pathway forward that Poshnodern
theory does not. While Emergence and Poshnodernism recognize the
particular and describe the ''bottom up" paradigm, unlike Poshnodernism,
which leaves us aimlessly drifting without direction and without clear
understanding of plurality, Emergence theory intrinsically recognizes the
universal, looking for connections across disparate, seemingly random entities.
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This is perhaps the most critical need in to day's developing nations. As
Rebecca D. Costa writes,
A society advances quickly when both human needs - be!iif and
knowledge are met. In other words, we thrive when facts and
beliefs coexist side by side, and neither dominate our existence.
But as social processes, institutions, technologies, and
discoveries mount in complexity, obtaining knowledge
becomes more difficult.
Suddenly, water we once fetched directly from our well
comes from a faucet, and we no longer can discern where it
originated, how it was processed, distributed, priced, or
allocated. The Sa!lle goes for our monetary system, laws, taxes,
satellite television, and terrorism. Every aspect of life
accelerates in complexity. Not only does the number of things
we must comprehend grow, the intricacy of these things also
exponentially increases. So the a!llount of knowledge our
brains must acquire to achieve real understanding quickly
becomes overwhehning
When complexitym3k.es knowledge impossible to obtain,
we have no alternative but to defer to beliefs; we accept
assumptions and unproven ideas about our existence, our
world. This is the second symptom: the substitution of beliefs
for fact and the gradual abandonment of empirical evidence.
Once a society begins exhibiting the first two signs - gridlock and
the substitution if be!iifsJorJads - the stage is setJor co!!apse. (Costa,
20m 12)
Postman agrees, writing that "... cultures must have narratives and will find
them where they will, even if they lead to catastrophe. The 3l.ternative is to
live without meaning, the ultimate negation of self" (Poshn3!l, 1992: 173)
Historiographers recognize this as the missing link in trying to understanding
emergng gJ.obal history (Iggers, Wang and Mukherjee, 2008: 365).
In the midst of complexity overload, missiologists can provide the means
to help people groups with a universal hermeneutic that enables them to
resp ond to gJ.obal changes. Missiologists can provide a metanarrative for
people to respond to paradigm shifts. Missiologists can serve to hold the
tension between the historical and eschatological as humanity crosses
successive temporal boundaries (Costas, 1994: 7), for missions expresses
"our belief that there is a real future for us and for the world and that there
are therefore solid grounds for hope." (Scherer, 1994: 24) Justo Gonzalez
in the S3!lle way echoes, "... if any should be able to survive such cataclysmic
changes, it should be those who claim to be heirs to the faith of the psalmist
who long ago sang 'God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in
trouble. Therefore we will not fear, though the earth should change, though
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the mountains shake in the heart of the sea.' (Psalm 46:1-2)" (Gonzalez,
2002, 46)
For example, scientists in emerging nations are a critical group that can
benefit from a universal paradigm. Many come from cultures which do not
share the dualism of the West. As such, though they may be trained in
Western science and technology, they still retain a traditional world view.
For many, neither the Western world view nor their indigenous world seem
compatible creating what Costas terms mental "gridlock." Bradshaw writes
that the science and technology
... have a secularizing effect on cultures People do not believe
the innovations bear witness to the inspiration of God.
Instead, the innovations create the problem of fitting God
into the scientific presuppositions that produce the
innovations. The people ask: How is God relevant to the
modem world? UThat is God's place in science? Is healing
from God or from medical technology? ... Since Westerners
do not believe in the interaction of the physical and spiritual
realms, God's role in development is not obvious. The
challenge, therefore, is to transform world views of the people
so that they see God effecting changes in the physical
environment. (Bradshaw, 1993: 171)
As an example, mainland Chinese scholars who have been converting to
Christianity in record numbers. For Chinese intellectuals, much of this has
been achieved through seeing God in nature and the sciences. In fact,
evangelists such as Binchung Fong, himself a physician with a Ph.D. in
physics, and Zhemin Yuan effectively use science as an evangelist tool.
Samuel Ling writes 'They were looking for a faith which was valid in their
scientific pursuits, in their hopes for a democratic China, and in their private
lives... the need to believe in something became a significant felt need for
Chinese intellectuals after June 4, 1989." (Ling, 1999: 1965) As one Chinese
scholar put it, "Taoism informs us of our relationship with the world,
Buddhism informs us of our relationship with heart, and Confucianism
informs us of our relationship with society, only Christianity informs us of
everything"
As Emergence theory helps individuals, it can also aid corporately in
providingmissiologists with direction in unifying the multitude of pluralities.
Hiebert -writes,
Different cultures raise different theological questions that
need to be answered through the study of S:::ripture. But the
questions go deeper. Different cultures use different categories
and create categories using different principles (intrinsic and
extrinsic, digital and analogical, or fuzzy) and different logics
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(abstract, algorithmic analytical versus concrete functional
versus tropological), which they bring to the study of the
Bible. H ow do we deal with these fundamental worldview
differences? (Hiebert, 2006:307)
While recognizing diversity, Emergence theory also recognizes a "unified
field theory" which looks for emerging patterns. The models and
terminology of Emergence theory research may provide insights for
missiologists to integrate the universal hermeneutic of missio Dei across
variegated local world views. In Emergence theory, Arthur Peacocke suggests
that "... the world is somehow located within the divine.
the patterns of
emergence are grounded in the divine wonder and that God continually
respond to the evolutionary process, but also that the world is located within
the divine being" (Clayton, 2006: 319)
Emergence Theory also addresses some of Bosch's concerns about using
Kuhn's theory of paradigm shifts which require s replacement of old
paradigms and leads toward relativism (Bosch, 1991: 186). In fact, if one
looks at the last third of Bosch's book, Emergence theory well describes
his efforts to integrate the differing paradigms under the umbrella of mism

Dei. Understood in Emergence theory, they can be seen not as either/or
but both/and (Scherer, 1994: 184). Mi chael Amaladoss writes that
missiologists are to be prophets who interpret "the signs of the times from
the point of view of God and of God's covenant. ... The prophet does n ot
proclaim a new God, but challenges the people to go deeper into their own
experience and discover the manifest newness of One who is ever Ancient
and ever New." (1994: 67). Hence, Emergence theory holds in tension the
past and future as well as allowing diversity in unity (Ott, 2006: 324). Van
Engen summarizes, "In this view, the essential Church is never the same
during any two days, because it is con stantly becoming, developing, and
'emerging' Yet in another sense the Church is already by nature what it is
becoming and simply must continually change, improve, reform, and emerge."
(1994: 59) As such, the Church remains relevant and critical even in the
midst of change.
Emergence theory may also explain why there is a resurgence of interest
in Wesleyan theology, for of the various systems, it comes closest to
embodying the nature of Emergence theory. Sarah Lancaster writes "In
the twentieth century, a new appreciation for Wesley's work in theology
began to emerge. One reason for this renewed interest was the growing
concern about the unity of the Church that had sparked the ecumenical
movement." (Lancaster, 201 0: 303) Timothy Tennent agrees, writing 'With
the dramatic rise of Christians from the Majority World church, many of
whom do not trace their history to the Reformation, there is a need to
discover a deeper ecumenism that can unite all true Christians. Wesley
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anticipated the future multicultural diversity of the church and the common
experience of rebirth from above that unites all Christians of every age."
(Tennent, 2009: 110) It should be noted that Wesley's "ecumenism" is not to
be confused with the narrow definitions which create divisions, but a "catholic
spirit" where "the phrase 'warm heart, give me thine hand' has become
symbolic of Wesley's commihnent to eC1.11nenism." (Tennent, 2009: 104).
Wesley could anticipate the future because he characterized Emergence
through his broad perspective, his emphasis on
and his ability
to hold in tension unity and diversity. First, Wesley's broad perspective could
be seen in his range of publications. Isabel Rivers writes, 'Wesley's chosen
authors came from an extraordinary range of nationalities and
denominations, including his contemporaries as well as historical figures,
lay people as well as ministers, and women as well as men." (Rivers, 2010:
152) His Survey if the Wisdom if God in Creation; or A Compendium if Natura!

Philosopfy was among his most popular. Randy Maddox writes that unlike
his contemporaries who sought to separate religion from science, Wesley
regularly offered " ... theological reflections upon the wonders of the natural
world being described." (Maddox, 2010: 168) It was admittedly a view not
expressed by other Protestant Reformers (who by the way were also not as
missional as Wesley) who considered the "'book of nature' clearly
subordinate and surely not essential for Christian life." (Maddox, 201 0: 169)
although scripture is sufficient for the
Instead, Wesley argued that ".
knowledge of salvation, all Christians should be encouraged to seek the
fullness of understanding and felicity, which is derived from conjoined study
of scripture and nature." (Maddox, 2010: 169) In a sense, through his broad
perspective and publications for Methodists, Wesley was planting sensors
across disciplines to prepare people to anticipate change.
Second, Wesley focused on the ''individual unit" of the system, the ''people
called Methodists" (as opposed to church or movement). His emphasis was
not so much in the development of structure or looking for opinion leaders,
but in reproducible units and in networking (Hunter, 1987: 56, 70). As
such, it was in the development of people that was the focus of Wesley's
efforts. Lancasterwrites, 'Wesley's pressing concern was to bring theology
in service to the needs of ordinary people, helping to revitalize their faith
and practice in the world." (Lancaster: 2010, 300) It was why Wesley saw
his classes as foundational because discipleship was the foundation for
growth. (Hunter, 1987: 118) As well, Rivers writes, ''The people called
Methodists were expected to be readers. ... 'It cannot be that the people
should grow in grace unless they give themselves to reading A reading
people will always be knowing people.' [?lesley quoted] ... Wesley had a
high idea of the intellectual level that ordinary Methodists members and
their preachers... " (Rivers, 2010: 150). In equipping and training individual
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units, Wesley understood that they would reproduce 3!ld a larger movement
would emerge as Emergence Theory dictates. He was preparing his people
by equipping them to participate in change.
Lastly, Wesley mediated changing circumstances by holding differing
views together, albeit in tension, by anchoring them in missio Dei. O n the
one hand, Wesleyans have sought to chart the trajectory of change for
people in their own context. Kenneth Cracknell writes,
Salvation me3!lt not only the transformation of individuals,
but actively changing the conditions in which people live.
Accordingly, Wesleyan-based missiologies have usually
focused on social issues: from the early attempts to abolish
the slave trade, through concern for justice for the Maori
people of New Zealand; from the provision of clinics and
hospitals in Africa and China, all the way to black and feminist
theology in North America and liberation theology in Latin
America. (Cracknell, 2010:260-261)
On the other hand, the desire is to keep the trajectories within God's work.
Lancaster writes that Wesleyan theology is able to "... find a way to focus
attention on Christian faith that not only brings clarity but also accounts
for a range of concerns that have traditionally been set in opposition to
one another. Even though his thinking was not captured in a grand system,
Wesley was working with a sophisticated theological understanding that
attempted to express the complexity of human experience before God."
(Lancaster, 2010: 304) Characteristic of Emergence theory, Wesleyan
theology is able to balance the myriad of pluralities, holding them together
in God's grace, prevenient, justifying, and sanctifying
In conclusion, missiologists, as the engineers of the Church, playa critical
role to help the Church to anticipate, participate in and mediate the shaping
of the wave front and trajectory of emerging paradigms. In fact, as change
has changed from hierarchical to emerging, undergirded by missio Dei as
universal henneneuhc for history, we C3!l n o longer clillmignorance nor acquiesce
to being on the ll1ar&ns; rather, it is contingent on missiologists to exercise their
prophetic role with regard to emerging paradigms. As Costas
The new order o f life is seen most concretely in the small
and large transformations that occur within history. To be
sure, these historical signs are n ot easy to discern. Just as wheat
and chaff grow together, so signs of the new order appear in
the middle of contradictory situations and thus make it very
difficult at times to distinguish clearly between a real signal
and a short circuit. Nevertheless it is possible to discern the
"signs of the times" through the H oly Spirit's guidance and
by the orientation of the Word of God. The church, as the
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community nourished by the Spirit and the Word, has the
privilege and the responsibility to interpret history, distinguishing
the signs of the kingdom of God from the antisigns produced
by the kingdoms of this world." (1994: 8).
As such, we would do well to heed Aeschliman's challenge,
We need the courage to adapt to anew jungle, anew uncharted
world in which the accomplishments of the past have produced
a global society that desperately needs a new visitation from
the people of Jesus If we're brave enough to let go of the
security that old ways of thinking allow, we will have the honor
of entering the new territories of the coming century - and of
serving the broken 3!ld needy inhabitants. (1 1)
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SUSANN LIUBINSKAS

Identification fry Spirit Alone: Community-Identity
Construction in Galatians 3:19-4:7
Abstract

Interpretations of Paul's letter to the Galatians have tended to focus on
its theological content, particularly Paul's attitude toward the Law and
Judaism Moreover, the question of how the theological portion of the
epistle relates to the paraenetic section (Gal 5:13---6:10) continues to vex
interpreters. However, the author notes that the position of Jews and
Gentiles within the Christian churches is ultimately a question of identity.
Accordingly, the goal of this study is to perform a sociological analysis of
Gal 3:19--4:7, drawing upon aspects of social identity theory, in order to
analyze Paul's method of constructing community identity in terms of both
a symbolic universe and a related ethos. The author argues that Paul presents
the Holy Spirit as the sin qua non identity marker of those in Christ, and
that the apostle's argumentative purpose in the above passage is to persuade
his converts that the symbolic universe which he upholds and its related
ethos, as expressed it is in Gal 5:13--6: 10, is the true gospel in contrast to
the distorted version represented by his Judaizing opponents. Thus, life in
the Spirit patterned after the law of Christ, rather than under the Mosaic
Law is central to the ethos of those who belong to Christ. Consequently, rather
than beinga addendum, or an ad hoc assorhnent of disconnected exhortations,
or even a later, non-Pauline interpolation, Gal 5:13---6:10 is a carefully
constructed ethos which fUnctions to form and reinforce Christian identity.
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Introduction

In addition to the passion, vitality and rhetorical finesse that give Paul's
letter to the Galatians its singular character, this epistle is also a veritable
treasure trove of valuable information regarding the apostle himself, his
controversies with Peter and the Jerusalem apostles, the Christian
communities he founded, and the nature of Gentile-Jewish relations within
the church. However, interpretations of this letter have tended to focus on
its theological content, particularly Paul's attitude toward the Law and
Judaism and the principle of salvation by faith alone. 1 More recently, E. P.
Sanders and James D. G. Dunn, among others, have questioned this line of
interpretation, arguing that the dispute in Galatians centers on the question
of whether Gentile believers are required to observ e the Mosaic Law,
partio.1larly the marks of Jewish ethnic identity, namely, cirC1.11ncision and dietary
laws. 2 Nevertheless, the exegetical foo.12, despite the much needed inclusion of
these sociologcal categorie2, remains on Paul's attirude toward the Law.
An accurate assessment of the apostle's view of the Law, particularly its
effect on distinguishing and distancing Jews from Gentiles within the
Christian community, is undoubtably crucial for the exegesis of this letter.
Nevertheless, Paul is not simply interested in ensuring that the believers in
Galatia have a correct understanding of the Law and its function. He is
also seeking to ensure that they have a proper understanding of who they
are in Christ. In other words, the question of the position of Gentiles and
Jews within the Christian churches is ultimately a question of identity.
Accordingly, the goal of this srudy is to perform a sociological analysis
of Gal 3:19--4:7,° drawing upon aspects of social identity theory. Rather
than focusing on the question on whether or how the rhetoric of Galatians
and this passage in particular fUnction to delineate the Christian communities
in Galatia as a distinct sect separate from Judaism,4 my intent is to provide
an analysis of this passage which will reveal Paul's method of constructing
community identity in terms of the construction of both a symbolic universe
and a related ethos which enacts or makes concrete this conceptual world. 5
It is my contention that Paul presents the Holy Spirit as the sine qua non
identity marker of those in Christ. 6 Thus, his argumentative purpose in Gal
3:19--4:7 is to reconstirute the symbolic universe of his audience, so that
life in the Spirit, rather than under the Mosaic Law, is seen as central to the
ethos of those who belong to Christ. Thu2, although justification by faith
and belonging to Christ are requisites for Christian identity, neither is
sufficient apart from continuing in the Spirit, since, for Paul, denial of the
Spirit is tantamount to denial of Christ and the cross. As I will demonstrate,
this interpretation not only links the so-called theological section of the
epistle (Gal 3:1-5:12) with the paraenetic portion (Gal 5:13-----6:10)/ but
also provides a corrective to the view that law, according to Paul, plays n o
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positive role in the Christian community. As we will see, law does have a
positive function, albeit one that has been radically re constituted by the
coming of Christ and the giving of the Spirit. 8 Accordingly, Paul's task is
both to present a symbolic universe and a related ethos which serve as a
corrective to that put forth by his Law-observant opponents, and to persuade
the Galatian believers that his conception of Christian identity is the true one.
Since community-identity construction is a sociological construct, I will
begin with a brief description of its most salient aspects and how these are
exemplified in the letter to the Galatians as a whole. This analysis will serve
to contextualize the chosen peri cope, after which I will consider Paul's use
of sociological language in this passage to construct a positive identity for
his Galatian converts in contradistinction to that offered by his opponents.
Finally, I will examine how the symbolic universe which Paul constructs in
Gal 3:19--4:7 necessarily shapes the social practices, or ethos, which he
advocates in Gal 5:13---6:10.
Community-Identity Construstion

Theoretical Mode!
According to social identity theory, independent group identity comes
into existence through the construction of a new symbolic universe which
challenges the symbolic universe as originally constituted. 9 The construction
o f this alternative symbolic universe is a dialectical process involving an
out-group (the group seeking an independent identity) and an in-group(s)
or parent group(s) (the, heretofore, dominant social group(s)). Thus,
sociologists speak of the gradual emergence of an alternative community
that is qualitatively different than the parent group(s) as a precarious process
which entails the constant threat of group disintegration and/ or
assimilation. 1o Hence, the need for an ideology, often referred to as a ''body
of theoretical tradition" or "symbolic universe," which works against these
leveling forces both by providing legitimacy for the emerging group's state
of separation and by giving it cohesion. ll
Moreover, although social identity does n ot emerge without the
development of common bonds within the group, it also depends on
differentiation from the other groUp(S).12 Accordingly, this type of social
change entails the need to effect a positive re-evaluation on the part of the
emerging group in relation to the hitherto dominant group(s). This is
accomplished as the emerging group improves its actual social location by
reversing the relative positions of the out-group (itself) and the formerly
dominant in-group(s). In the case of religious communities, this inversion
involves the claim that members of the new group are the actual upholders of
the ori&nal truth and spirituality of the religon which has been either diluted
and/ or distorted by the community from which they are breaking loose.t:l
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Consequently, the founde r and/ or leaders of the alternative community
have the task of persuading their followers that the symbolic universe and
its related ethos which they uphold is better or more truthful than that
represented by the parent community and, for that matter, all other
communities. Atsuhiro Asano puts it this way: the founder of an emerging
community is at least as much mindful of ''how such an identity might
effectively or convincingly be offered to the community members," as he
or she "is mindful of articulating important theological ideas."14 In other
words, successful community-identity construction involves the skillful use
of deliberative rhetoric on the part of its founde r (s) and/ or leader(s). This
brings us to the context of Paul's letter to the Galatians 15

Communiry-Identiry Construction within the Context if Galatians
Social comparison and the accompanying competition which results in
social change rarely occurs among groups that are drastically different.
Rather, it transpires between those that are closely related. 16 In Galatians
we have two such similar groups: the in-group, constituted by those who,
according to Paul, are perverting the gospel (1:7), often referred to by
interpreters as "the agitators" or "Judaizers;" and the out-gr oup,
compromised of Gentile Christians who have been bewitched by them and
their version of the gospel (3:1; 4:10) and who are contemplating
circumcision (5:2-3). Of note is the fact that Paul accuses the Judaizers of
preaching a gospel contrary to that proclaimed by the apostle (1:6-7),
suggesting that the rhetorical exigence is the purported truth of another
( E-rEPOV ) or different gospel with its associated symbolic universe and
ethos which emphasizes circumcision as the marker of Christian identity
and Law observance as its ethos. Although distorted, the Judaizers message
does include belief or faith in Jesus the Messiah, otherwise it is difficult to
explain why Paul would refer to it as "gospel," rather than simply as false
teaching Moreover, in the propositio (2: 15-21), Paul makes reference to
the act of building-up the very things torn do"Wll which suggests that a
return to the Law after being set-right (blKUlw9fjVUl) in Christ results in
one becoming a transgressor
(2: 18)Y Thus, the gospel,
according to the Judaizers, entails faith in Christ plus adherence to the Mosaic
Law, including, and especially, the outward sign of circumcision. 18
Accordingly, the issue of justification by faith is not the fundamental
basis of disagreement between the Judaizers and PaulY Rather, it is
essentially an issue of identity. That is, how are "true" or fully accepted
Christians to be identified? By the outward sign of circumcision, including
all other aspects of Law observance,2o or by some other means? For Paul,
as we will see, it is unquestionably by some other means. Although it is n ot
entirely clear whether the agitators are arguing that circumcisi on and
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observance of the Mosaic Law are necessary for Christian growth and
perfection, their insistence that Gentile Christians embrace these things
plainly indicates that they are attempting to implement an in-grOUp/outgroup dialectic which puts Gentile Christians at a disadvantage, at least in
terms of social location. In other words, uncircumcised Christian Gentiles
are, in some sense, second-class believers, even though they are already
observing the Jewish calendar (4:10).
That Paul interpre ts the actions of the agitators as an attempt to
marginalize not only his Gentile mission, but also the community members
themselves is evidenced in his narration of the Jerusalem meeting in Gal
2:1-10 and the Antioch incident in Gal 2:11_14.21 In both accounts, Paul
presents circumcision as antithetical to the truth of the gospel (2:3-5, 14).
In the first, he emphasizes the parity between his mission to the
uncircumcised and Peter's mission to the circumcised (2:7 -9), 22 while in the
second, he castigates Peter and Barnabas for capitulating to the demands
of the Judaizers by refusing to participate in table-fellowship with Gentile
Christians (2: 12-14). Given that commensality (or its absence) symbolizes
group membership and functions to bind a group together,n Peter's and
Barnabas' re fusal to eat with Gentile Christians is interpreted by Paul as
hypocritical (2: 13). That is, these prominent Christians, who purport to preach
the true gospel, lack integrity in that they are excluding fellow believers, thereby
shaming them and taking them down a rung on the ubiquitous social ladder
that characterized first-century Mediterranean culture.
Thus, Paul's passion for a gospel that is not o f human origin (1 :11 ) (in
contrast to his forme r zeal for Judaism's ancestral traditions (1 :1 4)), coupled
with his self-understanding as an independently authorized apostle of Christ
for the mission to the Gentiles (Gal 1:1), and his conviction that his life's
work is grounded in God, rather than in human institutions (Gal 1: 15-16),
warrants that he approach community-identity construction apart from the
constraints of traditional Jewish values.24 Consequently, Paul constructs a
new symbolic universe different from that presented by his opponents and,
perhaps, even by some of those among the Jerusalem leaders (Gal2:12). In
this recreated worldview, the mar&nalized community members are offered a
sense of significance and a reason for remaining within the so-called out-group,
as opposed to entering the purported in-group by means of cirC1.11llcision. 25
Paul sets forth his alternative symbolic universe in Gal 3: 19--4: 7.

COMMUNITY-IDENTITY CONSTRUCTION & GAL H9--4,7
Community-Identity Under the Law
Immediate Context: Ethnic Identity & Gal 3: 1-18
As noted above, the mode or type of community-identity structure
repre sented by Paul's opponents is based on traditional notions of Jewish
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identity. As such, it is primarily ethnic. Although ethnic identity in antiquity
included such factors as land, genetics, language, forms of society, and
religion, its chief locus resided in putative ancestral heritage.2<S Moreover,
the sense of belonging to a group extended beyond the cognitive dimension
to embrace emotional and evaluative dimensions. As Philip F. Esler notes,
first- century Jews were "immensely proud of being the descendants of
Abraham and regarded themselves as superior to other groups by virtue of
this lineage."n To be the seed of Abraham summed up the totality of ethnic
identity and elevated status in all its various manifestations. 28 This status,
according to the Jewish symbolic universe, was marked by circumcision.
Accordingly, Gentiles sympathetic to the Jewish faith demonstrated varying
levels of attachment to Judaism, from admiration of the culture, to the
selective practice of customs and distancing from a Gentile lifestyle, as the
terms
and
indicate. 29 Nevertheless, the rite of
circumcision was the sine qua non requirement for full integration into the
Jewish community. For Paul, however, community-identity construction
based on etlmic markers, such as circumcision, cannot work because the
effect is to exclude uncircumcised believers from the people of God,
relegating them to a secondary position as sympathizers. :;O
Thus, in Gal3:1-18, the first argument in the probatio, Paul constructs an
alternative symbolic universe by putting forth Abraham as the historical
exemp!unl 1 of one who believed and was reckoned as righteous by God
apart from circumcision (3:6-3), provocativelyredefiningAbrahamic descent
on the basis of belief (3:7); thus, incorporating both Jewish and Gentile
Christians. However, Jewish Christians, unlike Gentile believers, could trace
descent both ethnically and spiritually; a significant difference which Paul's
opponents would be quick to capitalize on. Consequently, Paul must set
forth a symbolic universe where not only spiritual descent alone suffices,
but also where the ethnic identity markers of circumcision and adherence
to the Mosaic Law, in fact, signal a lower social location. In sociological
parlance, Paul must reverse the relative positions of the purported outgroup (uncircumcised Christians) and in-group (circumcised, Law observant
Christians) by persuasively claiming that his version of what constitutes the

a

Christian group ew and Gentile in Christ, irrespective of circumcision
and adherence to the Mosaic Law) and its identity is the true one in contradistinction to the distorted version being put forth by his opponents. He
turns to this task in the second argument of the probatio, Gal 3:19--4:7.

The Law as Pedagogue
Paul's argument in Gal3: 1 18, that the promised inheritance, the reception
of the Spirit (3: 14), was made to Abraham and his descendants apart from
and before the giving of the Mosaic Law and the requirement of
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circumcision, prompts the question: UThy the Law (3:19)? With this, Paul
begins to deconstruct the symbolic universe of his opponents in two ways.
First, he points out that the Law, although ordained (bwwYE1C;) by God,
was not given to his people directly (3:19_20).32 Rather, itwas given to them
by means of mediation through the angels and Moses. 33 Accordingly, the
giving of the Law is inferior to the gift of the Spirit, because of its indirect
introduction;:l4 a notion which comports with Paul's emphasis on the direct,
shared experience of the H oly Spirit by the Galatian believers 35 Second,
Paul argues, that the Law was added (TTpc>OEtE8T]), because of transgressions.
That is, in order to provide a means of guidance, or supervisory restraint,
for Israel until the coming of Christ (3: 19).36 Although Scripture has
imprisoned all things (""Ca TTavm), including creation, under sin (3:22), Paul
by being
indicates that the Jews (''we'') were being guarded
imprisoned (auYKAEl4tEVOl) under the Law until faith would be revealed

(323)."
According to Paul then, the Law is not intrinsically inferior, since it has a
divine origin. Rather, it is functionally inferior due to its temporary nature and
indirect reception. With these notions in place, Paul turns to the task of
persuading his converts that the symbolic universe which he upholds is the true
one by invoking the metaphor of the Law as a pedagogue, drawing a vivid
picture which "WOuld have resonated powerlUllywith his Greco-Roman audience.
In antiquity, the pedagogue, usually a slave appointed by the head of the
household, indirectly helped to shape a child's identity by meting out
discipline and encouraging certain kinds of conduct in accordance with the
directives set forth by the child's father.:l8 That the pedagogue was involved
not only in accompanying the child, usually a boy, from home to school and
back., but also in directing his up bringing in more important ways is evidenced
by the fact that parents occur along with the pedagogues in listings of the
influences which moulded the child's character.39 Althougll some interpreters
have argued that Paul's main point in the metaphor is to depict Israel's
experience of the Law as a curtailment of freedom, rather than as a matter
of discipline and instruction,40 Hellenistic philosophers commonly
maintained that the aim of the institution of the pedagogue was to prepare
the child for the attainment of an innate or internalized respect for the law
of nature .41 Moreover, both Philo and Greek philosophers viewed
pedagogues as m oral guides who taught their charges to distinguish between
good and evil, and in the case of older
proper sexual m orals.42 The
verbs, aKoAoueEw
apxw, ayw, (ava)""CpE¢lw and blbUaKw, used in
connection with the pedagogue, are descriptive of this role. 43 Accordingly,
the passage from childhood to manhood involved replacing the external
control of the pedagogue by reason, the divine guide (8E(ov
so
that the law is now internalized or written on the heart. 45
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This suggests that Paul is emphasizing the external influence of the Law
over its adherents, akin to that exerted by the pedagogue over his charge.
Although the Law is good in the sense that it serves to guide the moral and
ethical life of Israel, and as such is not against the promises of God, it is a
penultimate m oral guide, since it cannot make persons alive (Gal 3:21).
This would have been an incredulous claim within the symbolic universe of
Judaism, since one of the Law's primary purposes was to provide the means
to life, being identified as the law of life. 46 For Paul, however, to be under
the Law is to be under the power of an inferior, outer principle. What is
needed is a replacement of this outer influence, or pedagogue, with an
inner, divine guide, the H oly Spirit, who not only is able to lead persons in
the path of righteousness, but who also enables them to fulfill the Law of
Chmt (Glli 525; 62).
Thus, according to Paul's symbolic universe, circumcision and adherence
to the Mosaic Law identify those who are under the control of a pedagogue
and, as such, are like immature children whose status is below those who
are free of such an external constraint; that is, those in Christ (3:24).
Consequently, Christians who turn back to the Law and circumcision regress
to a state of child-like immaturity, enslavement, and thus, a lower social
location (Gal 2:18-21; 4:3, 9). Paul drives this point home in Gal 4:1-7.

Heirs in I'!faney Under the Law
The apostle's equation of heirs with slaves (Gal 4:1 ) accurately portrays
the status of dependent persons under another's potestas according to
Roman law. While there were real differences between heirs and slaves in
treahuent and privilege, their rights, while in the power of the paterfamilias,
varied only slightly from a legal perspective, since an heir in infancy was
under the control and auctoritas of his guardian in much the same way that
a slave was under the control and auctoritas of his master. 47 Moreover,
other roles related to or identified with that of the pedagogue in the GrecoRoman period include the

ETTl-rpoTTC>c;. 48

In addition, both

ETTl1"pOTTC>c;

and

OlKOVOf.LOC; are used to identify the slave or freedman agents and

administrators who managed the estates of their charges, suggesting that
the two terms were probably interchangeable.49 This, in turn, indicates that
Paul's association of these two roles in Gal 4:2 reflects a cultural milieu
wherein the functions of the pedagogue, the guardian, and the household
steward had common elements, namely the supervision of a child or youth.
Hence, the main point of Paul's analogy in Gal 4:1-7 is to emphasize the
inferior status of Jews (first person plural) under the Mosaic Law, which he
equates with being enslaved to the elemental principles or teachings

(1"et

OWlXEl.a

wil K60f.Lou) (4:3).50 Moreover, for Gentile Christians t o turn

to the Law, after coming to know God, is to return to a similar, inferior
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state of enslavement to the elementary principles of religion which involved
the observance of sacred days and times, whether these be Jewish or pagan
(4:8_10).51 In other words, the symbolic universe of the Judaizers is distorted
in that it fails to acknowledge that with the coming of Christ heirs in infancy
under the La-w have received the promised inheritance and thus, are free
from the pote.rtas of the Law. Thus, Christian Jews, including the agitators,
no longer need the marks of ethnic identity to identify them as the people
of God (Gal 6:15). In fact, for Gentile Christians to desire these marks is
tantamount to their desiring the identity and status of an heir in infancy or
a slave. Rather, those in Christ are adopted, and invested, children of God
(Gal 4:4_7).52 With these words Paul signals a change of metaphors.
The seemingly abrupt change from guardianship to adoption can be
explained by the realization that metaphors have limits and that Paul mixes
them freely. 53 Paul's point is to contrast the elevated status of an adopted
child who has come to maturity and received his/her inheritance to that of
a child under the power of a pedagogue and/ or guardian. In other words,
he is contrasting his symbolic universe with that of his opponents.
Thus, in Gal 4:4-5, Paul states that Christ, himself a Jew by birth, has
redeemed Christian Jews (first person plural) from under the power of the
Law, their former pedagogue/ guardian. Consequently, they have received
their inheritance - the Holy Spirit. Like their Jewish Christian brothers
and sisters, Gentile Christians are included in the same inheritance and are
no less the children of God (4:6-7); an especially salient point, since a person's
family of origin was the primary source for his or her status in society and
the central reference point for identity in ancient Mediterranean culture. 54
Moreover, all believers receive the promised inheritance, the gift of the

on )

Spirit, because (
of the Christ event and not because they are
circumcised and observe the Law. (4:6_7).55 Since Christ is the only means
whereby both Jew and Gentile are invested, ethnic descent plays no part in
Christian identity. Rather, given that adoption and reception of the Spirit
coincide, it is life in the Spirit which identifies the people of God. Paul
reminds his converts of this with his reference to baptism.

The Spirit & Community-Identity
Baptism) Boundary Crossing & Status Traniformation
Paul's reference to baptism in 3:27 comes immediately after his declaration
that Jewish Christians (first person plural) are no longer under the tutelage
of the pedagogue and that Gentile Christians (second person plural) are
children of God in Christ. Two things are of note. First, baptism is into
Christ (Etc; XPW1"ov). Second, baptism results in the unity of believers in
Christ (TTaV1"EC; yap ufLE"i.C; ELc; E01"E EV XPW1"t.9 'lllOoD) (3:28b).
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In sociological terms, baptism is a specific type of ritual or rite which
indicates boundary crossing and status transformation. 56 In other words,
those who have been baptized have moved from the out-group into the ingroup and have taken on the status of fully mature heirs and consequently,
the identity of such persons. Thus, the reference to being ''in Christ" suggests
that believers, both J ew and Gentile, now occupy a space within which such
a status becomes manifest. Accordingly, the reference to clothing oneself
in Christ (EvEbuaaaElE XPW1"ov) identifies one as belonging to the Christian
community, since in antiquity the metaphor of being clothed in a particular
type of apparel was used to identify one as belonging to a particular social
group. 57 Moreover, in Jewish thought, the imagery of donning new clothes
was used as a metaphor for taking on certain characteristics or virtues (Isa
61:10; Zech 3:3_5).58 This in turn suggests that what Paul has in view is the
thoroughgoing transformation of persons in the in-group into Christlikeness which begins with baptism. 59
Accordingly, Paul is most likely appealing to the actual experience of
baptism with which his audience is familiar. As such, it substantiates (yap)
that the Galatians need not submit to the Law but are children of God by
faith in Christ. 60 The movement "into Christ" thus constitutes a space of
bodily belonging to Abraham's offspring, and therefore to the people of God,
which is no longer defined by physical fatherhood. 61 Thus, reception of the
Spirit and continuing life in him is inextricably bound with being in Christ. 62
Mostinterpreters assume that the baptism of Gal 3:27 is water baptism. 63
However, the term ''baptism'' has multiple referents in the NT, including
baptism in the Spirit. 64 Given that Paul refers to the reception of the Spirit
as the fulfillment of the promise of the inheritance in the immediate context
(3:2, 5, 14; 4:6), suggests that Paul is emphasizing his converts' experience
of the Spirit, which may have been concomitant with water baptism, as that
which signals their entry into Christ and thus, their new identity as children
of God and full inheritors of the promise. 65 In keeping with social identity
theory, Paul's reference to this common experience of the Spirit for the ingroup, as defined by him, functions to emphasize its unity. 66
Consequently, believers are united in Christ by virtue of their common
experience of the Spirit which not only marks their identity as such, but
also transforms their status in relation to God and to each other. That is,
they are all fully and equally invested heirs of the promised inheritance. Gal
3:28 has long been a crux interpretum, since the pairs "slave/free" and "male/
female" are not mentioned again in the letter and do not appear to be
related to the situation in Galatia."7 Most scholars argue that Paul makes
reference to these pairs in order to emphasize that a person need not be
Jewish, free, or a male in order to be of equal status in Christ, since these
three categories reflect common ways of distinguishing humanity among both
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Greeks and Jews in antiquity.63 Moreover, Paul does not seek to erase or
eradicate these cultural, social and gender differences but to relativize them. 69
H owever, the emphasis on the Spirit suggests that Paul may be alluding
to Scripture which promises the outpouring of the Spirit upon all people,
rather than to G reco-Roman and Jewish human dichotomies per se. SDme
interpreters take Paul's male/female pair as an allusion to Gen 1:27.70
H owever, it is possible that the apostle has Joel 2:28-29 (3:1-2 LXX) in
mind. Although Joel 3:1 makes reference to sons and daughters (uLol. Kal.
8uyatEpEC;), 3:2 speaks of male and female slaves (&I\JAOUC; Kal. &!Mac;).
Moreover, there is the referen ce to the Spirit poured upon all flesh (taD
TT vEufLatOc; fLoU ETTl TTaaav aapKa) (3:1). In essence, this Scripture covers

the three categories re ferred to in Gal 3:28. 71 It is con ceivable that Paul
replaces the LXX reference to "all flesh" with the pair Jew/Gentile, which
would fit the rhetorical exigence of his epistle, and "sons and daughters"
with male/female, in order to deemphasize a strictly Jewish reference,
expanding it to include both Jewish and Gentile, male and female persons.
This would also serve his rhetorical purposes.
Accordingly, the main thrust of Gal 3:28 is to provide scriptural proof
(iudicatio72 ) that with the coming of Christ, circumcision and adherence to
the Mosaic Law n o longer function to identify the people of God. 73 Rather,
in accordance with the promise, the identifying mark of God's people is
the cirn uncised heart (Rom2:25-26, 29; Co12:11), as evidenced by reception
o f the Spirit. In other words, it is the heart transformed and empowered by
the Spirit, which Paul makes reference to in Gal 5:22 where he re fers to the
Christ-like qualities produced by God within believers, identifying those
who walk according to the Spirit from those who walk. according to the
flesh. This comp orts not only with Paul's metaphor of the pedagogue, as
discussed above, and the putting on of Christ as a metaphor for inner
transformation, but also with the eschatological tenor of this passage (3: 19,
23-25; 4:2, 4).74 Moreover, this reading allows us to link. our passage to the
paraenetic section (5:13----6: 10) which follows.

Belief & Behavior: Identity & Life in the Spirit
Since the narrative embraced by a particular community is both identity
and corrununity forming, it necessarily shapes relationships both within the
group and with the outside world. In other words, the actions and behavior
of the group, "the ougpt," enacts or makes concrete the corrununity's symbolic
universe, "the is,"which is largely conceptual. 75Consequently, since the Mosaic
Law does n ot provide a means whereby Christians can reinforce their identity
as the people of God, Paul must set forth an ethos that reinforces believers'
identity as fully invested heirs of God's promise. He does this by utilizing
both family imagery and the rhetorical technique of comparison (.ynkrisis).76
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As noted above, Paul consistently introduces family imagery in order to
establish a symbolic universe where his converts are portrayed as: the children
o f God (3:26; 4:6); Abraham's offspring; and heirs according to God's
promise (3:29; 4:7). Not only was the family the most important contributor
to social identity in antiquity, but it also had its own distinct ethos in that
kin were expected to behave differently toward one another than theywould
toward persons outside the kinship group. In fact, behaving toward kin as
one would toward outsiders was perceived as dishonorable.!! Thus, persons
outside of the kinship group were generally viewed as potential rivals, making
agonistic behavior toward them socially acceptable. By comparison, the
relationship between siblings was seen as the closest and strongest
relationship within the family. Consequently, rivalry, competition, and envy
between siblings was deemed Uilllatural. 78
Accordingly, in Gal 5:13---6:10, the social identity of believers as coheirs is reinforced by the recurring forms of the recipro cal pronoun avllh,loj.
Of note is that outside the NT, this term is used within the family group
only in reference to siblings (e. g, never in reference to children and parents)
which is comparable to its use in the NT where it is employed within
homogenous groups to describe behaviors which evidence reciprocity and
parity.79 Thus, Paul's paraenesis functions to exhort believers to act in ways
that demonstrate sibling-like relationships and unity, evidenced by: solidarity
and cooperation, rather than competition; trust, rather than envy, jealousy,
and the advancement of one's interests; harmony, rather than biting and
devouring one another; and forgiveness, while bearing patiently with one
another (5:20-21, 22-23; 6:1_2). 01)
Of note is Gal 6:2 where Paul makes reference to fulfilling the law of
Christ. Although the precise meaning of the 1a-w of Christ is debated,81 it is
clear that the apostle views fulfillment of the Mosaic Law as loving one's
neighbor as oneself (Gal 5:14).82 Moreover, Paul writes that believers live
according to the 1a-w of Christ by bearing one another's burdens (Gal 6:2).
Given the references to Christ in the letter as the one who gives himself
over for sinful humanity (1 :3-4,2:20, 3:13-14), it is m ost likely that Paul is
referring to Christ's pattern of self-giving burden-bearing as the exemplary
pattern of what it means to fulfill the law of Christ, rather than to Christ's
interpretation of the Mosaic Law: 83 Thus, believers fulfill the intent of the
Mosaic Law as Christ did by living in accordance with the lo ve
commandment, selflessly doing and working for what is good (Gal 6:9-1 0).
Although the emphasis is on believer's actions towards one another, Paul's
reference to working for the good of all (TTaVtru;), whenever the opportunity
arises (6:10), suggests that the 1a-w of Christ also defines the community's
actions toward persons outside of the group.
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In this sense, Paul does not deny the importance of law in identity
formation. Rather, he presents the Galatians with a new law which God has
been put in place by the coming of Christ and the giving of the Spirit.
Hence, God's law is fulfilled by loving one's neighbor, both as it is expressed
in the earlier Mosaic Law and in the law of Christ. In other words, the
intent of the Mosaic Law was to bring Israel to practice love of neighbor,
which the people as a whole failed to do, but which has now been perfectly
exemplified by and in Christ. Moreover, empowerment by the Spirit enables
believers to practice this Christ-like love.
Accordingly, Paul overlays and intertwines the family imagery with a
series of contrasts in order to persuade his audience of the importance of
maintaining an ethos commensurate with life in the Spirit. Of note is the
contrast which introduces the paraenetic section: the people of God are
free, but they are slaves to one another (5:13). This general exhortation to
eschew self-indulgence is, in turn, spelled-out by the contrasts which follow.
Thus, rather than destroying one another through competition, envy and
the like (patterns of behavior deemed socially acceptable among persons
outside the kinship group in ancient Mediterranean culture), they are to
love one another (5:15, 26), else they devour each other (5:15); that is, destroy
the community, and consequently, their identity.
In turn, the Spirit versus flesh contrast (5: 16-23) reiterates and reemphasizes the primary role of the Spirit in making obedience to the law
of Christ possible. That is, those who live by the Spirit will not gratify the
desires of the flesh (ETTl8uf.LlUV OUP!<OC; au
1"EAEOT]1"E), which are presented
in a vice list akin to that found in Hellenistic moral discourse (5: 19). 84
However, although the Spirit makes the fulfillment of the Christ ethos
possible, as Paul's reference to the fruit of the Spirit makes clear (5:22-23),
believers must continue to walk in the Spirit, allowing the Spirit to guide
them, as the apostle's warnings make clear (5:21 b; 5:25b-26). This suggests
that not only those outside the Christian community, but also those believers
who spurn the Spirit, choosing instead to participate in works of the flesh,
will not inherit the kingdom of God. In other words, mere profession of
membership in the Christian community is not enough. Those who fail to
evidence the fruit of the Spirit and who persistently reject the pattern of
life embodied in the law of Christ do not bear the marks of identity
associated with the group, regardless of any claimed adherence to the
community's symbolic worldview.
Finally, Paul reinforces the gravity of the choice that his converts must
make, living according to the Spirit and the pattern of Christ, or under the
Mosaic Law; by employing the rhetorical technique of ekphrasiP and making
recourse to the provocative imagery of the physical act of crucifixion which
is implicitly contrasted with the physical mark of circumcision. The apostle's
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references to: his being crucified with Christ (2:19; 6:14); Christ beingpublicly
exhibited as crucified before the Galatians (3:1); the crucifixion of those
who belong to Christ (5:24); and, finally, the marks (ra 01"lYfLum) of Jesus
on his O'wn body (6:17),86 are powerful metaphors, eliciting a network of
associated ideas and emotions associated with suffering, execution and death,
bringing before the mind's eye a vivid portrait of physical bodies marked
by the identifying characteristics of crucifixion (and in Paul's case, the
physical marks of suffering for Christ), rather than by circumcision. By
means of this powerful crucifixion imagery, Paul links the symbolic universe
of his Christ-Spirit narrative with his ethos. The Galatians are to be like he
is (4:12). Rather than desiring the mark of circumcision (which granted,
Paul has, but counts for nothing), they are to seek to be marked like the
crucified one, whereby the marks of crucifixion are evidenced in self-giving
love. By desiring these marks and achieving them in the power of the Spirit,
believers are identified as the people of God. Accordingly, all other marks
mean nothing (5:6; 6:15).
Conclusion

The goal of this study was to perform a sociological analysis of Gal
3:19-4:7 in order to explore Paul's construction of Christian identity in a
community beleaguered by the introduction of a Jewish, albeit messianic,
symbolic universe and ethos that purports to be the true gospel. Many
excellent studies have been conducted which explore Paul's attitude toward
Judaism and the Law, particularly the apostle's understanding of justification
by faith. H owever, analyses of the theological content of Paul's letter to the
Galatians often neglect the fact that the gospel, in the words of the apostle,
is the power for salvation (Rom 1:16). Itis not a body of abstract theological
concepts. Rather, its preaching and consequent reception by social beings
is meant to create a new community, with a new identity and ethos which
reflects the nature of the message heard and believed. AccordingJ.y, although
it is important to understand the theological content of Paul's gospel, it is
no less important to remember that the content cannot be fully grasped
apart from its embodiment within the communities to which Paul -writes.
Hence, sociological analysis not only adds depth to theological analyses,
but also provides a helpfUl corrective to interpretations which fail to consider
the social conditions and factors which were at work, at times enabling, at
other times hindering, the establishment of faithful, flourishing communities
in the midst of competing ideologies and ways of life.
As we have seen, an examination of Gal 3:19-4:7 through the lens of
social identity theory reveals that the issue of justification by faith is not
the fundamental basis of disagreement between Paul and his opponents.
Rather, it is essentially an issue of identity. That is, according to Paul, the
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Holy Spirit is the sine qua non identity marker of those in Christ, not
circumcision and adherence to the Mosaic Law. Moreover, once one
understands the essential role that ethos plays in community-identity
construction, the question of how the paraenetic section connects with the
rest of the epistle fades from view and what is brought to light is that, for
Paul, belief and behavior are two sides of the same coin. Rather than being
an addendum, or an ad hoc assortment of disconnected exhortations, or
even a later, non-Pauline interpolation, Gal 5: 13---6: lOis a carefully
constructed ethos which functions to form and reinforce Christian identity
according to the self-giving pattern of Christ through the enabling power
of the Sprit.
Thus, for Paul, the question of Christian identity is not only a question
of justification by faith. Rather, belief and behavior, law (understood as the
law of Christ) and grace (expressed in the giving of the Spirit) function
hand-in-hand in forming the Christian community into a community that
reflects the truth of the gospel. According to Paul, such a community not
only has faith in Christ, as expressed in its symbolic universe, but also bears
the marks of the crucified one in living-out its related ethos. In fact, all
other marks mean nothing and those who insist that Christians adhere to
other identity markers, including Jewish ones, not only deny the Spirit but
also Christ and the cross.
The gravity of the choice between adherence to the Mosaic Law and life
in the Spirit patterned on Christ which Paul places before his audience is
often lost in interpretations which view the epistle as a polemic against works
righteousness, since the discussion tends to center on the question of initial
justification and Paul's understanding of the role of works in salvation.
However, as mentioned above, the complementary dynamic that exist between
a community's symbolic universe and its ethos highlights the coherence
between these two factors in terms of group cohesion and identity. Yet, rather
than setting forth a body of carefUlly delineated rules and prescriptions, akin
to those found in the Mosaic Law, Paul. instead exhorts believers to love their
neigpbor, bear one another's burdens, follow the lead of the Spirit, and do
good to all in conformity to the pattern modeled by Christ and other, mature,
Christ-like believers, including Paul himself Exactly how this will look in a
given community at a specific time, in a particular place, the apostle does not
say. Rather, for Paul, Christian love is manifested in the concrete actions of
daily life lived within its particular historical-culturallocation; somethingwhich
cannot be defined by static rules and regulations
That Paul exhorts his converts to continue to submit to the Spirit's
guidance, suggests that Paul is advocating an ethos which is based on a
certain degree of spiritual maturity in the area of moral and ethical
discernment which, in turn, is premised on maturity in Christ (Gal 4:19).
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However, the appeal of static rules and regulations lies not only in their
ability to remove the inherent tension, ambiguity, and responsibility that
comes with moral and ethical decision-making, but also in their ability to
provide concrete identity markers which can function as a checklist for
distinguishing members of the in-group not only from outsiders, but also
from other believers who are viewed as less than exemplary, given their
failure to conform to one or more items on the list. ills becomes particularly
problematic when characteristics such as one's political affiliation, mode of
dress, form of baptism, and membership in a particular denomination
become sine qua non markers of "true" Christian identity. In other words,
the choice with which Paul confronts the believers in Galatia is a perennial
one, and the alternatives are no less stark today as they were in the first
century: Will we choose to live in the Spirit according to the pattern of
Christ or under the Lor-w, however we may choose to define the latter?
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1 John M. G. Barclay, Obrying the Truth: Pauls Ethics in Galatians (Vancouver:
Regent College, 1988), 1. For example, Vincent M. Smiles argues that Paul's attack
on the law is "what most characterizes the polemic of Galatians." Accordingly, the
apostle's argument is directed "against the law itself," and not the Judaizing
opponents (Vincent M. Smiles, The Gospel and the Law in Galatia: Pauls Response to
Jewish-Christian Sepamtism and the Threat if Galatian Apostag (Collegeville, Minn.:
Liturgical, 1998),20). Similarly,]. Louis Martyn argues that Paul's main concern in
Galatians is to "draw unmistakable distinctions between his own theology and that
of the Teachers," whereby the apostle views Law observance as nothing other than
a religion opposed to God's apocalypse in Christ G. Louise Martyn, Galatians (AB
33A; New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 39, 42). Also: Gerhard Ebeling, The
Truth if the Gospel An Exposition if Galatians (trans. David Green; Tubingen: Mohr,
1981), 175-77; Ronald Y K. Fung,The Epistle to the Gahtians (NICNT; Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1988), 176-78; Leon Morris, Gahtians: Pauls Charter if Christian Freedom
(Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1996), 83; and Richard N.l.ongenecker, Galatians
(VlBC 41; Colombia: Nelson, 1990), 135.
Z E. P Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1977). James
D. G. Dunn, The Epistle to the Galatians (London: A & C Black, 2002; repr., London:
A & C Black, 1993).
:l Richard N. Longenecker also takes 3:19--4:7 as an argumentative whole,
arguing that this unit explicates the points of disagreement in 2:17-20 of the propositio.
Accordingly, he is correct in pointing out that interpreters are wrong in treating
3:19-25 as a digression (Longenecker, Galatians, 135-37). Similarly, Jan Lambrecht
argues that Gal 4:1-7 functions as acomplement to 3:15-29 with A.Eyw oEintroducing
a second example connected with the first Gan Lambrecht, ''l\..braham and His
Offspring: A Comparison of Galatians 5:1 with 3:13," Biblira80, no. 4 (1999): 535).

4 Both BernardO. Ukwuegbo and Atsuhiro Asano present a thorough
sociological analysis of the context and patterns of community-identity construction
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in the letter to the Galatians within the context of Christianity's emergence as a
sect apart from Judaism (Bernard 0. Ukwuegbu, The Emergence 0/ Christian Identity
in Paul's Letter to the Galatians: A Social-Scimtijic Investigation into the Root causes for the
Parting if the W'9' between Christianity and Judaism (Arbeiten zur Interkulturalitat 4;
Bonn: Borengasser, 2003; Atsuhiro Asano, Community-Idmti!J Construction in Gahtians.
Social-Anthropological and Socio-Historical Studies (N"ew York: T & T Clark,

2005)). In addition, Ben Witherington III provides a concise summary of the
distinguishing characteristics of a conversionist sect and how these apply to Paul's
letter to the Galatians (Ben Witherington III, Gmu in Galatia: A Commmtary on
Paul's Letter to the Galatians (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998),272-76).
5 The highly contested questions of epistolary audience, date, and the letter's
relationship to the Book of Acts are beyond the scope of this paper and will not
be discussed.
6 Stephen Kerry analyses the role of the Holy Spirit in Gal 3:1-5 and argues on
grammatical-historical grounds that the Spirit is central for Christian identity
according to Paul (Stephen Kerry, ''l\.n Exegetical Analysis of Galatians 3:1-5, with
Particular Reference to Pneumatological Themes that Relate to the Onset and
Continuation of Christian Identity, with Respect to Law and Gospel," Journal if
Biblical and Pneumatological Research 2 (Fall 2010): 57-86.)

7 Reconstructions of the Galatian crisis, the related issue of the identity of
Paul's opponents, and opinions regarding the coherence of the epistle are as
numerous as the letter's interpreters. With respect to the first issue and the question
of identity, Smiles argues, for example, that the Judaizers are insisting that there
remain Jew and Greek even in the Christian context (Smiles, Gospel and the I..fiw, 1516,66-67). Other suggestions include viewing the opponents as: composed oftwo
parties, a judaizing group and a pneumatic group of spiritual radicals; Gentiles
who have misunderstood Paul's teaching; Jewish-Christian Gnostics; Zealots
advocating Christian perfection (completion gospel); and Christian-Jews who see
Paul as their ally (Richard LDngenecker, Galatians, lxxxix-xcv). Richard Longenecker
correctly points out that 1:6-9 and 6: 11-18 presen t the clearest description of Paul's
opponents and as such, are to be given preference in any attempt to characterize
the opponents (Richard LDngenecker, Galatians, xcv). Thus, it is most likely that
they are Jewish Christians who believe that Gentiles need to be circumcised and to
keep the Mosaic Law in order to be identified as full Christians. This is discussed
more fully in what follows. With respect to issue of coherence, Ukwuegbu notes
that attempts at explaining how the paraneatic section connects with the rest can be
divided into two camps: those who argue that it is a non-Pauline interpolation; and
those who argue that it is representative of Paul's arguments, although these scholars
differ as to why the apostle includes this section (Ukwuegbu, Emergence 0/ Christian
Identity, 345-55). For example,John M. G. Barclay, who arguably has presented the
most detailed and persuasive argument for the coherence of the letter to date,
maintains that the Galatian Christians are attracted to the Mosaic Law because it
provides clear ethical guidelines. Thus, Paul's task in the paraenetic section is to
convince them that an ethical life is possible apart from it (Barclay, Obrying the Truth,
73,95). Similarly, Frank]. Matera, "Galatians in Perspective: Cutting a New Path
through Old Territory," Int Guly 2000): 243. Smiles, on the other hand, finds
inconsistency in Paul's theology in that "he both denigrates" it (Gal 3:15-17) and
also "appeals to its authority and insists that believers fulfill it (Gal 5:14) (Smiles,
Gospel and the I..fiw, 20). Frank]. Matera provides an excellent summary of the various
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positions (Nfatera, "Galatians in Perspective," 242).
8 Paul refers to this law as the law of Christ (Gal 6:2). The law of Christ is
discussed below.
9
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Asano, Community-Identity Construction, 14. As Robert L. Brawley notes, social
identity theory anticipates that if social barriers are permeable a subdominantgroup
may assimilate to a dominant group. In other words,the barrier between Jewish and
Gentile messianic identity is porous, in that, through circumcision, the Gentiles'
social location and identity could be changed, allowing them to move from agroup
with a negative social identity to a dominant group with a positive social identity. In
addition, this theory also anticipates that a dominant group threatened by change
will emphasize its distinctiveness. (Robert L. Brawley, "Identity and Metaethics:
Being Justified and Ethics in Galatians," pages 107-23 in Character Ethics and the
New Testament Moral Dimensions if Scripture (ed. Robert L. Brawely; Louisville:
Westminster, 2007), 114-15).
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14 Asano, Community-Identity Construction, 14.
15 That Galatians exhibits features of Greco-Roman rhetoric is a view accepted
by most scholars. However, Martyn maintains that the letter does not conform to
the recommendations of the ancient rhetoricians (1vfartyn, Galatians, 21). Rather,
he argues, Paul focuses his attention on "re-proclaiming the gospel in light of the
Teachers' message," so as to demonstrate to the Galatian Christians their "need to
be taught by God" (1v1artyn, Galatians, 23). Be that as it may, Martyn's argument
does not stand, since Paul must persuade the Galatians that his position, however
one chooses to define it, apocalyptic or not, is the correct one, while the ''Teachers'"
message is not. Martyn's position aside, scholars disagree with regard to the type of
rhetoric found in the letter. As Smiles notes, Hans Dieter Betz's description of
Galatians as an apologetic letter has not been universally received, although some
scholars recognize that the epistle may have some apologetic purpose, particularly
in chaps. 1-2 (Hans Dieter Betz, Galatians: A Commrotary on PaulH...etter to the Churches
in Galatia (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1979),24-25; Smiles, Gospel and the
Law, 12-14). Contra, Witherington, who maintains that the Gal 1-2 serves a
deliberative function (Ben Witherington III, New Testament RhetoncAn Introductory
Guide to the Art if Persuasion in and if the New Testament (Eugene, Oreg.: Cascade,
2009), 124-25). Similarly, Richard Longenecker avers that Betz forces Galatians
"into a mold of forensic rhetoric," and thus, argues that the epistle is best read as a
letter of rebuke and request (Longenecker, Galatians, ciii, cxi,). Smiles, on the other
hand, categorizes the letter primarily as deliberative, on the grounds that Paul is
seeking to persuade the Galatians about their future decisions more than he is
attempting to provide a justification for past actions (Smiles, Gospe! and the Law, 1214). Similarly, Witherington, who also provides an excellent summary of the deliberative
position and its merits (Vlitherington, Grace in Galatia, 27-30, 36-37, 39).
16 Brawley, "Identity and Metaethics," 113.
17The scholarly debate over what Paul means by the term oLKct lCx.J and what
exactly Pauline "justification" entails begins with Martin Luther, extends down
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through proponents of the "New Perspective," and on to their critics. A discussion
of this topic is beyond the scope of the paper. Thus, for the purposes of this
sociological analysis, I will assume that this term, as used by Paul, encompasses
both initial and final justification, both "getting in" and "staying in." In other words,
I will assume that the apostle holds both aspects of justification together, as two
sides of the same coin, in a way that anachronistically applied theological categories
often do not.
18 Thus, I do not agree with Ukweugbu who states that the Judaizers insistence
on Law observance should be read as an attempt to keep the new movement within
the confines of Judaism, rather than as their presenting a different version of the
Christian gospel (Ukweugbu, Emergence if Christian Irkntity, 172-73). Paul specifically
curses his opponents for proclaiming a contrary gospel (1:8-9) and not for attempting
to proselytize Gentile Christians. Asano is closer to the mark in maintaining that
the Judaizers are insisting that Gentiles be fully integrated into the Jewish community
in order to attain unity in the church (Asano, Community-Identity Construction, 227).
However, it is not clear that Paul's opponents are interested in unity. Rather, it
seems that they are more interested in promoting a hierarchical arrangement based
on whether or not a believer is fully incorporated into the community as measured
according to Jewish standards of Gentile incorporation.
19 Brawley makes a similar argument (Brawley, "Identity and Metaethics," 11315). In addition, Betz argues that Paul's statement in Gal 2:16 indicates that both
the Jewish and the Gentile messianists agree that justification entails faith in Christ
(Betz, Galatians, 18, 113-19).
2U Although the OT concept of covenant, with circumcision functioning as
the primary marker of covenantal membership, was central to the symbolic universe
of first-century Judaism, indicating common identity and shared relationship with
God, Law observance also stood at the centre of Israel's identity as the people of
God (1 Macc 1:57; 2 Macc 2:21-22; Sir 17:11-17,24:23; 2 En. 31:1;Judt 12:19;Jub.
1:5, 10, 14; lQS 9:11) (Ukwuegbu, Emergmct if Christian Idmti!!, 140-48). Thus,
Jews in the first-century were conscious of their identification as the people of
God and with the Jewish community through their fidelity to these two covenantal
symbols, since in most forms of Judaism, the Law was perceived to be an indivisible
whole (4 Macc 5:20-21; 'Abot. 2.1, 4.2; Justin, Dial. 8.2; Josephus, Ant. 20.38-46)
(Bruce W LDngenecker, The Triumph if Abrahams God: The Traniformation if Identity
in Galatians (Nashville: Abingdon, 1998), 32-33; Ukwuegbu, Emergmce if Christian
!denti!!, 148-49). This need for a primary and effective identity and boundary marker
would have been especially pressing for the Jewish Christian minorities in the cities
of the Diaspora (Ukwuegbu, Emergmce if Christian Idmtity, 135-36). Accordingly,
Paul's remark that the Judaizers do not keep the Law (Gal 6:13) is intended to
undermine his opponent's credibility and does not mean that the agitators did not
expect the Galatians to observe the Law in conjunction with circumcision (Barclay,
ObfJing the Truth, 60-68). In other words, although the Judaizers emphasize
circumcision, they, in all probability, expect the Gentiles to observe the Mosaic Law
once they are circumcised (Bruce Longenecker, Triumph if Abrahams God, 33).
ZI Asano, Community-Identity Construction, 200.

II As Paul points out, not only does he preach the same gospel as Peter, but
also his mission is endorsed by the Jerusalem leaders themselves, who perceive the
grace at work in the apostle to the Gentiles (2:9).
Zl

Jerome H. Neyrey, ''lv1eals, Food, and Table Fellowship," pages 159-82 in
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The Social Sciences and New Testament Interpretation (ed. Richard L. Rohrbaugh;
Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 2003), 170.
2A Asano refers to Paul's method of community-identity construction as the
"instrumental mode" of identity formation. In this mode of construction, the
welfare of the community and/or ideology of the founder is sought apart from
the constraints of the traditional values of the in-group(s) or parentgroup(s) (Asano,
Community-Identity Construction, 98, 99).

Z.\

Asano, Community-Identity Construction, 200.

26

Brawley, "Identity and Metaethics," 115.

n Philip F. Esler, "Paufs Contestation of Israel's (Ethnic) Memory of Abraham
in Galatians 3," BTB 36, no. 1 (2006): 27.
18

Esler, "Paul's Contestation," 27.

Z9

Asano, Community-Identity Construction, 113.

:;0

Asano, Community-Identity Construction, 145-46.

According to Quintilian, the exemplum functions as a proof which serves
to persuade the audience of the truth of the point the orator is attempting to make
(Quintilian, Inst., 5.11.6).
:11

:lZ An understanding of angels as being present at the giving of the Mosaic
Law was a dominant tradition in the the Second Temple period Gub. 1.27-29; Philo,
Somn. 1.140-44; Josephus, Ant. 15.136) and in the NT (Acts 7:38, 53; Heb 2:2)
(Richard Longenecker, Galatians, 140; Witherington, Grace in Galatia, 257). Thus,
the plurality signaled in e'noj. ouvk most likely refers to the duality of parties involved
in a mediated arrangement, God, on the one hand, and the Jews, on the other G. B.
Lightfoot, Saint Paul's Epistle to the Galatians (10th ed.; London: Macmillan, 1986),
146-47; Ernest De Witt Burton, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the
Epistle to the Galatians (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1920), 191-92) and
not to a plurality of persons, such that a mediator is required to mediate between
the angels, through whom the law was ordained, and the Jews (A. Oepke, "mesi,thj,"
TDNT 4:619; Ebeling, Truth of the Gospel, 190).
:l:l The word mesi,thj was commonly associated with Moses in the literature of
the Second Temple period (Richard Longenecker, Galatians, 140-41).
:14 Richard Longenecker, Galatians, 141-42. To desire the law is to desire the
inferior, since God wishes to deal with his people directly, an idea also reflected in
early Judaism (lDngenecker, Galatians, 142-43; Betz, Galatians, 172-73; Witherington,
Grace in Galatia, 258-59). Accordingly, the Spirit is not only received directly, but is also
the manifestation of the very inheritance promised to Abraham (Gal 3:13-14; 4:6).
:15

Gal 3:2, 5, 14; 4:6; 5:5, 16-18,22,25; 6:8.

As Bruce W. Longenecker notes, interpreters have read the phrase -rwv
Xdpw in several ways: the law was added in order to induce
transgressions (causative); to bring about awareness of transgressions (cognitive);
or to serve as a restraint (corrective) (Bruce Longenecker, Triumph of Abraham's
God, 125-26). Given Paul's argument as a whole, the third option is most likely.
:loS

:17 Scholars have noted that the changes from first person plural to second
person plural indicate a shift in focus from Jewish Christians ("we'') to Gentile
Christians (''you'') (e. g: Betz, Galatians, 185-86; Frank]. Matera, Galatians (SP 9;
Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical, 1992), 143-44).
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Bruce Longenecker, Triumph

of Abraham)s God, 126-27.

Norman H. Young, "Paidagogos: The Social Setting of a Pauline Metaphor,"
NovT 24, no. 2 (1987): 154. For example, Plato 50 F50s Protagoras argues that
"t"POIjxX; Kctl
Kctl nctlOctywyex; Kctl ctv"t"OC; 0
were a child's first and
eager moral instructors (Plato, Prot. 325C-D). Epictetus and Lucian speak of
H"t"ST), 0 nctlooywyOC; (Epictetus, Diatr. 1, 11,21-23; Lucian, Anach.
20), while Plutarch adds 0
to the same list (Plutarch, Mor. 36E). Philo, like
Protagoras, includes "customs" in his extended lists (Philo, Her. 295; V"trl. 178;
Migr. 116; Mut. 217) (Young, "Paidagogos," 154).
:19

4J For example, Michael J. Smith argues that the presence of tPPOUPEW and
OU)'KA.EL.W in close conjunction (Gal. 3:22-23) makes it clear that this is Paul's main
point, if not his only point (Michael J. Smith, "The Role of the Pedagogue in
Galatians," Bibliothera Sarra 163 (April-June 2006): 112-13). Similarly, F. F. Bruce
avers that the term "baby-sitter" is descriptive of the pedagogue (F. F. Bruce, The
Epistle to the Galatians (1'1"1 GTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1982), 183). Also: Matera,
Galatians, 136; Fung, Galatians, 168-69.
41 J. C. O'Neill, "Pedagogues," IBS 23 (April 2001): 59. For example, in
philosophical thought, the process of education moves from external pressure by
the pedagogue to internal appropriation (Plutarch, Mor. 37 C-E; Epictetus, frag. 97)
(0' Neill, "Pedagogues," 57-59) .
.Q Young, "Paidagogos," 157-61. Similarly, Witherington, Grace in Galatia, 264.
Although this observation does not warrant viewing the Mosaic Law as leading
persons to Christ (Vlitherington, Grace in Galatia, 265).

4:l

Young, "Paidagr;gos," 156.

Young, "Paidogogos:' 169. For example, Diogenes Laertius divides rule into
five categories: Kct"t"c( v4.J.ov, Kct"t"ct t\Jvow, Kct"t"ct EEloC;, Kct"t"ct yho:;, Kct"t"c( OE
The rule Kct"t"c( EEloc;, according to Diogenes, is like that of ot nctlooywy0L. "t"wu
nctlOwu ctpXOUOl (3,92). Plutarch draws an analogy between
and nctlooywyex;.
Wine, he argues, destroys our conditioned and external social mores, for by it we
become completely distanced from custom, as it were, from a pedagogue c(nw"t"c("t"w
"t"OU OOflOU KctSc(nEp nctlOctywyou YEyOUO"t"wu (Plutarch, Mor. 645B) (Young,
"Paidagr;gos," 154-55).
44

45

Plutarch, Mor. 37 C-E; Epictetus, frag. 97 (0' Neill, "Pedagogues," 57-59).

The doing of the Law is equated with life throughout the Jewish S:::riptures
and literature (Deut 4:1, 5:32-33, 6:24-25, 8:1, 30:15-20; Ezek 18:9, 21; 20:11, 13,21;
33:10; Prov 3:1-2; 6.23; Neh 9:29; Sir 17:11; Bib. Ant. 23:10; Pss. Sol. 14:2-3; Bar 3:9)
(Bruce LDngenecker, Triumph 0/ Abrahams God, 120). Paul shows cognizance of this
traditional Jewish perspective in Phil 3:6 where he claims that as a Pharisee he was
blameless with regard to his righteousness under the Law. That is, that he was faultless
in his motivations to live by the Law, his faults being dealt with by means of repentance
and atonement (Bruce LDngenecker, Triumph 0/ Abrahams God, 122) .
405

.0 John K. Goodrich, "Guardians, Not Taskmasters: The Cultural Resonances
of Paul's Metaphor in Galatians 4:1-2," ISNT 32 (2010): 253. The author argues
persuasively that the context of Paul's analogy in 4:1-7 is found in the Roman law
of guardianship. He notes that, although some interpreters prefer reading the analogy
against the backdrop of Hellenistic law, mainly because Paul employs multiple
guardians which was not prescribed in Roman law, Roman law permitted and
eventually came to prefer the appointment of numerous guardians in order to
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provide the minor with a sufficient number of administrators to manage and enlarge
his inheritance (Goodrich, "Guardians, Not Taskmasters," 252, 270).

43 Young, "Paidagogos," 154-55. As a loan-word, ml 1"pomx; is used to describe a
similar trustee appointment in Judaism, while Rabbinic sources also do not seem to
distinguish finely between mHoo:ywy6c;, ml1"!Xmoc; and
In addition, in
Stoic descriptions of the inner divinity that is set over each man as a guardian, the
sources use either ETTl 1"fXlTToc; or TTO: looywy6c; (Young, "Paidagogos," 155-56). Similarly,
Fung, Galatians, 180. However, Witherington argues that the term ml1"fXlTTOC; has
the more specific meaning of a guardian of an orphan in Gal 4:2 (Vlitherington,
Gmce in Galatia, 284).
49

Goodrich, "Guardians, Not Taskmasters," 265, 268.

There has been much ink spilt over the precise meaning of the phrase 1"it
01"OlXE10: 1"OU dq.J.Ou. Given the context, Richard Longenecker is probably right in
concluding that the phrase refers to first principles or elemental teachings, such as
those given by God in the Mosaic Law in preparation for the coming of Christ (R.
Longenecker, Galatians, 165-66). Also, Witherington, Gmce in Galatia, 284-86.
YJ

51 According to Paul, adherence to the Mosaic Law, similar to observance of
the rites and rituals associated with the Emperor cult, neither brings life nor conveys
right standing with God (Gal 4:9). In other words, Paul is presenting a generic
picture of behavior that characterizes pious persons, both Jew and pagan.
(Vlitherington, Grace in Galatia, 298-99).

5Z Under Hellenistic law an adOpted child had equal status with that of a
natural child. The adopter could neither repudiate the adopted child nor reduce
him or her to slavery (P Oxy. 1206; P Lips. 28) (Vlitherington, Gmce in Galatia,
283). A similar situation prevailed under Roman law (Paul Veyne, The RDman Empire
(trans. Arthur Goldhammer; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002), 17-18;
Dunn, Galatians, 217).
5:1

Goodrich, "Guardians, Not Taskmasters," 253.

David A. deSilva, Honor, Patronage, Kinship & Puriy Un!ockingNew Testammt
Culture (Downers Grove: Intervarsity, 2000), 158.
55 The appellation, "the Spirit of his Son" (1"0 TTVEUfill 1"OU ULOU 0:61"ou) is
found only in Gal 4:6 and does not appear elsewhere in Paul's letters, although
similar expressions occur in Rom 8:9,15; 2 Cor 3:17; and Phil 1:19. The apostle
probably uses this expression in order to emphasize the integral nature of sonship
and the reception of the Spirit by believers, such that one can speak of them in
either order (Richard Longenecker, Galatians, 173-74; Witherington, Gmce in Galatia,
290). Moreover, to experience the Spirit is to experience Christ; hence, Paul's
reference to the Spirit of his Son (1vfatera, Galatians, 151). However, Ronald Y K.
Fung and others aver that sonship precedes the gift of the Spirit who, in turn,
attests the reality of sonship (Fung, Galatians, 184; Burton, Epistle to the Galatians,
221-23; Betz, Galatians, 197; Heinrich Schlier, Der Briif an die Galater (Gottingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1962), 197-98; Ebeling, Truth if the Gospel, 221).
Nevertheless, Richard Longenecker and Matera are correct to point out that sonship
and reception of the Spirit are intertwined and as such, are not two, chronological or
independent events; thus, making it natural for Paul to link the Spirit with the Son.

David G. Horrell, Solidarity and Diffirmce: A Contemporary Reading if Paul's
Ethics (N"ew York: T & T Clark, 2005), 102. Similarly: Wayne A. Meeks, The First
Urban Christians: The Social World if the Apostle Paul (2nd ed.; New Haven: Yale
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University Press, 2003), 153-57; Louise J. Lawrence, "Ritual and the First Urban
Christians: Boundary Crossings of Life and Death," pages 99-115 in After the First
Urban Christians: TheSocial-Srimtific Stu4J 0/ Pauline Christianity Twenty-Five Yean wter
(eds. Todd D. Still and David G. Horrell; London: T & T Clark, 2009),97,113-15;
Asano, Community-Idmti!J Construction, 180-81.
57 Bruce Longenecker, Triumph 0/ Abrahams God, 72, n. 5. Of note, J. Albert
Harrill argues that Paul's reference to donning Christ is parae netic speech modeled
after the paraenesis of the Roman toga virilis ceremony that marks a boy's coming
of age. His thesis makes intelligible both Paul's exhortation of responsible use of
new, adult freedom and his theology that this freedom renders circumcision
unnecessary (Albert Harrill, "Coming of Age and Putting on Christ: The Toga
ViriasCeremony, Its Paraenesis, and Paul's Interpretation of Baptism in Galatians,"
NovT 44, no. 3 (2002): 252-77).
58 Dunn, Galatians,204-205. This notion is similar to that found in Rom 13:14,
Col 3:10-12, and Eph 4:24.
59

Dunn, Galatians,204-205. Also, Betz, Galatians, 189.

Debbie H unn, "The Baptism of Galatians 3:27: A Contextual Approach,"
ExpTim 115, no. 11 (2004): 373.
60

61 Brigitte Kahl, ''No Longer Male: Masculinity Struggles Behind Galatians
3.28?" JSNT 79 (Summer 2000): 41.

6zThus, both Ukwuegbu's and M iroslav Kocur's suggestion that faith in Christ
is the mark which identifies Christians is too narrow (Ukwuegbu, Emergmce 0/
Christian Idmti!J, 405; Miroslav Kocur, National and Reagious Idmti!J: A Sfu4J in Galatians
3) 23-29 and Romans 10) 12-21 (OBS 24; Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 2003), 213). Rather,
in Galatians, Paul's emphasis is on the Spirit; although, life in the Spirit is possible
only in Christ. A s we will see, this is the factor which links the theological and
paraenetic sections.
6:1 H unn, ''Baptism of Galatians," 174. Some interpreters maintain that Paul is
quoting from an ancient baptismal liturgy (e. g.: Betz, Galatians, 181; Richard
Longenecker, Galatians, 155; Ebeling, Truth 0/ the Gospel, 210; Fung, Galatians, 175).
However,James D. G. Dunn argues that the existence of such liturgies at this stage
of early Christianity is questionable Games D. G. Dunn, Galatians, 201). Similarly,
Morris, Galatians, 120-21.

As Debbie Hunn aptly notes, although water baptism accords with the most
common use of the word in the biblical text, the Gospels also speak of the baptism
of the Spirit (e.g., Mark 1:8;John 1:33) and of the Spirit and fire (1v1att. 3:11; Luke
3:16). Similarly, A cts refers to water baptism but also points to b aptism in the Spirit
(Acts 1:5; 11:16). Moreover, although commentators debate some uses of 'baptism'
in the epistles (e.g., Rom 6:3--4; E ph 4:5), they find three clearly distinct uses in 1
Corinthians: water baptism (1:13-17), baptism unto Moses (10:2), and baptism in
the Spirit (12:13) (Hunn, "Baptism of Galatians," 374).
65 H unn notes the parallels between G al 3:27-28 and 1 Cor 12:13. Both passages
state that Jew and Gentile, slave and free, are part of Christ/the body. 1 Corinthians
speaks of "one body" and G alatians of being "one in Christ Jesus." The baptism
that accomplishes this unity in the Corinthians passage is Spirit baptism (H unn,
"Baptism of Galatians," 374).
66

Brawley, "Identity and Me taethics," 115.
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67 Accordingly, Martyn concludes that the slave/free and male/female pair are
only vestiges of the formula Paul quotes to remind the Galatians that the Jew/
Greek antithesis is abolished by Christian baptism G. Louis Martyn, Galatians: A
New Translation with Introduction and C,ommentary(AB 33A; New York: Doubleday,
1997),376). However, Madeleine Boucher states, "It is necessary in explaining Gal
3:28 to account somehow for the addition of the last two pairs, slave/free and
male/female, since the passage concerns only the Jew/Gentile question" (Nfadeleine
Bouche, "Some Unexplored Parallels to 1 Cor 11:11-12 and Gal 3:28: The NT on
the Role of Women," CBQ 31 (1969): 53).
68 For example, according to Jewish thought the legitimate heir is a Jew, a free
person, and a male. Similarly, the free, circumcised male is the only full Israelite
(froy W Martin, "The Covenant of Circumcisio (Genesis 17:9-14) and the Situational
Antithesis in Galatians 3:28," JBL 122 (2003): 118;Ben Witherington III, "Ritual
and Rights for Women: Galatians 3:28," NTS 27 (1981): 595-96; Ed L. Miller, "Is
Galatians 3:28 the Great Egalitarian Text?," ExpTim 114, no. 1 (2002): 11; Smiles,
Gospel and the Law, 66; Tatha Wiley, Paul and the Gentile Women: &framing Galatians
(New York: Continuum, 2005), 81-82. Wayne Walden, "Galatians 3:28 Grammar
Observations," ResQ 51, no. 1 (2009): 47; Doug Heidebrecht, "Distinction and
Function in the Church: Reading Galatians 3:28 in Context," Direction 34 no. 2
(2005): 182). Of note is Gesila Nneka Uzukwu's study which demonstrates that
Gal 3:28 is neither literarily nor thematically related to Jewish texts which speak to
these three divisions (Gesila Nneka Uzukwu, "Gal 3:28 and Its Alleged Relationship
to Rabbinic Writings," Biblira 91, no. 3 (2010)).
69 E. g.: Ukwuegbu, Emergence if Christian Identity, 324; Martin, "Covenant of
Circumcision," 122; Witherington, "Ritual and Rights," 602; Horrell, Solidari!J and
Difference, 126, 128-29.
70 E. g.: Richard Longenecker, Galatians, 157; Martyn, Galatians, 380-81 Betz,
on the other hand, takes the reference to male and female as a later addition (Betz,
Galatians, 182).
71

The LXX follows the NIT.

n According to Quintilian, an inductio is an authoritative opinion rendered by nations,

peoples, philosophers, distinguished citizens, illustrious poets, or the gods which is used
to support an argument or case. As a divine word, it constitutes the weightiest type of
authority (Quintilian, Inst. 5.11.36-37,42-44). Also, Cicero, Inv., 1.30-48.
70 Thus, Gal 3:28 neither speaks directly to social egalitarianism, nor to the
leveling of entrance requirements. Contra, Wiley, Paul and the Gmtile Womm,51.
Neither is Paul arguing against the J udaizers who are advocating that women marry,
so that they would be full members of the community. Contra, Witherington, "Rite
and Rituals," 599. However, although Gal 3:28 speaks to an eschatological reality,
this reality does have implications for the political/social order (\!Jitherington, "Rite
and Rights," 600-601; Heidebrecht, "Distinction and Function," 190; Asano,
Communi!J-Identity Constmction, 200-202). Unfortunately, in this letter, Paul does not
spell-out in detail what these implications are, since the outpouring of the Spirit
and Christian identity is the focus here. Thus, Beverly Roberts Gaventa is closer to
the mark when she writes in reference to Gal 3:28 that: "Despite the frequent and
common-sense reaction that Paul cannot possibly "really" mean that there is no
longer male and female, since manifestly there are men and women in the world,
that is exactly what he means: that being "in Christ" brings life in the identity-
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conferring realm of "male and female" to an end. Like the other pairs in the verse,
"male and female" functions as a metonym for places in which we live, the spheres
in which we name ourselves and find our identity. Those who are "in Christ" cannot
also be in the identity business of being first of all female or male" (Beverly Roberts
Gaventa, ''Is Galatians Just A "Guy Thing"? A Theological Reflection," Int Guly
2000): 275. In other words, for Paul, belonging to Christ and living in the Spirit are
primary markers of Christian identity.
The expectation of the Spirit is prevalent in Jewish restoration eschatology
with the giving of the Spirit signifying the revitalization of Israel (Sanders, Paul and
Palestinian Judaism, 18). In addition, a stiff neck and an uncircumcised heart are
common metaphors for Israel's disobedience (Exod 33:3; Deut 1O:6;Jer 6:10, 9:25;
Jub 1:22; 1QH 18:20).
See, David G. Horrell who discusses the relationship between a community's
ethos and its symbolic universe in detail (Horrell, Solidari!J and Difference, 98). Thus,
in cases where "the is" and "the ought" of a particular community do not cohere,
it is expected that either outsiders will call into question the purported identity of
the group, or insiders will seek to correct wayward members. An example of the
latter is seen in Gal2:14where Paul points out in no uncertain terms that Barnabas'
and Peter's refusal to eat with Gentile Christians evidences behavior inconsistent
with the truth of the gospel.
76

Quin tilian, I nst, 2.4.21, 8.4.9-14, 9.2.100-101.

TI

deSilva, HonO!; Patronage, 165-66.

Attention to sibling relationships is given by classical, Hellenistic and GrecoRoman ethicists. E. g.: Aristotle, Nic. Eth. 8.12.3; Plutarch, Mor. 478E, 480B-C,
487A-B, 488A (deSilva, Honor, Patronage, 165-73).
78

79

Ukwuegbu, Emergence of Christian Identity, 358.

80

See: Plutarch, Mor. 6.479.2, 480.5-7,483.1,489.18.

81 Precisely what Paul means by the "law of Christ" (Gal 6:2) is disputed and
has been interpreted in a variety of ways. The phrase may refer to the teachings of
Jesus which constitute, for Paul, a new Law (forah) (Bruce, Galatians, 261). Some
have argued that it refers to the love command as taught and exemplified by Christ
(c. K. Barrett, Freedom &Obligation:A Stu4Y if the Epistle wthe Galatians (Philadelphia:
Westminster, 1985), 83). Others aver that it refers to the Mosaic Law, and that
when Paul talks of fulfilling the law of Christ he means fulfilling the Law in the
way exemplified and taught by Christ; that is, fulfilling it through love (Barclay,
Obrying the Truth, 133-34). Finally, the suggestion has been made that the phrase
refers to a regulative principle or structure of existence; i.e, that which was embodied
paradigmatically in Christ through his self-giving life and death on the cross (Richard
B. Hays, "Christology and Ethics in Galatians: The Law of Christ," CEQ 49 (1987):
278, 287). David G. Horrell avers that these proposals are not entirely separable
and that, although Hays is correct in maintaining that Galatians as a whole supports
the idea that what Paul has in view is Christ's example of burden bearing, it is
possible that the apostle also has the Mosaic law in view (Horrell, Solidari!J and
Difference, 224, 230). However, Horrell's position ignores the fact that Paul speaks
of two covenants in Galatians (4:21-31) which could conceivably contain two
different laws. (Vlitherington, Grace in Galatia, 424).
8zIn 1 Cor 9:19-23, Paul distinguishes between the Mosaic Law and the law of
Christ, writing that law of Christ is the same as the law of God, suggesting that the
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law of Christ is God's law in place of the Mosaic Law (Vlitherington, Grace in
Galatia, 424).
Witherington, Grace in Galatia, 424-26.
Longenecker, Galatians, 252. Contra, F. F. Bruce who argues that such vice
lists are found in 1QS 4.2-14 and in the catechesis of the Two Ways (F. F. Bruce,
Galatians, 247).
85 Both Aelius Theon and Hermogenes define ekphrasis as clear, vivid language
meant to bring what is portrayed clearly into sight, creating seeing through hearing
(George A. Kennedy, trans. Progymnasmata: Greek Textbooks of Prose Composition and
Rhetoric (Atlanta: SBL, 2003),45,86).
86 The term"tCt. O1:l.yfllt"tct was common in antiquity for the marks of religious
tattooing or slave branding. Paul is probably referring to the scars left on his body
from his sufferings as an apostle (2 Cor 6:4-6,11:23-30). As such, they are the
identifying marks of his enslavement to and apostleship for Christ (Longenecker,
Galatians, 299-300).
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Public Theology fo r Global Development· A Case Study
Dealing with "Health" in Africa

Abstract

This article makes a simple assertion. The problems faced by global
societies require a multi-disciplinary approach, in which theology actively
engages other disciplines, such as politics, health, economics, science, and
cultural studies, for the purposes of helping the Church of Jesus Christ
accurately represent "the fullness of him who fills everything in every way"
(Eph 1:23). This reflects the writings of John Wesley and involves a process
of reinterpreting the Asburian heritage of "the whole Bible for the whole
World" for relating the Gospel to such issues as poverty, disease, famine,
ecological disaster, and other facets of development crisis. In the second
half of the article, we explore some of the ways this can be accomplished
in global stages through a closer look at ''health,'' involving the World Health
Organization, mission hospitals, village beliefs, and a contemporary
phenomenon revolving around the healing "powers" of a Lutheran pastor
in Tanzania.
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The village of Selare abuts the Masai steppe in north-central Tanzania.
The people occupying this semi-arid region are Warangi: Bantu by etlmolinguistic decent and socio-religiously, Muslim My family lived in this small
village of approximately fifteen hundred people for two years, seeking to
understand the needs of the community: what they valued, the questions
most imp ortant to them, their desires, problems, as well as aspirations, and
most significantly, how the Gospel of Jesus Christ related to these critical affairs.
Itwas theolcgy that brought us to the village of Selare and it would be theolcgy
that would help us probe the answers to the community's deepest concerns
To make these kinds of connections, we toiled in the fields, often beset
by drought; or when the rains would come, stricken by pestilence in the
form of caterpillars, locusts, or birds. Other times, we would sit with our
neighbors and listen to their stories, laden with desire and despair. Where
were the rains? H ow would they feed their children? Could they send them
to school? Should they spend m oney on medicine for their grandmother's
tuberculosis or food for the family? After earning some of their trust, they
began broadening the trajectories of those narratives to unseen realitie s:
the spirits, curses, and other spiritual issues H ow could they ward off evil?
Why were they poor? H ow could they improve their lot?
Funerals happened several times a week, sometimes daily after the rains.
In the beginning, they would tell me the cause of death was malaria or
pneumonia; it was only later, after I had lived with them an extended time
that they confessed to the real reason: "the sickness that nobody talks about"
(meaning HIV-AIDS). My main "job" in the community was that of
ambulance driver. People would come in the middle of the night (usually
when a person's fever was highest and all other "traditional" efforts had
failed) and would fill the vehicle with extended family members. I would
drive 2-3 hours to the nearest government hospital over tenuous roads.
Many of the sick survived, others did not. I also transported corpses to
bury the dead within their homesteads, a socio-religious value esteemed by
the people.
Resulting from these activities, the community leaders asked me to help
them with informal training programs to raise awareness regarding healthrelated needs. We walked around the village discussing sanitation or dietary
needs. Should they sleep under mosquito nets? Wash food? Boil water?
Plant tomatoes? H ow could they increase the yield of millet, or undertake
different procedures to till the land? Each of these questions engendered
socio-economic implications and necessitated religious and cultural rationale.
Hence, if they boiled water, they would need to collect firewood from the
mountains. This was illegal, and represented the domain of the spirits. O r,
if they bought m osquito nets there was less m oney to purchase other
necessities. Discussions of health moved into broader domains.
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This brief narrative raises some of the problems faced by global societies.
It further demonstrates how theology moves with people, into convoluted
pathways where multidisciplinary themes swirl like the ever-present dust
devils that skip and dance across the barren terrain.
This article makes a simple assertion. The problems faced by global
societies require a multi-disciplinary approach, in which theology actively
engages other disciplines, such as politics, economics, science, and cultural
studies, for the purposes of helping the Church of Jesus Christ accurately
represent "the fullness of him who fills everything in every way" (Eph
1:23). This, I will argue, reflects the writings of John Wesley and involves a
process of reinterpreting the Asburian heritage of "the whole Bible for the
whole World." In the second half of the article, I will explore some of the
ways this GID be accomplished in gJ.obal stages through a closer look at ''health.''

Public Theology for Global Development
The previous comments highlight the importance of public theology
for global development. Depending upon how it is understood, public
theology is either an old practice that has received new attention, or a new
discipline that has grown out of critical self-reflection within the broader
province of theological studies. It seeks interaction with other disciplines
within public "spaces,"whether global, local, or a confluence of the two, to
engage in the issues most important to people around the world. For many,
this means poverty, disease, famine, pestilence, ecological failure, and other
facets of developmental crisis. In the case of the Warangi, theology emerged
as a central feature of ''health;'' which to my surprise entailed more than a
narrowly defined cultural approach to the topic, but cascaded with texture
and fluidity into larger socio-religious, economic, and political headwaters,
drawn from the confluence of local, national, and global tributaries.
Pub!icTheo!ogy: The growing field of public theology seeks out engagement
with systemic sins in contemporary contexts, endeavouring to "image God"
with fidelity to His nature within all facets of an integrated cosmology. It
understands that sin involves more than a distortion of the individual
properties of creation, but further affects the cohesion, the dignity, and
most importantly the ontological and existential representation of God's
nature in the cosmos. HUlllans are set against God, each other, themselves,
and nature. Domination, separation, exploitation, sacralization, and
oppression become common themes of hUlllan communities, influencing
how people interact with the rest of the created world. Fear, insecurity, and
self-abasement follow, where hUlllanity twists and contorts through the
distortion of the image of God. 1
As theology moves into all spheres of life, redemption brings change
not only to the entities but further the "spaces" connecting all of life. It
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attends to linkages between sacred and secular, private and public, local
and global; sitting in village markets, driving to hospitals, listening to the
BBC, or toiling in unforgiving fields. These are the focal points for public
theology, where economic, social, cultural, political, artistic, and/ or other
spheres coalesce. Yet it is also where public theology prospers, finding
bewildering comfort in the intricacies of interdisciplinary dialogue, intrigue
in the messiness of integrated methodologies, and strange delight in the
multi-faceted ways public needs are situated within glocalized contexts.
Public theology looks at society as a whole, or in a globalized world,
how societies relate to each other in order to exegete the moral roots of
public discourse and fashion new ways of thinking, feeling, acting, and
interpreting in light of the kingdom of God. It focuses upon the things
m ost important to people. For contexts such as the village of Selare, this
involves -wrestling with issues of poverty, health, education, agriculture or
other facets typically falling under development studies.

Global Development Tanzania remains one of the poorest countries in the
world. The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) analyzes
countries according to their Health Development Index (HD I) score,
inclusive of comp osite areas such as infant mortality, adult literacy,
attendance in school, and gross national product (GNP) per capita.
According to the latest findings, Tanzania received a ranking of 156 out of
174 countries: making it one of the poorest in the world, a distinction shared
by many sub-Saharan countries. While themes of public discourse within
Western countries might revolve around topics such as ''wealth,'' material
acquisitions, technology, entertainment, and other means of human
ascendency, in places such as Selare, individual stories speak. more to basic
human needs: rain, access to water, control over evil spirits, money fo r
schooling, and markets for agriculture.
The plight of the poor has been well chronicled by Paul Collier in his
book The Bottom Bwton: W,zy the Poorest Countries Are Failing and What Can Be

Done About It. 2 In a world of almost seven billion people, six-seventh
experience some measure of economic growth, while the ''bottom'' billion
languishes. People in this category come from a variety of countries, but
are m ost frequently found in sub-Saharan Africa. They have names such as
Nchasi, Kidyela, Mama Matthias, Mama Heri, Bashiru and Mosi Ramadan.
They die of easily treated diseases and give birth to children who stand
only a 70% chance of making it to their fifth year. The average life
expectancy for such people quivers at an abysmal 50 years of age. Their
children often have bloated bellies because of malnutrition. Entire families
live on less than $1 a day. When famine strikes or disease runs through a
village, these are the people who die: women and children, old and young
most frequently.
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The needs facin g such communities remain enormous and cannot be
partitioned from the Gospel, or added to, as a luxury, when there is enough
money or time. Public theology moves into these areas, focusing upon the
things most important to global actors. It believes that Scripture naturally
requires this kind of "fasting" (Isa 58), where biblical truths pertain to real
life predica!llents, inclusive of poverty, disease, environmental decay, or
political chaos. This article, further, argues that such an inter-disciplinary,
global, and "public" theology represents a heritage firmly set within the
Wesleyan tradition.

Wesleyan Foundations in Public Theology for Global Development
Although the term "public theology" may be relatively new to those
employed within theological studies, in practice, there is little new about it.
For centuries, theologians have grappled with public issues, including such
figures as Irenaeus, Augustine, Calvin, and Wesley. What makes
contemporary trends in public theology:! unique is how they actively seek
engagement with "open" domains of life, wanting to fra!lle the discussions
in "open" language for the purposes of apologetic con struction. Public
theology delights in attending to ostensibly secular and sacred venues,
discovering unpacking critiquing and formulating theological truths within
such domains as political speeches, econ omic theory, sermons, blogs,
envirorunental policies, prayers, movies, novels, music and everyday speechacts, paying attention to a variety of "theological" authors, including lay or
"ordinary readers,,,4 and doing so in a manner accessible to all.
In looking back at those years in Tanzania, I would identify the main
voices behind theologcalreflection as Muslim leaders, farmers, shopkeepers,
women, and a host of children that followed my every activity. Their na!lles
were Nchasi, Kidyela, Ma!lla Matthias, Ma!lla Heri, Bashiru and Mosi
Ra!lladan (not familiar appellations within compendiums of theology). And
this represents one particular strength of public theology, by attending to
the broad, S"Weepingscope of theological input, all voices are acknowledged
and given their due regard. 5
The topics discussed by my neighbors were not overtly religious, although
spiritual resources fra!lled all the issues. Neither were they distinctly cultural.
The people talked about health, economics, politics, and environmental
matters. They sought development over everything else, and articulated
their own understanding of it from within global, socio-religious, and local
resources. Most of their "stories" revolved around health-related concerns,
pushing the para!lleters of the discursive beyond the narrow confines of
the bio-physical m odel of Western societies.
In many ways, John Wesley found himself doing the Sa!lle. A proper
treahuent of his contribution to public theology exceeds the scope of this
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article. But I reference Wesley's writings, nevertheless, for the purposes of,
firstly, emphasizing the importance of theological engagement with the
pligpt of the poor; secondly, illustrating one of the ways to undertake public
theology, by showing how historical personalities (like Wesley) have actively
engaged in public affairs, especially those highlighted by the needs facing
global communities; and finally, reminding us of the imp ortant heritage we
have at Asbury Theological Seminary.
I will briefly make a case for public theology and its relationship with
global development by highlighting features of Wesley's theology and how
it represents much of the best of public theology, and how this ''best''
addresses some of the most horrific needs presented by global contexts. In
looking at Wesley, we at once find a theologian qffected by the plight of the
poor and whose writings actively seek a case for the poor. We see him within
the contingency of his historical setting faced with the daily predicament
of the English poor (including the material needs of his sisters), fighting
sickness, engaging in health-related activities, experiencing firsthand the
horrific problem of slavery, and involved in gJ.obal contexts as a result of
his missionary activities to the American states.
Public theology can never begin (or end) with neutral, detached concern
with the affairs of life. It proceeds from the vicissitudes of life even as it
finds its origins in Scripture. Like Wesley, we must not choose between the
Bible or human needs; for, biblical texts flow out of historical narratives of
sufferingwhile contemporary contexts require continued engagement with
the timeless truths of Scripture.
At a very practical level, the confluence of these two (everyday realities
and biblical revelation) finds Wesley engaged in a broad host of public
affairs, from advocating the viability of traditional medicinal treahnents/
to proposing basic economic theory,7 to his General Rules that advocates
ethical practices of "doing no harm" alongside the m ore positive appeal of
"doing good." These teachings cannot float unencumbered like theological
vap ours wafting over the landscape of life, but rise out of real, tangible,
needs. Armed with the truth of God's Word and personal experience, Wesley
"Wrote tracts such as Thoughts on the Present Scarciry if Provisions (1773) for
dealing with socio-economic issues. He blamed the shortage of food upon
the use of grain for making alcohol, the gluttony of the rich, and high taxes
imp osed by political authorities, moving theology into social, moral, political
and economic domains.
Wesley taught regularly on the imp or tance of visiting the destitute,
admonishing adherents to "frequently, nay, constantly visit the poor, the
widow, the sick, the fatherless, in their affliction."8 He argued that apart
from such practices, "you could not gain that increase in lowliness, in
patience, in tenderness of spirit, in sympathy with the afflicted, which you
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might have gained if you had not assisted them in person."9 His views on
slavery are found in Thoughts Upon S!avery,lOwhich demonstrate both a diatribe
against those who would advocate such abhorrent practices, along with
constructive theological teachings flowing from his belief in Prevenient
Grace. Others have suggested that Wesley held an ecological ethic and/ or
was an early advocate of political theology.ll Whatever we make of these,
there can be no question that he saw the world as his parish and where
theological reflection took place in the face of global needs.
As a distinctively Wesleyan institution, we might say that both "public
theology" and "gJ.obal development" run through our veins. The task before
us, therefore, is to draw upon this legacy for the purposes of advancing
"scriptural holiness" in word and deed for the sake of the world's greatest
problems. Very specifically, we should consider whether public theology
might offer a platform by which all facets of educational re search, including
biblical, systematic, historic, ethical, missiological, soc io-politic al,
psychological, and other fields of study, might offer their best resources,
conditioned upon their most ethical employment, for addressing the
catastrophic needs facing those who languish around the world.
In good Wesleyan fashion, we must not choose between evangelism or
social needs; the Bible or everyday realities; to live as aliens or citizens; for,
by advancing a holistic gospel of the kind promoted by Wesley, we are
embracing the whole Gospel for the whole world.

Public Theology: A Case Study in African "Health"
In the remainder of this article, I will attempt to show some of the ways
that public theology can assist in analysing one particular facet of global
development health. As intimated above, Wesley has much to offer on this
topic, but I will leave that for another discussion. 12
I want explore the topic of health through a closer look at three public
"snapshots" taken from within contemporary, African society. I have chosen
these three due to personal experience I had with them, similarities and
differences between the three, and because each represents a facet of
''health'' drawn from aglobal stage. The first comes from the World Health
O rganization (\<THO); the second within a large, mission-founded hospital
in Kenya; and the third from a contemporary, church-related phenomenon
in Tanzania, highlighted by re cent media attention.
These three snapshots further attend to different kinds of "publics"
within contemporary African society. Ogbu Kalu, in his monumental work
on African Pentecostalism, identifies such possibilities; he states, "the African
moral universe comprises three interpenetrating publics: the village public,
the emergent urban public, and the Western public that is represented by
multinational corporations and international institutions."t:l The following
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discussion incorporates 311 three as they bob and weave in a lively dance
called public theology.

First Snapshot: World Health Organization (WHO) and definitions
of Health
Perhaps one of the most significant players in the arena of global health
discursive is the World Health Organization. Founded in 1948 by the United
Nations, the WHO provides leadership in health-related, global activities.
One can observe their influence at continental, national, and local levels,
whether through policy-making, promoting the interests of women and
reproductive health, or training local healthcare professionals.
According to their website, the "IJ:l1-IO defines ''health'' in the following ways:
1. Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well being
and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity (WH O
Constitution).
2. The extent to which an individual or a group is able to realize
aspirations and satisfy needs, and to change or cope with the
environment. Health is a res ource for everyday life, not the
objec tive of living; it is a positive con cept, emphasizing social and
personal resources as well as physical capabilities (Health
Promotion: A Discussion Document, Copenhagen: WHO 1984).
3. A state characterized by anatomic, physiologic and psychological
integrity; ability to perform personally valued family, work and
community r oles; ability to deal with physical, biologic,
psychological and social stress; a feeling of well-being and freedom
from the risk of disease and untimely death
Stokes et al.
"Definition of terms and concepts applicable to clinical preventive
medicine", J Common Health, 1982; 8:33-41).
4. A state of equilibrium between humans and the physical, biologic
and social environment, compatible with full functional activity
Last, Public Health and Human Ecology, 2nd ed. Stamford,
CT: Appleton and Lange, 1997).14

a.

aM.

Each of these statements is laden with meaning These definitions offer
many positive contributi ons for the considerati on of health as an
interdisciplinary discursive, moving it from rationalistic, biophysical meanings
to those intimating broader psychological and social significance.
The etymology of "health" comes fro m an old English word with
Germanic origins indicating ''wholeness.'' Biblical authors employ similar
indicates more than the "absence
meanings. The Hebrew word shalom
of war" but conveys a sense of "completeness, soundness, welfare or
peace,,15 and "is the result of God's activity in covenant.,,16 While in Greek,
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both ElEpaTTEUW and a4>(w can indicate "to save" and "to heal." The Apostle
John demonstrates elasticity to the concept of health, moving it between
physical and spiritual senses when he uses the word uy[na (healthy) to
wish of his friend Gaius: 'Ayam"]"rE, TTEPt. TTavrwv EUXOj.La[ aE EU060ua8cu
Kat. UYla[VElV, Ka8Wc; EUo6oU"Wt. aou
"Dear friend, I pray that you
may enjoy good health and that all may go well with you, even as your soul
is getting along well" (3 John 2).
The definitions listed by the "lJ7H O seem to acknowledge the holistic
scope of the word, emphasizing physical, social, and mental integrity, as
well by focusing attention upon health as "a re source for everyday life" in
o rder to prosper in relationship to one's environment. H owe ver,
conspicuously absent is any reference to spiritual significance. The definitions
hint at theological import by using words such as "well-being" and
"freedom." Otherlanguage speaks to human potential, by focusing upon a
person's "full functional activity" or "aspirations" Yet these definitions never
mention the role of religion, whether from purposeful neglect or for fear
of offending "modern" sensibilities
Few Africans, however, would endorse such a perspective. Stephen Ellis
and Gerrie Ter Haar propose that "itis througll religious ideas that Africans
think about the world today, and that religious ideas provide them with a
means of being social and political actors."17 Sacred and secular are n ot two
distinct spheres of life, separate from each other; rather, they function as
two inseparable resources. They rub up against each other, with spiritual
values speaking into material realities; or, as Harold Turner suggests, with
the secular serving to "mediate the immediacy" of the sacred within all
aspects of African cosmology.18
H owever, "secular" NGO's often struggle to account for the role of the
sacred within health-related domains. A friend of mine works for a large,
American University, promoting ''holistic'' development activities in two
Tanzanian villages. Shortly after arriving in the country, he asked whether
he might discuss religious matters with Muslim and Christian leaders. The
institutional supervisor suggested that it might be better to keep religion
out of their affairs.
Yet even in cases where international agencies make room for religion
0ess often, theology) within the purview of global development, approaches
to the subject by practitioners continue to be predicated upon Western
models and/or nuanced by culturally-nuanced meanings given to words
such as "progress" or "aspirations." Development agencies alternatively
romanticize, essentialize, or minimize the role that religion provides in the
lives of global actors, underestimating how "it is embedded in the everyday
life of millions of people in the SDuth."19 Another unfortunate by-product
o f these myopic approaches is how they tend to promote a false dichotomy
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between modern, Western science and traditional African religion. '''The
fact that this dualism appears to be continuously called upon in contemporary
debates does not prove its theoretical usefulness, but does testify to its
persistence as a discursive frame."20 The truth is that Africans imaginatively
draw upon traditions and global resources, sacred and secular, in order to
place themselves most advantageously within the modem world.
My involvement with the Warangi highlights the importance of ''health''
as a key public issue, set within a particular time and stage, and nuanced by
everyday actors. As I sat with the people or engaged in agricultural projects,
themes of health, prosperity, and progress worked their way into our daily
conversations. One of the first things to become apparent was the fluid
way people moved between spiritual and material topics. Without discounting
the importance of the ''well-populated'' cosmos of spiritual realities often
repre sentative of African societies, these people talked about the need for
medicine, access to health care professionals, and readily compared
themselves to Western societies. People prayed for the sick, even as we
drove to the government hospital. A witch doctor came to our village and
set up shop, so to speak., in close proximity to the nearest clinic. Children
wore amulets around their wrist even as mothers carried them long distances
to healthcare facilities. No one saw this as an "either-or" scenario, but as
mutually beneficial matters. Community members made seamless
connections between ''health'' and socio-political issues. They spoke about
illness due to spiritual conflict, but also connected itwith cultural traditions,
poverty, lack of rains, poor soil conditions, limited access to agricultural
technologies, or because of unsympathetic political policies.
To their credit, the \J7I--IO has worked with religious leaders and even
organized a conference in Nairobi, with a corresponding book entitled,
Faith in Development: Partnership between the World Bank and the Churches inAfrica. 21
Only these "integrations" have not maturated to the point of including
religion in their formal definitions of health; n or have they given much
consideration to how spiritual and physical issues interrelate within healthrelated activities. They talk openly about "freedom," "capabilities" and
fundamental ''human rights," but do n ot give moral or religious rationale
for these. In this, they may be guilty of offering a secular eschatology: a
view of human ascendancy laden with implicit "theological" rationale but
where the sole focus rests upon human effort to eradicate poverty, disease,
or other socio-cultural ills (the te/os of m odem, human society). Another
problem with grounding human right s, for example, based upon
"capabilities" or "freedom s" is that such a m ove, either, defines such terms
too broadly such that they can apply to animals, or too narrowly to exclude
certain people (often the poor).22
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Second Snapshot: a large, mission-founded hospital

As we have seen, health invokes a broad range of images. H owever,
within an age of specialization, the tendency sometimes exists to think of
''health'' as belonging exclusively to one segment of people; specifically
those within the medical profession. I first encountered this proclivity when
attached to a medical college in Kenya, where I served as an educational
consultant. Perhaps starry-eyed about the prospect of engaging public
theology with the broader discursive of ''health,'' I quickly encountered
quizzical, questioning, and sometimes suspicious queries from those within
the medical community. "Tell me again, why are you here?" "Do you have
any training in medicine?" and to my responses that my University was
interested in integrating theology within a medical curriculum, one surgeon
pointedly asked, 'Why would that be important to us?" What makes these
questions m ost interesting or alarming depending upon one's perspective,
is the fact that these encounters took place within a historic, evangelical
mission hospital.
What does theology have to say about health-related matters; when can
it speak, and what ethical issues accompany the process of doing so?
Western healthcare has tended to define ''health'' around biophysical
meanings, reducing values of ''wholeness'' to those narrowly conceived
around the "absence of disease." This is especially the case in societies
influenced by the instrumental rationality of the Enlightenment, in which
"patients become customers" or where "symptoms rather than people are
treated
the practice o f medicine is seen as a battle against disease
rather than the care of the sick. person.":;'
These Enlightenment characteristics came to Africa via the agency of
Western personnel. Western missions arrived in Africa during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries with an ambiguous blend of
revivalistic, evangelical theology along with Enlightenment traditions. On
the one hand, early missionaries embraced African worldviews for their
propensity to be "notoriously religious" (Mbiti); while, on the other, they
brought distinctly "secular" answers to the problems facing African
communities, including medicine, agriculture, or other facets of Western
development. Hence, most missionaries were simultaneously m odem and
anti-modem; decidedly spiritual in viewp oint, but with implicit secular
presuppositions that guided h ow they undertook affairs.
Mission-founded hospitals received this heritage, taking advantage of
both "spiritual" and "physical" resources in which to craft their own
particular way forward. This is to argue that local agents are n ot passive in
the way they receive global meanings, but actively "answer back"24 with
interpretive powers. Hence, itwould be inaccurate to speak of these hospitals
as "secularized." All staff members regularly attend chapel, Bible Studies,
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or prayers each morning of the week. Banners hang proudly in most parts
of the hospital, announcing ''Healthcare to God's glory." A faithful team
of chaplains visit all the wards, praying for patients. Doctors and nurses
travel to various "outreach" activities, and/or share the Gospel in other
organized settings.
A better question would be to probe the extent of "integration" or,
"integrations" (with emphasis upon their plurality) within the healthcare
community. Are spiritual resources antecedent to, by-products of, or ancillary
to biophysical healing? What do chapel services or Bible studies have to do
with the medical activities? Is it a matter of preparing the community to be
agents of healing or do they only "Christianize" the institution? Do chaplains
and nurses undertake complementary roles or comparhnentalized services?
What role do "outreach" activities have; do they address the soul in its
comprehensive totality, or only in narrowly conceived, individualized senses
of the word?
The queries and relatively cold reception I received from within the
Christian, medical community not only tells us something about the
perceived "rights" of specialists within health-related matters, but also
conveys infonnation about how people view theology. The fact that these
responses came from missionaries and NGO-related practitioners,
Westerners and Africans (albeit in different ways) also communicates
important cultural insig):1t, necessitating an exegesis, of sorts, into the reasons
for the perceived apathy, whether it was because they hold alternative views
of integration, or whether they were too busy to involve themselves in such
seemingly nebulous terrain.
Integration is taking place in Africa. We only need resources by which to
understand, encourage, and critique the forms of it that arise within a variety
of public spaces. The Church cannot blindly follow Western, reductionistic
practices that treat health merely as a physical enterprise. Nor can we
uncritically baptize Christian teachings on top of biophysical perspectives.
What is more, theology cannot bully its way into public spaces, forcing a
coup d'etat of sacred power. The problems are simply too grave, as they
involve sin affecting the entities and "spaces"within a broad, interconnecting
range of social ills.
A holistic treatment of "health" requires theologians, medical
professionals, sociologists, agriculturalists, psychologsts, and ahost of other
disciplinary expertise to help nurture God's shalom within a world of "disease." What is more, these confluences need to happen in global spaces: at
mission-founded healthcare facilities, village clinics, or in Landcruisers
speeding over tenuous Tanzanian roads to the nearest government hospital:
precisely in the places (alternatively, "spaces") where God's design for health
is most critical.
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Third Snapshot: Loliondo
A final vantage point by which to explore the topic of health takes us to
a small village of Loliondo, Tanzania, where a retired Lutheran pastor by
the name of Ambukile Mwasapile has made international news with his
traditional, medicinal concoction that purports healing for diseases such as
cancer and HIV-A ID S. Many religious leaders and traditional healers have
made similar claims; but what makes this one noteworthy is the media acclaim
received by this pastor. Tens of thousands of people have made their way,
along suspect roads to his village, including dignitaries and political leaders
from around the world. He sits outside his mud house and sells the mixture
at a modest price, of which only a small percentage goes to him (the rest is
sent to the Lutheran church). He envisions building a ''house of healing"
for people around the world, with prayers 3!ld medicinal treahuent for those
suffering from incurable sicknesses.
Media coverage of this event has sent rippling waves of interest
throughout the region making Loliondo a household word. The Kenyan
newspaper, Dai!J Nation was one of the first to take up the story. In what
follows, I will piece together the various headlines to tell a narrative that,
like the roads leading to LDliondo, meanders its way through the convoluted
and rocky terrain that is modem Africa.
After the storywas first reported, there was a flurry of excitement; articles
trumpeted: ''Thousands scramble for 'miracle' drink"25 and "Can this man
cure everything under the sun?-,'26 It did not take long, however, for various
NGO's to begin questioning the veracity of the claims. They criticized the
government for allowing this to take place ("Should gov't ban travel to
Loliondo?"),27 scoffed at the purported instances of healing, and complained
about larger health-related problems as a result of thousands of people
converging upon such a remote, rural area ("Loliondo pilgrimage marred
by deaths and accidents,,).28 Further protests led to increased media
scepticism ("Loliondo takes advantage of our vulnerability"29 "Government
should not appear to condone LDliondo;":;O ''Tanzania halts 'miracle cure'
after 52 die;,,31 and with a final stab, particularly motivated by NGO's:
"Loliondo drug frenzy 'threat to war on Aids"').32 It was not long, however,
before optimism retumed. After the initial wave of opposition, other voices
began to enter into the discussion arguing the case for the importance of
traditional healing practices, the role of spiritual specialists, and/or the
legitimacy of both. The Dai!J Nation began carrying headlines that read:
"'Magic herb' is well known to Kenyan scientists;"33 'Wonder drug gets a
clean bill of health;"34 "Rush to Loliondo by Bus and Aircraft;,,35 and 'We
should have m ore faith in our own home grown solutions."36 Intermixed
within these developments were specific articles dealing with the convoluted
issues pertaining to how Christianity on the continent has capitalized upon
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integrative notions of healing One headline read: ''A.frica's Doctor CureAils: Men of God or Quacks?,':l! While other articles cascaded into broader
health-related tributaries, questioning the larger state of health within the
country: 'Miracle drug' exposes healthcare woes."3S
Our cursory examination of these headlines provides a glimpse into the
textured topography that is ''health''within contemporary African society. 39
International news media soon took up the story. The interpretations
found in these articles were more suspicious and sensational. The BBC
sent a reporter to LDliondo where she discovered over 6000 people waiting
in a queue to meet with the retired pastor. The -writer sets the story within
a broader religious context, perhaps feeling the need to explain to Western
readers why Africans would go to such lengths to re ceive this treahuent.
She states, "Belief in magic and the powers of traditional healers are
widespread in Tanzania." And then proceeds to seemingly sensationalize
the story by cmmectingitwith another news item of re cent interest "SDme
witch doctors say that the body parts of people with albinism are effective
when making magic charm s, leading to the killing of dozens of albinos in
recent years.,,40 The fact that this latter story had nothing to do with what
was happening in Loliondo largely went unnoticed by Western readers and
perpetuates a false dichotomy between a scientific West and religious Africa.
Churches across the region actively took up the discussion, either in
advocacy to Loliondo's legitimacy, contesting such claims as demonic or
fake, or through silence, leaving the washiriki (church-goers) to interpret the
predicament for themselves. In each of these instances, their views on
Loliondo flow out of respective "theologies"
On any given Sunday, hundreds if not thousands of clergy from around
the continent make similar assertions. Healing is not one of many churchrelated activities, but functions as the central hermeneutic for understanding
ecclesiastical affairs in Africa. Pastors serve as mediators of God's power.
Nearness to the source (indicating God, the divine, or to a lesser extent,
ancestors) facilitates the flow of power, raising ontological implications
about the status of the clergy or other spiritual specialists Touch, oil, or
other fluids aid with the m ovement of power from spiritual to human
domains. People are healed; others are delivered from spiritual oppression;
oftentilnes, these occur together.
Notwithstanding the legitimacy of many of these claims, dangers occur
when healing happens solely through contact with spiritual specialists. The
"sacralization" of power heightens the status of clergy, making them a
little nearer to God (and suggesting that they might be a little less human).41
Yet in African societies "sacralization" and "secularization" "may constitute
two complimentary poles of a single phenomenon,"42 necessitating a m ore
nuanced exegesis of the dynamic.
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For example, a Pentecostal bishop of a large denomination heard that I
was working at a local hospital and praised its impact in the community. I
intimated surprise that he would see the legitimacy of such medical
endeavors. He proceeded to talk about his ''holistic'' view of healing, and
how all facets - spiritual, medicinal (meaning, traditional properties found
in plants), Western medical, and psychosocial were important. He told me
that his role as a pastor was to discern the kinds of healing important to
parishioners and assist them in receiving proper treahnent. In the course
of our conversation, he vented about the exorbitant prices for medical
expenses charged at other hospitals, the inability of the government to deal
with the needs of the people, and further how his local congregation was in
the process of beginning a health clinic. During this brief discussion, the
Bishop moved with health into spiritual, physical, relational, economic,
political, and environmental areas, ultimately advocating ecclesiastical agency
with public healthcare.
Another church has recently risen upon the ecclesiastical scene in Kenya.
They call themselves, Tabibu, which means Physician in Kiswahili. The
founder, a scientist at the University of Nairobi, discovered he had cancer.
In order to find treahnent, he employed a combination of prayers along
with medical healing properties found within everyday foods. Since then,
he has started a church and begun his own consulting business in which
people come to him for spiritual-physical healing The church combines
evangelical doctrine, charismatic expression, along with African healing
practices. They preach a thoroughly orthodox message of salvation in Jesus
Christ, but, like other churches in Africa, accentuate the scope of the H oly
Spirit's power to include physical and spiritual healing
Conclusions

All of these "snapshots" seems to intimate that conversations about
health inevitably lead to theological claims about cosmology, God, the status
of spiritual specialists, the "good life," as well as connections between social,
economic, political, and even environmental realities. Contemporary trends
in "transformative development"43 focus upon holistic solutions for the
plight of the poor around the world. While this is important, the mere
mention of holistic solutions seems to intimate that integration takes place
one-dimensionally, as if by virtue of placing everything together, holism
naturally ensues. However, the "snapshots" identified above indicate multiple
integrations, with nuanced relationship between sacred and secular, or
with varying kinds of interactions between humans and their
environment. Holistic development does not constitute a pre-packaged
entity, but flows out of how people envisage their cosmos; in this case,
how they "image" health.
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Our first look at the WHO revealed a relatively progressive outlook
reacting against some of the predilections in Western modernity to reduce
''health'' to merely the "absence of disease." H owever, in putting forward
its definitions, the organization made no mention to the role of religion,
nor did they go into any detail into how the various elements interrelated.
Not only might this alienate the majority of Africans, in whom religion
offers primacy for viewing life, but it presents a "soulless" view of health
(alternatively, is suggestive of a secularized eschatology).
In the second snapshot, we explored a more nuanced perspective by
looking at a mission-founded hospital. In this, both spiritual and physical
aspects were included, but with tension, ambiguity, or lack of cohesion
between them. Spiritual matters were accentuated within the larger purview
of medicine, but lacking the kind of integration that might lend itself to a
m ore comprehensive view of he31.ing Spiritu31. specialists did spiritual things;
material specialists did material things. Chapel focused upon the religious.
Doctors attended to the physical. By their own admission, chaplains were
unsure what role they should play in healing, while nurses were confused
about how to incorporate their faith into their profession. 44
Finally, we looked at a contemporary phenomenon occurring in a small
Tanzanian village, where a spiritual specialist mediates healing to humans
using prayers and traditional medicine. The media notoriety attached to
this event led to "public" discussions about the medicinal properties of
plants, the role of religion in health, economic implications, the status of
spiritual specialists, and many other encompassing matters. This final
snapshot further highlights some of the imaginative ways that African
churches are integrating sacred and secular within the purview of
ecclesiology. The fact that they do so within the "public" arena of health
tells us something about the on-going shape of theology in the South. African
ecclesiology moves in the direction of ostensibly "sociological" themes,
such as development, education, health, and modernity-related topics.
These insights further remind us that cultural (or contextual) actors from
around the world will continue to shape broader public discourses on
"theological" topics. The solutions to these problems can arise from a variety
of locales, but, as Barbara Bompani reminds us, ''We should n ot forget that
the context in which these problems are to be solved will endure as an
Africa one."45
All three of these pictures demonstrate that public discussions on health
cannot be broken do"Wll into "intense but narrow beams of light,,,46 but
require the full sweeping rays of the sun to illumine the various undulations
within the rocky terrain. Health means ''wholeness,'' and everyday actors
(perhaps more than professional specialists) know what this looks, feels,
and functions like within their con texts. Religion (or, more specifically,
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theology) will continue to playa key role in these discussions. Even as sin
seeps into all facets of the world to bring distortion to God's creaturely
good, so cosmic redemption must attend not only to the entities of creation,
but the "spaces" and power relations between them: to nurture connections
between the mind and body, sacred and secular, politics and economics,
ethics and the environment, so that the Body of Christ might offer robust
and integrative solutions for a world careening out of control.
Public theology attends to the intricate, multi-faceted discourses that
take place in public realms, seeking to "unpack" their theological and cultural
meanings to help position the Gospel towards life, especially related to the
vile, debilitating sins affecting global societies. Toward this end, we need a
theological education that helps prepare women and men to be God's agents
of the Gospel in hard, sin-encrusted places. This requires exegeting both
text and context; helping to nurture creative, theologcal integrations; and, in
the words of Max Stackhouse, "arevitalization of a world mission31J' movement,
one that joins a converting 'evangelism' to a reforming 'social gospel.",·17
This article has probed the contribution of public theology to global
issues for the purposes of "re-imaging" health for the world. To the extent
that theological educators can locate their distinctive voice within this
discussion, helping to strengthen facets related to biblical, theological,
psychological, historical, or other socio-political trajectories, than this article
has succeeded in its intent.
Public theology cannot afford to partition itself from other disciplines,
but requires all the re sources from the global Body of Christ to attend to
those convoluted, interrelated, and power-infused issues most critical to
people around the world. As an institution indebted to the Wesley tradition
of seeing the entire world as its parish, we might re -imagine what "the
whole Bible for the whole world" can mean for global development.
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Abstract

In the preface to the 1780 edition of HymnsJor the People Ca!!edMethodirt,
John Wesley stated, 'When Poetry thus keeps its place, as the handmaid of
Piety, it shall attain, not a poor perishable 'Wreath, but a crown that fadeth
not away."l While John Wesley may have never used the term ''human
development," a student of Wesley would quickly observe that Wesley and
the early Methodists were focused on the transformation of individual
human lives as well as the society in which they lived. This paper explores
the connection between the hynmody of early Methodism and human
development. John Wesley's theology is briefly surveyed to propose the
doctrine of Christian perfection as the guiding vision for the early
Methodists. From this vantage point, Christian perfection, as the renewal
of the image of God, is suggested as the telos of human development in
early Methodism Evidence is examined in the hynms of the Wesley's, as
well as the design of the 1780 hynmbook in particular, to reveal how these
poetical works might have been intended to serve as a catalyst for Christian
perfection in the lives of eighteenth century Methodists. Implications are
suggested for twenty-first century approaches to human development in
the context o f evangelism and mission.
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Introduction
The term ''human development" is used by various academic disciplines

such as psychology, biology, anthropology and economics. Within these
disciplines, the science of human development is studied from various angles
including the biological and psychological development of the self, the
development of communities such as religious fellowships, economic
development and the development of society as a whole. While John Wesley
never used the tenninology of ''human development," there is abundant
evidence that Wesley's chief concern was for the transformation of both
the human individual and the society in which he lived. For the purpose of
this paper, Wesley was focused primarily upon human development as
represented by the psychological development of the self and the religious
communities to which they belonged. Although focused upon the personal
and communal, Wesley saw the fruit of this transformation leading to the
process of change in society as a whole.
Wesley has been identified as a "folk" or practical theologian for his
ability to connect theology in practical and missional ways to the individual
and the community.l This in no way diminishes the significance of Wesleyan
theology, but emphasizes Wesley's commihnent to doing theology that had
an impact on discipleship and the spiritual life of people. While Wesley has
been studied through many lenses and from multiple angles, the clarion call
for Wesley and the early Methodists was to Christian perfection. In 1790,
near the end of his life, Wesley writes in a letter to Robert C. Brackenbury
what could be his most definitive statement on the purpose of the Methodist
movement: "I am glad brother D- has more light with regard to full
sanctification. This doctrine is the grand depositum which God has lodged
with the people called Methodists; and for the sake of propagating this
chiefly he appeared to have raised us Up."2 This paperwill present evidence
for a connection between early Methodist hynmody and human development
through the lens of that "grand depositum" of Christian perfection.
Wesley's Anthropology and Soteriology

In order to place Wesley within the context of human development, it is
helpful to briefly survey his theology related to humanity as well as the
order of salvation. Wesley's anthropology and soteriology reveal his views
on the state of humanity and God's vision for human beings.
John Wesley's view of Christian anthropology is rooted in his
understanding of humanity created in the image of God and thus an initial
state of perfection. According to Wesley's understanding, this image in which
humanity was created consisted of the natural, political and moral image:
"SD God created man in his own image, in the image of God
created he him:" (Gen. i. 26, 27:)-Not barely in his natural
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image, a picture of his own immortality; a spiritual being,
endued with understanding, freedom of will, and various
affections;-nor merely in his political image, the governor
of this lower world, having "dominion over the fishes of the
sea, and over all the earth;"-but chiefly in his moral image;
which, according to the Apostle, is "righteousness and true
holiness." (Eph. iv. 24.) In this image of God was man made. 4
John Wesley considered that although humanity was created in the imago
Dei) this image was broken in the fall. In Wesley's words, ''He died to God,
the most dreadful of all deaths. He lost the life of God: He was separated
from Him, in union with whom his spiritual life consisted.,,5 The state
resulting from original sin was that of the "natural man" who was totally
corrupt. 6 However, Wesley also saw that through God's grace, which is made
possible through Jesus Christ, this image could be renewed by the power of
the Holy Spirit. Although renewal of the image of God is possible, Wesley
points out that the imago Dei does not imply either angelic or Adamic status.!
Wesley's soteriology can also be expressed in terms of the image of
God and its renewal within human beings. Perhaps the best summary of
Wesley's ordo sa/utis can be found in his sermon, The Scripture Way of
Salvation. 8 In this sermon, Wesley outlines the order in which the renewal
occurs beginning with the prevenient or preventing grace of God that draws
persons toward God. Runyon observes, "In Christ Jesus God chooses all
humanity for renewal in that destiny for which all were created, to be the
very image of God. And prevenient grace seeks to awaken every human
being to that possibility."9 Once a person has been awakened to their need
for God and they "desire after God," justification by faith is possible. 10
Again, Runyon provides a helpful perspective: 'Justification begins the
process of restoring the image of God in us, for our lives are realigned for
a purpose ,,11 Coupled with justification is the beginning of sanctification
or the new birth. Wesley describes the new birth as "the great work, which
God does in us, in renewing our fallen nature."12 At this point, "there is a
real as well as a relative change."I:l Or as Collins observes, the relative change
of justification is something God does for us in by changing the status of
our relation to God and removing the guilt of sin, while the real change of
regeneration or the new birth is what God does in us by restoring his image
and removing the power of sin.14 However, for Wesley, the new birth was
the beginning of the renewal of the imago Dei and not the completion of it.
The Telos of Human Development

For Wesley, the telos of the ordo sa/utis is lodged in the doctrine of
Christian perfection and does not end in justification and the new birth. As
Wesley states concerning the new birth, ''This is a part of sanctification,
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not the whole; it is the gate to it, the entrance into it."

15

A description of

this further transfonnation may be best expressed in Wesley's treatise on
the Character if a Methodist Wesley's response to the question of 'Who is a
Methodist?" begins with the first part of the Great Comrnandment. 16 Wesley
begins his description by responding
A Methodist is one who has "the love of God shed abroad in
his heart by the Holy Ghost given unto him;" one who ''loves
the Lord his God with all his heart, and with all his soul, and
with all his mind, and with all his strength. God is the joy of
his heart, and the desire of his soul; which is constantly crying
out, 'Whom have I in heaven but thee? and there is none
upon earth that I desire beside thee! My God and my all! Thou
art the strength of my heart, and my portion for ever!" 17
In this description, Wesley describes an individual who has surrendered
him or herself to God and has been transformed in tenns of their primary
focus of love and devotion. No longer is the self the center of the person's
universe. Rather, God is now at the center of the person's life and all other
things are subservient to loving God. However, the commandment is twodimensional and Wesley continues his description by referencing the second
part of the commandment in which he states:
And while he thus always exercises his love to God, by praying
without ceasing, rej oicing evermore, and in everything giving
thanks, this commandment is written in his heart, "That he
who 10veth God, love his brother also." And he accordingly
loves his neighbour as himself; he loves every man as his Q"wn
soulY
Wesley further expands this love of neighbor in terms of the activities of a
Methodist directed toward "all men" including feeding the hungry, clothing
the naked and visiting the sick and imprisoned. 19 According to Wesley, these
activities have the specific aim of addressing the needs of the soul and
awakening sinners to their need of God as well as encouraging those who
have "peace with God" to continue to mature toward Christian perfection. 20
Finally, Wesley sums up the character of a Methodist
These are the principles and practices of our sect; these are
the marks of a true Methodist. By these alone do those who
are in derision so called, desire to be distinguished from other
men. If any man say, "Why, these are only the common
fundamental principles of Christianity!" thou hast said; so I
mean; this is the very truth; I know they are no other; and I
would to God both thou and all men knew, that I, and all
who follow my judgment, do vehemently refuse to be
distinguished from other men, by any but the common
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principles of Christianity, - the plain, old Christianity that I
teach, renouncing and detesting all other marks of distinction.
And whosoever is what I preach, 0et him be called what he
will, for names change not the nature of things,) he is a
Christian, not in name only, but in heart and in life. He is
inwardly and outwardly conformed to the will of God, as
revealed in the written word. He thinks, speaks, and lives,
according to the method laid down in the revelation of Jesus
Christ. Hi s soul is renewed after the image of God, in
righteousness and in all true holiness. And having the mind
that was in Christ, he so walks as Christ also walked. 21
Wesley's focus upon love of God and neighbor as the defining
characteristics of a Methodist reveals the emphasis of early Methodism
upon persons becoming fully human with Jesus Christ as the prime example
of this full humanity. As observed previously, John Wesley's soteriology
sees the human condition as a distortion of the imago Dei and it is this
image that needs to be restored in human beings by the power of God.
Thus, the pursuit of perfect love could be seen as the pursuit to become
fully human. As Meadows notes,
Human beings are created in the divine image, which means
having the capacity for personal relationship with God, so
that the likeness of God may be reproduced in their lives.
The image of God can only subsist in this communion of
love, and is marred by sin through the brokenness of that
relationship. The ability to know, desire, and choose a life of
communion with God is dissipated by the sinful nature and
its attachment to false ends. This corruption of the divine
image lies at the root of human unhappiness, and is manifest
in a general state of dissatisfaction and restlessness. Wesley
follows in the spirit of Augustine, by arguing that we are made
for a communion of love with God, and our hearts are restless
until they find their rest in him. 22
Wesley makes this connection between the renewal of the image of
God and Christian perfection in A Plain Account:
"This great gift of God, the salvation of our soul2, is no other
than the image of God fresh stamped on our hearts. It is a
' renewal of believers in the spirit of their minds, after the
likeness of Him that created them.' God hath now laid 'the
axe unto the root of the tree, purifying their hearts by faith,'
and 'cleansing all the thoughts of their hearts by the
inspiration of his H oly Spirit.' Having this hope, that they
shall see God as he is, they 'purify themselves even as he is
pure,' and are 'holy, as he that hath called them is holy, in all
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manner of conversation.' Not that they have already attained
all that they shall attain, either are already in this sense perfect.
But they daily 'go on from strength to strength; beholding'
now, 'as in a gass, the glory of the Lord, they are changed into
the same image, from glory to gory, by the Spirit of the Lord.>2:l
Wesley further responds at the first conference of Methodist preachers
that the definition of the doctrine of sanctification or perfection is ''To be
renewed in the image of God, 'in righteousness and true holiness.'" 24 Early
Methodists were unlikely to have seen themselves as practitioners of human
development. Never the less, as they preached the Good News, fed the
hungry, clothed the naked, visited the imprisoned, and cared for the widowed
and orphaned, one thing dominated their he31ts 31ld minds: the renewal of
persons in the image of God and becoming fully human.
This call to Christian perfection was central in John Wesley's charge to
the Methodist preachers, he states "It is not your business to preach so
many times, and to take care of this or that society; but to save as many
souls as you can; to bring as many sinners as you possibly can to repentance,
and with all your power to build them up in that holiness without which
they cannot see the Lord'>25 This clarion call not only cast a vision where
persons could be free from the guilt and the power, but also the very root
of sin. Harald Lindstrom, in his classic work on Wesley's view of
sanctification also asserts the dominant role of the doctrine:
it is the idea of sanctification that dominates his whole
theology. The conception of salvation is determined by the
idea of sanctification, because salvation is seen as a process
directed to the perfect, real change of the individual. And
this process is the necessary condition for final salvation, which
is the ultimate goal of the Christian life. 26
As Lindstrom observes, salvation was not finished at justification or even
the new birth but continued as the person pursued final salvation or Christian
perfection.
There is also evidence to support the consistent presence of this central
doctrine in the theology and ministry Wesley. W E. Sangster remarks:
The doctrine occupied his [\<Tesley's] mind from the year
1725. He preached on it before the University of Oxford on
the first day of 1733, before he was thirty years of age. It
remained one of his chief theological preoccupations till he
died on March 2nd, 1791. With passing time, his conviction
of its importance grew. He regarded it as the "grand
depositum" which God had committed to his followers. It
involved him in more controversy and odium than anything
else he taught. Yet he never wavered. 27
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Sangster points to the centrality of the doctrine throughout John Wesley's
life. Although his views on Christian perfection caused much conflict, Wesley
never the less maintained its central role in the Methodist movement.
H owever, this focus was not limited to Wesley alone, but was also present
in the Methodist preachers that he raised up. Thomas Jackson emphasizes
this vision among these early Methodists when he describes their work and
character:
their mighty faith in God; their affectionate concern for
the young their enterprise in carrying the gospel into neglected
districts; their fidelity in maintaining every part of the
Methodist discipline; their undying attachment and fidelity
to each other; their intense earnestness in their attempts to
alarm the unconverted, to bring penitent sinners into Christian
liberty, and to bring all believers to the possession of the
perfect love which casteth out fear.28
While John and Charles may have disagreed over the particulars of the
doctrine of Christi3!l perfection, Charles nevertheless agreed with his brother
concerning the critical importance of full salvation and its central role as
the telos of the Christian life. Tyson observes that Charles held an equally
high view of the doctrine and Sa"W it as the goal of the Christian life:
From the earliest years of his preaching Charles Wesley
pointed to Christian Perfection (the re storation of the imago
Dei) as the "one thing needful" for Christians. His sennon
by that title made sanctification the constitutive characteristic
of Christian faith, and described perfection in the language
of recapitulation: ''To recover the first estate form which we
are fallen is the one thing neer!fu!; to re-exch3!lge the image of
Satan for the image of God, bondage for freed, sickness for
health! Our one great business is to erase out of our souls the
likeness of our destroyer, and to be born again, to be formed
anew after the likeness of our Creator."29
The view of Charles is particularly significant since his hand produced the
majority of the hynms and poetical works in early Methodism. It is through
these poetical works that the vi sion of Christian perfection was
communicated and kindled among the people called Methodist.

Poetry as the Handmaid of Piety
While it is not the aim of this paper to delve into the science behind the
effects of music upon the brain and human development, there is growing
scientific evidence that music does have a biological impact upon human
beings. Norman Weinberger observes: "It seems fairly clear, even at this
early stage of inquiry, that many brain regions participate in specific aspects
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of music processing, whether supporting perception (such as apprehending
a melody) or evoking emotional reactions." :;0 Further he remarks, "Many
different regions of the brain respond to the perceptual and emotional
aspects of music, and the brain alters itself to react more strongly to musical
sounds that become meaningful to an individual." 31 While the Wesleyswould
not have been aware of this evidence, it seems that they were aware of the
impact that poetry and hynmody had among those who they were trying to
reach with the Gospel as well as those who were pressing on to perfection.
The hynms of early Methodismnot only seemed to communicate the vision
of being renewed in the image of God, but it also appears that they were
intended to encourage the pursuit of that renewal and thus were a means
of grace. \J7hile the hynmody of Methodism has long been associated with
the teaching of doctrine among the people called Methodist, somewhat
less attention has been paid to the transformative role of hynms. 31 Never
the less, both the content of the hymns as well as the structure and
arrangement of the hynmbooks seem to indicate that Methodist hynms
were intended to provoke a response within the singer.
John Wesley himself indicates in his preface to the 1780 edition of Hymns
for the Use if the People Ca!!ed Methodist that the arrangement of the hynms
was intended to mirror the Christian journey:
Such a Hynm Book you have now before you. It is not so
large as to be either cumbersome or expensive; and it is large
enough to contain such a variety of hynms as will not soon
be worn threadbare. It is large enough to contain all the
important truths of our most holy religion, whether
speculative or practical; yea, to illustrate them all, and to prove
them both by Scripture and reason. And this is done in a
regular order. The Hynms are not carelessly jumbled together,
but carefully ranged under proper heads, according to the
experience of real Christians. So that this book is, in effect, a
little body of experimental and practical divinity.33
Wesley's focus in this statement is upon both the theology in the hynms and
the way in which the ordering of the hynms is intended to mirror the life of
a Christian.
The 1780 hynmbook in particular exhibits this practical structure of the
pilgrim way. An examination of the contents reveals this structure:

•

Part I contains hynms exhorting sinners and describing various
things such as the "Pleasantness of Religion," "The Goodness of
God," death, judgment, heaven and hell. Part I concludes with

•

"Praying for a Blessing"
Part II includes hynms describing both formal religion and inward
religion.
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•

Part III contains hymns focused on "Praying for Repentance,"
"for Mourners convinced of Sin," "Convinced of Backsliding,"
and "Recovered."

•

Part IV is focused upon "Believers" including hynms focused on
believers "Rejoicing, Fighting, Praying, Watching, Working,
Suffering, Seeking full Redemption, Saved, and Interceding for
the World."

•

Part V is for the societies and includes hynms for "the Society
Meeting," for "Giving Thanks" fo r "Praying" and for "Parting"33

Manning remarks:
The arrangement is quite unlike that with which we are now
all familiar: hynms, I mean, arranged as they are in almost all
our books under the three main heads: God, the Father, the
Son, and the H oly Ghost; Man, his needs and moods; the
Church, its privileges and services, Wesley arranged his hynmbook as a spiritual biography of the 'sort of person whom he
called in the Preface a real Christian. 35
It appears that for Wesley, this structure was intended to make the
hynmbook a companion for those journeying toward perfection and seeking
renewal in the image of God. As previously observed, the renewal of the

imago dei is a theme that emerges quite frequently in Wesley's -writings;
however, the theme also appears in many of the hynms of early Methodism.
It is notable that in at least five of the prefaces to early Methodist hynm
collection s, a defense, explanation or call to Christian perfection is included.
These prefaces are spread over a long period of time, and give insight into
the development of the doctrine. One of these works includes Charles
Wesley's 1762 collection of scripture hynms.35 Eby observes that the 1762
collection of poetry with Charles' reflections on scripture had the purpose
'both to prove and guard the doctrine of Christian perfection.'37 In the
preface to the 1738 collection, Wesley makes the observation that holiness
is best accomplished in community. In that famous statement, which is
frequently taken out of context, Wesley states:
Directly opposite to this is the gospel of Christ. Solitary
religion is not to be found there. ''Holy solitaries" is a phrase
no more consistent with the gospel than h oly adulterers. The
gospel of Christ knows of n o religion, but social; n o holiness
but social holiness. "Faith working by love" is the length and
breadth and depth and height of Christian
In the preface to the 1740 edition, Wesley proclaims, ''This great gift of
God, the salvation of our souls, which is begun on earth but perfected in
heaven, is n o other than the image of God fresh stamped upon our hearts"39
Describing the experience of those being renewed in the image of God,
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Wesley further states
their spirit rejoiceth in God their Saviour, even in the midst
of this fiery trial, which continually heightens both the strong
sense they then have of their inability to help themselves,
and the inexpressible hunger they feel after a full renewal in
his image, in righteousness, and all true holiness. Then God
is mindful of the desire of them that fear him: He remembers
his holy covenant, and he giveth them a single eye and a clean
heart. He stamps upon them his own image and
superscription; he createth them anew in Christ J esus;40
Of course, the actual hynms and poems penned by John Wesley and
primarily, Charles are the substance of these collections
The hynm writing of Charles Wesley took a radical departure from the
majority in the eighteenth century. Rattenbury remarks that, ''His hynms
gave wings to the doctrines of the Evangelical Revival, so that they flew
everywhere; their personal emotional character disseminated truth as no
other medium could have done." 41 John Tyson affirms the impact of
Charles Wesley's hymns beyond the dissemination of doctrine that
Rattenbury describes:
His hynms were bom in his own spiritual pilgrimage, life
experiences, and personal study of the Bible. Theywere loaded
with biblical phrases and doctrines, as well as vibrant emotion.
Set in first-person form, they placed biblical words and
experiences upon the singers lips. In this way Wesley's hynms,
like his sermons, were intended not simply to narrate
evangelical doctrines and experience, but to induce them. By
taking up the first-person language he had learned from the
Moravians and Martin Luther, Wesley was able to make the
singers of his hynms participants in the experiences they sang
about. This was a relatively new development in hynmody,
one that broke pattern with Wesley's evangelical precursors
like Isaac Watts and added a new vitality to singing in church.
It brought his hynms their hallmark sense of immediacy that
has helped them endure through the ages.42
Wesley himself hints at this transforming role of hynms in his 1761
directions for singing
VII. Above all sing spiritually. Have an eye to God in every
word you sing Aim at pleasing him more than yourself, or
any other creature. In order to this attend strictly to the sense
of what you sing, and see that your heart is not carried away
with the sound, but offered to God continually; so shall your
singing be such as the Lord will approve of here, and reward
when he cometh in the clouds of heaven.
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It was the ability to weave phrases and images from scripture and the
experiences of real Christians that made the hynms of Charles Wesley
uniquely qualified as catalysts of the renewal of persons in the image of
God. At the end of the preface to the 1780 hynmbook,J ohn Wesley speaks
of the relationship between the hynms and renewal:
That which is of infinitely more moment than the spirit of
poetry, is the spirit of piety. And I trust, all persons of real
judgment will find this breathing through the whole collection.
It is in this view chiefly that I would recommend it to every
truly pious reader as a means of raising or quickening the
spirit of devotion, of confirming his faith, of enlivening his
hope, and of kindling or increasing his love to God and man.
When poetry thus keeps its place, as the handmaid of piety, it
shall attain, not a poor perishable wreath, but a crown that
fadeth not away.43
Here, Wesley makes a strong connection between hynms and holiness. Poetry
is seen as the ''handmaid'' or servant of "piety." In this analogy, poetry or
hymns would serve the cause of holiness as persons employed the
hynmbook.
Many of the hynms of early Methodism explicitly include the imagery
of the renewal of persons in the imago Dei. Following the design of the
1780 hynmbook, this vision can be found all five parts of the collection. In
the first section under the heading of "The Pleasantness of Religion," Wesley
pens an invitation to those who are beginning to pursue God. He writes in
hymn 18,
1 Maker, Saviour of mankind,
Who hast on me bestowed
An immortal soul, designed
To be the house of God,
Come, and now reside in me,
Never, never to remove;
Make' me just, and good, like thee,
And full of power and love!
2 Bid me in thy image rise,
A saint, a creature new;
True, and merciful, and wise,
And pure, and happy too:
This thy primitive design,
That I should in thee be blest;
Should, within the arms divine,
For ever, ever rest. 44
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In this hynm Wesley poetically describes not only the theology of humanity
being created in the image of God, but the process by which that image
might be renewed within a person.
In part two of the collection, Wesley describes "formal religion" or
religion based upon works and the form of religion rather than the inward
heart religion of Methodism Hynm 89 describes the vain attempt to work
for God's favor:
4 I wait my vigour to renew,
Thine image to retrieve,
The veil of outward things pass through,
And gasp in thee to live.
5 I work; and own the labour vain.
And thus from works I cease;
I strive; and see my fruitless pain
Till God create my peace. 45
In part three of the 1780 collection, under the section entitled, "For
Mourners Convinced of Sin," Wesley speaks a prayer for those who have
come face to face with their sinful nature. Hynm 11 0 not only expresses the
need for restoration, but the hope that one can be free from sin:
6 For this only thing I pray,
And this will I require,
Take the power of sin '<NIay,
Fill me with chaste desire;
Perfect me in holiness;
Thine image to my soul restore;
LDve me freely, seal my peace,
And bid me sin no more. 46
In part four of the hynmbook, Wesley includes a section for believers
who are rej oicing in what God has done and will do. In hynm 219, Wesley
expresses for the singer a prayer of consecration to God:
4 My soul, and all its powers,
Thine, wholly thine, shall be;
All, all my happy hours
I consecrate to thee:
Me to thine image now restore,
And I shall praise thee evermore 47
Also in part four under the section, "Groaning (or Seeking) for Full
Redemption," Wesley voices a prayer for those who are seeking Christian
perfection. In hynm 357, he expresses the singers need for God's grace and
the promise of perfect love:
3 God of all-sufficient grace,
My God in Christ thou art;
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Bid me walk before thy face,
Till I am pure in heart;
Till, transform'd by faith divine,
I gain that perfect love unknown,
Bright in all thine image shine.
By putting on thy SDn.
4 Father, SDn, and H oly Ghost,
In council join again,
To restore thine image lost
By frail, apostate man :

o might I thy form express,
Through faith begotten from above,
Stamp'd with real holiness,
And fill'd with perfect love. 48
In the fifth and final part of the hynmbook, Wesley includes a section
entitled, "For the SDciety Meeting," which were songs meant to be a part of
the life of the community. The vision of the restored image of God is
present here as well as exemplified in hynm 475:
4 0 that all with us might prove
The fellowship of saints!
Find supplied, in Jesu's love,
What every member wants:
Grasp we our high calling's prize,
Feel our sins on earth forgiven,
Rise, in his whole image rise,
And meet our Head in heaven!49
There seems to be at least implicit evidence that the hynms of early
Methodism were intended for an impact far beyond the diffusion of the
movement's doctrine. These hynms could be viewed as catalysts employed
by the leadership of early Methodism to seek and save the lost, but even
m ore to cast the vision for persons to be renewed in the image of God and
discover what it means to be truly human. In Wesley's understanding, as
this transformation occurred at the individual and communal levels, it
logically led to a process of change in the society as a whole. 50
Implications

M odem practitioners of missions and evangelism have much to learn
from the early Methodist m ovement, but perhaps one of the m ost sigpificant,
was Wesley's willingness to not only employ the most effective tools of
revival, but to reflect theologically upon those tools to ensure that they
would communicate the fullness of God's message. Neither the Wesleys'
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hynms nor their collection of hynms were haphazardly constructed. Rather,
through thoughtful reflection upon the great doctrines of their tradition
and the texts of scripture coupled with the zeal. and passion of the primitive
church, the early Methodists set out, "Not to form any new sect; but to
reform the nation, particularly the Church; and to spread scriptural holiness
over the land."51 In the same way, we may set outin our contexts to indentify
the best tools for mission and evangelism, butwe must be careful to reflect
theologically upon those tools and the inherent messages they may
CO!ll!llunlCate.
This paper suggests that the hynms of early Methodism demonstrate
the power of music and poetry to impact the lives of those seeking God
for the first time or those who are yearning for the restoration of the image
of God in their lives. It is both an encouragement and a warning to our
time. The encouragement is to seek those tools that will enable effective
outreach among those living without Christ. The warning is to ensure that
the message we are co!ll!llunicatingis one that is in keeping with the best
of the Wesleyan tradition which does not only seek a person's deliverance
from sin and death, but also seeks the transformation of persons so that
they can become fully human and reflect God's image for the world to see.
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A Macarian-Wesleyan Theology of Mission

Abstract 1

In this paper, I will begin by providing an outline of the development of
the theology of union with God, or theasis. I will have a particular focus on
fourth-century Syrian monk Macarius-Symeon, whose F!fty Spiritual H omilies
had an influence on early Pietism and early Methodism From there, I will
seek to demonstrate how John and Charles Wesley, as well as their colleagues
such as John Fletcher in the first generation of Methodist leadership, soug}:lt
to critically fold this understanding into their Q"wn teaching regarding
justification, sanctification and the ultimate goal of those who walk in union
with God in Christ. Finally, this is integrated into a theology of mission in
which this union with God is meant to be lived out individually and in
community in a manner in which the missio Deiis extended in witness to the
entire world. 2
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And we all, with unveiled face, beholding the glory of the
Lord, are being transformed into the same image from one
degree of glory into another. For this comes from the Lord
who is the Spirit.
2 Corinthians 3:18 (ESV)

Theosis in the Patristic Period
In his landmark work, On the Incarnation if the Word if
Athanasius
of Alexandria famously "Wrote that, "through the Incarnation of the Word
the Mind whence all things proceed has been declared, and its Agent and
O rdainer, the Word of God Himself He, indeed, assumed humanity that
we might become God."o Although it sounds somewhat startling to many
modern Christians, the doctrine of theosis to which this refers was rather
widespread in particularly (though n ot exclusively) the Eastern Church,4
and such ideas are found expressed clearly in post-biblical Christianity as
early as the late second century. Writing in his Against He resies, Irenaeus
declares, "following the only true and steadfast Teacher, the Word of God,
our Lord Jesus Christ, who did, through His transcendent love, become
what we are, that He might bring us to be even what He is Himself."5
Based upon texts such as 2 Peter 1:4, at its heart it is meant to express a
transformational relationship with God in which the believer is inhabited
and empowered by God in a relationship of love. In addition to the 2 Peter
passage cited above, other Scripture passages often referred to in connection
with theosisinclude Galatians 2:20, Psalm 82:1 (along with the connected
passage in John 10:34-35, where Jesus is quoting this), 2 Corinthians 3:7 -4:6
and 1 John 3:2. Indeed, one o f the strengths of a properly understood
concept of theosisis that it is rooted in the Scriptures.
The image in the passage above quoted from 2 Corinthians, part of the
broader passage in 2 Corinthians 3:7 -4:6, has had powerfully moved many,
in particular a Syrian monk who scholars n ow refer to as Macarius-Symeon. 6
Alexander Golitzen goes so far as to suggest that the ''whole Macarian
corpus is like an extended meditation on this scriptural passage," bringing
together "all the essentials of what he wants to say to his monks."! Golitzen
goes on to demonstrate how this passage contains so many of the classic
contrasts relating to themes of "change, alteration, or transfiguration...which
occurs in the Christian soul through the indwelling Spirit, and of the glory
(doxa) of God in which the soul and ultimately the body are called to share."8
In the eighteenth of his H omilies, addressing those who have "this treasure
in earthen vessels" in 2 Cor. 4:7, he speaks of "the treasure which they were
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deemed worthy to possess in this material life within themselves, the
sanctifying power o f the Spirit," and going on to exclaim that this is "in
order that we may be empowered to walk in all of his commands without
blame."9 The homily continues with increasing vitality with each section,
until it reaches a crescendo of sorts towards the end, describing one who
has been enveloped in God in the fulfillment of theasis,
Finally, when a person reaches the perfection of the Spirit,
completely purified of all passions and united to and
interpenetrated by the Paraclete Spirit in an ineffable
communion, and is deemed worthy to become spirit in a
mutual interpenetration with the Spirit, then it becomes all
light, all eye, all spirit, all joy, all rep ose, all happiness, all love,
all compassion, all goodness and kindness. As in the bottom
of the sea, a stone is everywhere surrounded by water, so
such persons as these are totally penetrated by the H oly Spirit.
They become like to Christ, putting on the virtues of the
power of the Spirit with a constancy. They interiorly become
faultless and spotless and pure. 10
Especially for many Western Christians, the most surprising language in
this passage is that of interpenetration (perechoresis), which is m ost frequently
used to describe the relationship between the
the Godhead
one with another11 as well as of Christ's human and divine natures. 12 This is

participation in God; not a confusion or intermingling of natures, but rather
the ''human nature is transfigured by being permeated with the loving, selfgiving action of God."u
Another enlightening aspect of Golitzen's essay is the connection between
the idea of theasts not only with Hellenic Christian faith, as is usually
emphasized, but also to traditions and emphases which point to Syrian and
Jewish influences in the development of understanding of theasisgenerally,
and in particular in the writing and thought of Macarius-Symeon. 14
Golitzen is n ot the first scholar to n otice this, however. A century ago
one scholar noted the similarities in Macarius-Symeon and that of the
mystical tradition of the Merkabah speculation on Ezekiel's vision,15
describing how the first o f Macarius-Symeon's H omilies opens with a
description of Ezekiel's vision and "reads like a programme of his mystical
faith."16 Following the overview of Ezekiel's vision, Macarius-Symeon begns
seeking to explain it in the language of theosis which one finds again and
again throughout the H omilies. Here he says,
For the prophet was viewing the mystery of the human soul
that would receive its Lord and would become his throne of
glory. For the soul that is deemed to be judged worthy to
participate in the light of the H oly Spirit by becoming his
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throne and habitation, and is covered with the beauty of
ineffable gory of the Spirit, becomes all light, all face, all eye.
There is no part of his soul that is not full of the spiritual
eyes of light. For the soul has no imperfect part but is in
every part on all sides facing forward and covered with the
beauty of the light of Christ..
Thus the soul is completely illumined with the unspeakable
beauty of the glory of the light of the face of Christ and is
perfectly made a participator of the H oly Spirit. (PseudoMacarius 1992, 37 -38)Y
Notice here how Macarius-Symeon is connecting the Merkabah tradition
with an explanatory principle of sorts in the form of the aforementioned
passage in2 Corinthians, in this case particularly 4:6. Indeed, the connections
are strong enough that Golitzen feels confident enough to write that, "the
soteriology of deification also emerges in a light at once more ') ewish,"
and so more in obvious continuity with the revelation accorded Israel."18
I want to continue with Golitzen's explanation of the Semitic elements
in the Macarian H omilies, as an understanding of this background deepens
an already rich vault of spiritual insight. Golitzen continues to pursue the
theme of God's glorious presence, and which has echoes in other Patristic
-writers of the era:
I should like, though, to underline what I take to be the
H omilies' particular emphasis on the Old Testamental m otifs
of the promised land and holy city, Jerusalem, and of the
tabernacle and temple as the place of God's abiding Christ is
the reality of these image s He is the heavenly fatherland and
the celestial city, the place of God's presence and - to borrow
an expression from the Targumim, since I think the traditions
the latter represent are close to Macarius' own heart - the
"glory of the Shekina/:i' which dwells there and fills all with
light. This presence or abiding, the literal sense of Shekinah,
which comes to the Christian through baptism and the gift
of the H oly Spirit, renders the soul in its turn the city and
temple of God, at least in potential. 19
This Shekinah imagery of God's glorious presence is a concept which
began in the Jewish Targumim and rabbinic writings, and, Golitzen says, was
absorbed into Christian writing in Syriac, such as in Ephrem the Syrian's
Paradise Hymns, in which the Shekinah is "identified with the Presence
enthroned at the Tree of Life and visible atop Sinai."20 Though he was not

unique among early Christian -writers in this, Golitzen finds particular
significance in Macarius-Symeon's use of the word doxa to express this
"glory" of God: 'What is surely more significant about Macarius' use of
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da<a is that term's long-standing use in G reek-speakingJewish and Christian
traditions as the translation of the Hebrew kavod YHWH .. Kavod and its
Greek equivalent 31"e, put simply, the biblical terms of choice for theophany.
What is at work in Macarius' use of rWxais therefore a persistent and conscious
interiorization of the biblical glory tradition, of theophany,,,21 in a manner
simil31" to what was observed in Macarius-Symeon's use of 2 Corinthians 3:74:6 as an interpretive passage of sorts for the Merkabah passage in Ezekiel.
H ow does this relate to a theology of mission? It seems to me that what
Macarius-Symeon was doing here was developing a contextual theology,
engaging the context of both Jewish and Hellenic mysticism by connecting
the language and spiritual understanding expressed in these contexts with a
resp onse which engages this spirituality with a Christ-centered solution.
These ancient adepts desired to encounter God, and to be drawn into
intimate relationship with Him. Macarius-Symeon took these aspirations
seriously enough to demonstrate that they were ultimately met only in a
transformative relationship with God in Christ.
One example of how this tradition was critically utilized and furthered
can be found in the writing and ministry of John Wesley and the early
Methodist tradition. The degree and manner to which some of the distinctive
teaching of the early Methodist tradition have been influenced by the
theology of the early Church, and in particular its teaching of theasis, has
been a topic of sometimes heated discussion in the past 45 years, and it is
to the practical elements of this discussion that I will now turn.

Theosis and Sanctification in the Writings of the Early Methodists
It has been noted that, in common with many Christian leaders of their
own day, both John and Charles Wesley were conversant with and influenced
by the -writings of early ChristianityY There are a innumerable other more
contemporary sources, too, including Anglican, Catholic and Pietist writings,
which also seem to had an influence on these developments, and through
which the Wesley's and John Fletcher often re ceived many of the same
ideas regarding theasts in second-hand form.23
Beginningwith Albert C. Outler, a number of writers in the past fortyfive years have soug}:lt to examine how the writings of some of these ancient
figures in antiquity may have had an influence on the views of the leaders
of early Methodism on this topic, and how the con cept of theasismay have
contributed to the Wesleyan idea of sanctification.24 In addition to receiving
the influence of these writers, however, it will be important to note how, in
line with the prevailing practice in England at the time, they sought to cite
these ancient writers as a source of validation of their own teaching I will
also briefly examine how the Wesley's and John F1etcherinteracted critically
with this material.
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Outler 'Wrote in the introduction to his John Wes!ry that he believed that
Wesley had acquired his concept of devotion and perfection from Gregory
of Nyssa byway of ''lvfacanus the Egyptian.,m As Ted Campbell has traced
the conversation,26 it began slowly, but gained momentum as more scholars
joined the discussion, including Campbell himself Outler, Campbell's friend
and mentor, hoped that Campbell would be able to "confirm his suspicion
that Wesley's doctrine of sanctification was in essence that of ancient Eastern
Christian asceticism."n Campbell confessed his inability to do so, concluding
that, ''Ulhat I discovered about Wesley's use of Christian antiquity (it should
have come as no surprise) was the selectivity he employed in choosing (and
editing) historical materials as he saw their relevance to the eighteenthcentury Revival."n Perhaps this is a case in which Wesley was correctly
engaging in the work of discernment in sifting the "gold from the dross"
of ancient traditions,29 attempting to extract what he considered to be helpfUl
to his people while taking care as to what got passed on. Randy Maddox
also notes that as positive as Wesley's view was regarding these early writers,
he was not naive, and became "increasingJ.y aware that there were problems
in both doctrine and life from almost the beginning of the Church.":;O
Perhaps what Howard Snyder offers is a balanced perspective on Wesley's
interaction with Macanus-Symeon, one that takes into account the other
influences in Wesley's Q"wn studies:
I do not claim that Wesley simply "took over" this set of
ideas from Macarius. Some of them he encountered
elsewhere; some undoubtedly came to him through his Q"wn
extensive study of S:::ripture; some were already present in
the Anglican tradition; some were points of emphasis in the
Pietist writings Wesley read (e.g, Arndt's True Chri.rtianitywith
its emphasis on the restoration of the image of God and the
priority of love). But it is clear that the complex ideas on
perfection Wesley taught were at key points strikingly similar
to those taught by[...] Macarius and that these ideas had a
particularly strong appeal to Wesley and therefore made a
distinctive contribution to his doctrine of perfection. o1
In fact, there are some strong streams of thought on this theme of
union with God in John Wesley's 'Writings, in the hynmology of his brother
Charles, and as well in the writings of Wesley's influential colleague John
Fletcher. It is particularly interesting that, although Campbell suggested
that Wesley actually omitted "references to the ascetic life and the notion
of theosis,,,o2 when we read Wesley's own edition of Homily XIX in the
Macanan corpus, we can observe that here, at least, he retained a rather
clear reference to it
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It behooveth- therefore the soul that truly believeth in
CHRIST, to be changedfrom her present nature into another nature)
which is Divine, and to be wrought new herself through the
power of the Holy Spirit. And to obtain this, will be allowed
to us who believe and love him in truth, and walk in all his
holy commandments. 33

Significantly, another area which has relevance for applying the
understanding of theosis as sanctification and perfection to the work of
discipleship is the idea of salvation having a soul-healing, therapeutic
dimension.}l Randy Maddox points out that the dominant understanding
of salvation in the Christian East is therapeutic rather than juridical, but,
importantly, Wesley seems to have been able to integrate these in his own
approach. 35 Wesley understood grace as referring to both the deifying,
empowering, uncreated presence of the Holy Spirit and pardon from sin
and justification.:l 6
This theme of Christ as the healer of the soul is also found in MacariusSymeon. In fact, he integrates the Incarnation, the Crucifixion and Christ
as healer at once in at least one place,
The Lord Himself, who is the Way and is God, after he came
not on his own behalf but for you so that he might be an
example for you of everything good, see, he came in such
humility, taking the "form of a slave" (Phil. 2:7), he, who is
God, the Son of God, King, the Son of the King He himself
gave healing medicines and he healed all the wounded when
he appeared externally as one among "the wounded" (Is.
53:5).37
Wesley and his colleagues read and interacted with the fathers' writings
critically, correcting concepts where they felt they were unclear, and using
terminology which was less likely to lead to confusion. When Wesley read
in Clement of Alexandria's Stromata regarding theasis and the character of a
"true gnostic" (in the sense that Clement was seeking to speak. to his
Alexandrian context), Wesley adjusted that with which hewas interacting in
Clement. Michael J. Christensen affirms that,
For Wesley, we are justified and sanctified by "faith filled with
the energy of love" (not by works nor by gnosis). We enjoy
communion with God as creatures, but not union with God as
equals. We may become like God, Wesley hopes and prays,
butwe do not become divine! Thus, when Wesley appropriates
Clement's gnostic vision, he "corrects" the assertion of gnosis
as the means to perfection. 3S
These ideas contributed to the distinctly Wesleyan teaching of
sanctification. Christensen notes that ''what Wesley envisioned as Christian
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perfection, holiness, or entire sanctification is theologically dependent upon
earlier versions of theasic;"09
In the same manner, John Wesley and his colleagues soug}:lt to distinguish
between a healthy, Scripturally-based idea of union with God and an
unhealthy, speculative mysticism. John Fletcher, considered John Wesley's
heir apparent until his untimely death from tuberculosis, 'Wrote on this crucial
distinction in an essay entitled, ''An Evangelical Mysticism" Here he presents
what he calls a "wise mysticism," which Fletcher describes as "glowingwith
Divine wisdom, and shedding luminous rays on the most profound truths
and which cautiously penetrates the bark or veil of religion to sound its
depths." He then contrasts this with an "extravagant" or "frivolous"
mysticism, ''by which violence is done to sound criticism, in quitting, without
reason, the literal sense of the Scriptures." 40
It seems to me that the distinction which F1etcherwas seeking to describe
is related to the kind of pantheistic mysticism in which individuality is lost
and we "dissolve into oneness with God," and an idea in which the
personality continues and the distinction between the Creator and the
creature is maintained. A beautiful picture of the latter was provided many
years ago by Sadhu Sundar Singh:
We have been created in the image of God. Our destiny is to
be restored into that image. God came to us in the Master to
restore us to God's divine nature. In this way, the Master
transforms us into flames of spiritual fire. To become spiritual
fIre means to become like God. Even the smallest flame of
fire is fIre and has all the qualities of fIre. This does not mean
that our spirit is God's spirit, as some pantheists and
philosophers suppose. We are not fragments of God's spirit.
We are not God. God is distinct from us, but our souls can
only find peace in oneness with God.
A sponge lies in the water and the water fills the sponge, but
the water is not the sponge and the sponge is not the water. It
is the same when I immerse myself in God. God fills my
heart and I am in complete union with God, but I am not
God and God is not 1. We are distinct though not separate. 41
While we can and should take seriously the refinements made to the
tradition of theasis by John Wesley and John Fletcher, I believe that
Christensen is correct when he exhorts us (in an echo of Outler) to "read
Wesley with his sources, and not simply read back into ancient sources Wesley's
distinctive eighteenth-century vision of perfection or programmatic agenda
of reform"42 Christensen goes beyond this, however, and exhorts his reader
to seek to interact with these sources in a manner which will be effective in
our modem context,
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Such a reformulation would incorporate the best of John
Wesley's theological refinements and improvements on the
ancient doctrine of theosis (i.e., appropriation by faith not by
works or knowledge, inward assurance over perpetual seeking,
accessibility in this earthly life), while fully appreciating the
Eastern emphasis on "therapeutic" soteriologywith its biblical
affirmation of original humanity and original blessing In so
doing we may arrive at a [.. ] vision of theasis as part of the
essential quest for human wholeness and completion of the
new creation in Christ. 4 :l
One of Wesley's important contributions to the discussion was his ability
to hold in tension issues such as the importance of sanctification and a
healing model of salvation without abandoning the reality of justification
by grace through faith which is so clearly rooted in the Scriptural witness.
On Theosis and Mission
In one of his earlier sermons, "The Image of God," John Wesley "Wrote
the following, connecting the idea of union with God and that of mission.
He "Wrote,
We, lastly, have daily opportunities of knowing, if Christianity
be of God, then of how glorious a privilege are they thought
worthy who persuade others to accept its benefits Seeingwhen
the author of it "cometh in the clouds of heaven", they who
have saved others from sin and its attendant death "shall shine
as the brightness of the firmament"; they who have reprinted
the image if God on many souls "as the stars for ever"! 44
H ow can this understanding of theosiscontribute to a robust theology of
missWn? I believe it is here as well that John Wesley offers some wisdom in
terms of his theological emphases, as well as in the manner in which these
emphases are meant to have an impact not only on the individual believer
and the believing community, but on the world.
Howard Snyder, in a presentation on what he termed a 'Wesleyan
Theology of Mission," focused on four particular elements which he
observed in Wesley's writings that he understood as being related to mission.
These were the image of God in humankind, reflected less directly
throughout creation, a therapeutic view of salvation as healing (though
without denying other elements of justification), God's prevenient grace
which draws all people to himself, and the H oly Spirit empowered process
of Christian perfecting often referred to as sanctification. 45 All of these
elements spillover into one another, and all can ultimately be related to the
theme of theasts. Thus, the therapeutic theme is frequently expressed in
terms of the healing and restoration of the image of God, empowered by
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his grace, and ultimately moving towards further realization in the process
of Holy Spirit-empowered perfecting
Wesley (and Betcher) clearly believed that there would be an effect on
the evangelization of humankind based on the state of Christians' lives and
communities. If the nations were going to be impacted by the Gospel, it
would be because they saw it being lived out and could observe theg/ory of
God among Christian people-that is to say, if they could see a Godempowered theosisbringinghealing and restoration to those who claimed to
follow Jesus, walking in the fullness of the image of God, they would respond
to the drawing of the prevenient grace of God and joyfully come to faith in
Jesus. Thus, in his sermon on "The General Spread of the Gospel,'>46 Wesley
begins with what is essentially an account of the lost state of the peoples
and nations of the world, beginningwith those he considers to be the farthest
from God, exemplified for him 3!llong the tribal peoples of the South Pacific
islands. 47 From there he moves on to the Muslims, and from there to the
state of the Christian community in non-Western lands,48 to describe even
the failings of those who consider themselves Christian in the West among
both Roman Catholics as well as Protestants. 49
Wesley describes what he sees as the "problem" of the unevangelized,
and, crucially, made it clear that a key element of the problem is the terrible
example of the lives of those who claim to be Christians. For example, he
refers to the complaints of the Native Americans concerning the encroaching
Colonial settlers; they ask in what manner is it that the Christians' lives are
better than theirs. Wesley also refers to the complaints of the Hindu people
of what he refers to of what would now be of one part of south India. He
quotes them as listing the sins of the Christians in their area, concluding
with "Christians are devils! I will not become a Christian!,,50
He then begins to set out the solution, which Wesley sees as the global
spread of the revival of the gospel which has occurred under the course of
Methodism - that as the revival spreads across the Christian world, and as
those who have been "Christian" for generations actually begin to live out
the faith which they claim, it will have an effect on others. 51 Interestingly, he
presents this spread in precisely the reverse order in which he had earlier
discussed the state of the world. Wesley perceives that the primary element
preventing Muslims, ''heathens'' and others from coming to Christ is the
corrupt lifestyle of Christians Thus, as Christians begin actually to live as
Christ meant for them to live, Muslims and others will begin coming to
faith in Jesus. Wesley-writes,
The grand stumbling-block being thus happily removed out
of the way, n3!llely, the lives of the Christians, the Mahometans
(sLj will look upon them with other eyes, and begin to give
attention to their words. And as their words will be clothed
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with divine energy, attended with the demonstration of the
Spirit and of power, those of them that fear God will soon
take knowledge of the Spirit whereby Christians speak. They
will "receive with meekness the engrafted word," and will
bring forth fruit with patience. 52
He goes on to express a hope in the gospel's spread to those he refers to
as ''heathen,''53 and finally, ultimately one might say, to the Jewish people,
who must wait until the "fullness of the Gentiles be come in."54 For Wesley,
then, the evangelization of the nations of the world depends upon Christian
holiness and sanctification. If Christians are living as they are meant to, and
indeed, scripturally speaking, empowered to, those outside the community
of Christ will be drawn in.
John Betcher clearly also saw the light which had been re ceived by, for
example, the Muslims, to be a kind of preparatio evange!ii preparatory for
them, as well as perhaps for others in the lands o f other religious traditions
in which Islam had spread. For example, having described some of the exalted
statements in the Qur'3n and Sunnah concerningJesus, he goes on to assert
that, in spite of the distortions of the Qur'3n concerning Christian faith,
yet it admits enough of our doctrines to overthrow idolatry,
and the external empire of Satan upon earth; insomuch that
in Africa and India, Mohammedanism prepares idolaters for
the reception of Christianity: and secondly to nourish our
hope, that the Mohammedans, who have already such exalted
notions of Jesus Christ, will embrace the Gospel, when the
great scandals of the Christian Churches shall be done away

(si0 55
Thus Fletcher seems ultimately to lean in the direction of seeing the
light which the nations have as yet received as being preparatory to their
receiving the gospel in its fullness, and echoes Wesley's sentiments in ''The
General Spread of the Gospel" that this may be connected with the spread
o f the revival in the churches, that is, that they would be demonstratively
walking in the fullness of what is relationship with God.
It is in the second of Betcher's essays on this topic, "Remarks on the
Trinity," that this seems to touch m ore directly on several of the themes of
mission which I am examining here. The main thrust of the essay was in
anS"Wering some of the arguments of Deism. An imp ortant eighteenthcentury Deist spokesman, Joseph Priestly, had questioned the practical
benefits of the doctrine of the Trinity. H ow did this understanding help to
promote "morality and piety"?56 Fletcher's re sponse here connects the
doctrine of the Trinity with some of the key elements of a Wesleyan
understanding of mission:
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But things are soon changed, when the creating God reveals himself as
Immanuel in believers; as soon as God, by the manifestation of his
sanctifying Spirit, has re-establishedhis image in their souls. Then the Trinity
being clearly revealed, God is adored in spirit and in truth, with a zeal like
that which burned in the bosoms of the primitive Christians; then men
begin to love and help each other with a charity which the world never
saw before

[.. J the sacred doctrine of Father, Son and H oly Spirit, which
includes repentance toward God the Father, faith in our Lord
Jesus Christ, and love shed abroad in the heart by the H oly
Spirit love the mother of good works, and the distinguishing
badge of true Christians. From hence it follows, that Christian
virtues flourish or decay, in proportion as the doctrine of the
Trinity is rendered clear or obscured among men; for it is the
foundation that the Gospel becomes the power of God to
salvation to all who believe. And it should be remembered,
that faith in the Father, Son and H oly Spirit, of which we
speak., is the gift of God, Eph. ii, 8, and not the word of a
nurse, or the dictate of a catechist. It is a Divine energy, which
is "the substance of things hoped for, a cordial demonstration
of things n ot seen;" for we believe with the heart unto
righteousness, before we can make confession with the mouth
unto salvation. 57
John Fletcher took Wesley's understanding of the Trinity58 and expanded
upon it, extrapolating it into the practical application of life in connection
with God in Christ, and empowered by the H oly Spirit. Here we see the
themes of the image of Godin humans, the path of Christian sanctification,
and prevenient grace integrated with an essential of the faith. 59 This
connection between renewal in the image of God and sanctification was
also expressed more concisely in Wesley's P!ainAccountif Christian Perfection,
when the answer to the catechetical question, "UThat does it mean to be
sanctified(" is given as "To be renewedin the image of God, in "righteousness
and true holiness."6o
H ow does Wesley expand upon the "Macarian" model which we
examined earlier? Wesley t3k.es the contextual and transformational elements
of this model, and emphasizes that a Spirit-empowered life will not only
have an impact upon those around us, and outwardly to the very ends of
the earth, but those thus filled and empowered will be intentional in their
proclamation and service in the midst of those in the wider world. In his
sermon on "Scriptural Christianity,"61 after a brief introduction comparing
the gifts and fruit of the Spirit, he begins by describing the Spirit filled life
of personal holiness. 62 From there he continues, however, and more than
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once noting the example of Christians "in ancient days,"6:l and going on to
note that, "the Christians of old labored, having opportunity, to 'do good
unto all men,' warning them to 'flee from the 'Wrath to come'."64 Here, we
see that the Spirit-filled, transformed life will necessarily spill over into a
life of both service and proclamation, of witness, an inward reality which is
expressed in outward action.
In the Indian context, this idea of a deeply devotional, incarnational
expression of the gospel is not something new. Indeed, itwas perhaps best
demonstrated in the life of the earlier quoted Sadhu Sundar Singh, who in
many ways exemplified a life of union with God in Christ in a strikingly
contextual m3!lner. His life was integrated with his proclamation and service
in such as manner as to draw many thousands to consider the Jesus who
was the source of everything he sought to do. Indeed, quite a number of
days ago, I met an elderly Brahmin gentleman who was living on the premises
of a guest house in which I stayed for a few days Although he had expressed
significant antagonism toward the gospel message, when I asked him if he
had ever heard of Sadhu Sundar Singh, he became quiet. Slowly, he told me
that, as a boy, he had seen and heard him as he came through his town. This
memory clearly still had an impact upon him.
For Wesley and his colleagues, and indeed, in many ways for Sundar
Singh, too, mission is connected with this idea of theam and this, in tum,
has a Trinitarian expression to it in its more fully developed sense. The
incarnation itself, including the death and resurrection of Jesus as the Word
and Son of God, are understood as bringing us into the life of the Trinity
as we are brought to faith, and he fills us with the life of the H oly Spirit.
Thus empowered, we are free to be united to one 3!lother, empowered to go
out into the world, 3!ld to enter truly into an incamational missio Dei in which
the incarnation is our empowering 3!ld unifying life, but is also our m odel.
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Abstract

Theological educational has classically been associated with educating
pastors for local church ministries, non-pastoral ministries and theologians
for higher education. In this article I postulate that the role of theological
education goes beyond these practical ministry perception to the shaping
of societal images of God expressed through the orienting .ystem.
In the first part of the article I argue that one's faith formation is closely
related to one's development of God's image. This is not an isolated process,
but an appropriation of God's image disseminated through nurture by one's
immediate family and society at large. The proliferation of all these
experiences are what I refer to as the orienting system - the context which
presents God's image through all forms of life expressions including art,
music, oral stories and proverbs, sermons, written opinions, nature, observed
events, and shared experiences. It is these that are integrated into one's life
experiences to form an image of God. And it is one's God image that
determines how one interprets and cirnunvents life experiences, as manifest
in critical situations. The question explored in this paper is the role that
theological education plays in the formation of God's image expressed
through the Orienting system
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Introduction

In this paper I postulate that the Orienting System warrants attention
of theological education because human worldview and faith formation is
an integrated appropriation of God's image through the integration of
one's life experiences with the Orienting system. I begin by defining the
term orienting [Y.rtem. Using the works of psychologist and theologians like
Anna Maria Rizutto, Donald Winnicott, Mbiti and Burton Z. Cooper and
other cognitive psychologists, I demonstrate how humans form the image
of God developmentally through the Orienting system. I then conclude
by briefly describing the role of image of God in human life and how
theological education can impact the orienting system from which such
image is formed.
Orienting Sy.rtem is a term I have coined to capture the totality of all that
is in our human medium, including what we hear, see, sense, experience. It
is the unseen system that defies our claim for being self-made persons,
calling us to acknowledge that our behaviors, perceptions, ideologies and
even creativity do not spring from a vacuum. Even if we might hesitate
embracing Mbiti's claim for collective context that, "I am because you are
and since you are, therefore I am" and might say with Descartes, "I think.
therefore I am," the orienting system is a salient reminder that my thinking
must interact with the things I hear, the people I interact with, the ideas I
read about, the pictures I see, and the universe I live in.
The orienting system encompasses the traditions, mores, beliefs,
ideologies, and perceptions expressed through unlimited media, including,
sayings, music, art, worship, preaching, testimonies, poems, books, speeches,
and even the nonverbal, nontangible media. In our age the media have
expanded to include Tv, the Internet, Twitter, and Facebook. In other words,
our orienting system can no longer be defined by the boundaries set by
anthropologists and etlmographers of culture and a people's traditions.
One may ask, ''Ulhy does the orienting system warrant the attention of
theological education?" As a theological educator, pastoral counselor and
pastor, I posit that the orienting system warrants attention in theological
education because the human worldview is a function of people's
appropriation of God's image in their individual psyche and corporate
expression - an image that is formed from the orienting system. The
worldview includes but is not limited to perceptions, relationships, hopes
and endeavors, discouragements and helplessness-in short, people's whole
livelihood. This is a sweeping statement that could elicit some very strong
criticism, so do allow me to anticipate some of the possible criticisms.
The first regards my proposition that the image of God is a most
powerful agency in our human livelihood. One might ask: What about the
atheist, who does not believe in God and does not have a God image?
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What about the non-believer, who has turned away from God? What about
the various religions in the world: Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism
- whose God are we talking about?
Rather than offer rote answers to each of these pertinent questions, let
me suggest a life scenario that will get us thinking about many of these
questions. During the 9/ 11 attack, or during the deadly tremors in Haiti, or
for the people in Asia during the tsunami, or currently for the families who
have lost everything to hurricane Irene, or in SDmalia and East Africa where
mothers are watching their children die from disease and lack of food,
what is going on in their minds? I doubt the atheist said, right in the midst
of these critical ev ents, "Phew! At least I did not get hurt when my whole
family died, so all is well," or that the Buddhist said, "I will just sit and say
my mantra and all will be well." Critical events raise for all of us existential
questions which, depending on how we can make meaning for ourselves,
will either confirm for the atheist that there is n o God, or cause the Christian
to wonder, 'Where is God in this?"
Believing in the existence of a deity is the acknowledgement of human
fallibility. Similarly, to not believe can be seen as the renunciation of any
acknowledgement of a power beyond oneself I submit that in times of
critical events, when the core of our humanity is shattered, even the
unbeliever or the atheist is bound to ask existential questions. UThen people
cannot find satisfactory answers that begin to gve meaning to their situations,
their hearts become hardened against God or 3!ly religion. They then have
a likely reason to be an atheist, or to be inclined to the conviction of
superiority of one religion or philosophical conviction over all others. The
pertinent question here is not whose God or which religion, but the fact
that people do engage and re -engage in existential questions about the
cosmos and human life, in which God does become a subject.
The second question I would anticipate from my postulation is, ''How
can we think in terms of a corporate beholding the image of God?" I
believe the best answer lies in our understanding of religion and its role in
corp orate and individual human life. So let me invite you to think briefly
about what religion is, what are its origins, and how people become religious.
Religion is the totality of media through which people try to make
meaning of the world and cosm os we live in. In fact, it has been said that
psychology and religion are very similar in that they both are concerned
with making sense of the hum3!llife - only one does so by engaging science
while the other deals with matters of faith and spirituality. Most religious
philosophies imply the existence of a personified image that could be related
to with some special significance. To be religious is to experience a highly
personalized being that emanates from a deep-seated and developmentally
engendered representation of a power that is acknowledged and experienced
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beyond ourselves. For some religions, the power is attributed to animate
characteristics, while for others there is no animate deity. This power
finds expression in cultural and social symbolism of our context.
Engaging in communal religious rituals and ceremonies is an expression
of this acknowledgment.
Acknowledgement of a power beyond ourselves and one to whom we
can turn in our search for meaning in life experiences provides us with a
perspective through which we view and experience the world. According
to Clifford Geertz (1973, 90),1 religion has the power to color our external
worldviews and experiences. Geertz points out that through expression in
external cultural patterns and symbolism, religion elicits powerful and
pervasive moods and motivations within the person. It generates powerful
psychological realities for individuals, giving meaning to human experience
within the culture.
Object relations theorists and cognitive psychologists provide a positive
framework from which religious influence on human behavior can be
understood. Don31.d Winnicott, for instance, perceives religon as a transitory
area that aids human beings to make sense of the inner and outer realities
CJ7innicott 1953, 14). Discussing Winnicott's theory, David Wulff notes
that religion is one of the diverse ways we access a lens to human life. He
states that just as the infant ventures out 3!ld assimilates outer reality througll
the help of transitional objects, so does the adult continue to make sense
of the outer reality through diverse forms of systems available to him/her
CJ7ulff 2001, 23). Religion, and may I suggest one's image of God, is the
most powerful force in helping us organize our perception of the world.
Havinge stablished that our image of God, expressed through corporate
religon, is the greatest contender in human livelihood, I will now tum around
and state that our personal image of God, which finds expression in
corporate ritualistic practices, is not so private because it is garnered from
corporate expression in what I call the orienting system. Yes. We express
our priv atized image of God through corporate religion, but we
simultaneously acquire our image of God and continue to expand it from
the orienting system.
Long before we are introduced to the Christian faith, for instance either by encountering Christ or by making a cognitive decision to become
a follower of Christ - we already have acquired an image of God. The
image we have at this point, though, is what we may call a societal or public
image. It is not yet appropriated as a private elaboration of a God we can
say we are in relationship with. John Mbiti, one of the African philosophers,
tries to capture the essence of humans having some form of elaboration
of God when he states "to be hum3!l is to be religious (Mbiti, 1991, 108)."
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In The Birth 0/ the Living God, Ana-Maria Rizzuto put forward a credible
theory that people begin fonning a God representation or image right from
infancy and continue throughout adulthood. She states that people go to
great lengths to organize their world in a coherent manner. She observes
that in the course of the life cycle, an individual produces a "highly
personalized representation of God" begun in infancy as object relations
(Rizzuto 1979, 90). Her work, interestingly, stems fro m Freudian
psychoanalysis, which discredits religion as an article of faith in mature
human beings and asserts that with respect to the value of life, the other
two great achievements of man, art and science, can satisfactorily replace
religion. Indeed, in Freud's arguments, religion belongs to the common
man who does not have the luxury to possess art or science (Freud 1961,
23-24). Freud's general claim on origins of the image of God and therefore
religion may be found in his popular and humorous reversal of the Genesis
text "God created man in his own ilnage" to "Man created God in his own
image" (Freud 1910, 19). For Freud, the whole idea of super beings, both
good (God) and evil (devil), originates at an anthropological level, from the
human mind. He states,
Thus we recognize the roots of the need for religion are in
the parental complex; the ahnighty and just God, and kindly
Nature, appear to us as grand sublimations of father and
mother, or rather as revivals and restorations of the young
child's ideas of them (Freud 1910, 123).
This position suggests that God is nothing but a figurative "exaltation of
the father" or "mother," - in other words a figure that we regress to with
infantile ideations.
Rizzuto notes that according to Freud, man's creation of God pivoted
on the Oedipus complex and is provided by the image of the father, thus
accounting for the societal male God image (Rizzuto 1979, 15). Hence,
when Freud talks about the God representation, he uses several terms in
his various works that indicate a transformation of the paternal image into
a God. He talks of an "exalted father," "a transfiguration of," "a likeness
of," a "sublimation of," "a surrogate of," "a copy of," to the ultimate
conclusion that "God is really the father" (Rizzuto 1979, 31). Rizutto also
n otes that although Freud later offers an explanation of h ow women acquire
religion as a cultural inheritance through men, he was not concerned with
the possibility that religion might form through other object relations that
every child developmentally engages in. She states:
In the placing of the fonnation of the inner God ilnage in
the context of the fathe r-so n relationship alone, Freud
excludes other possible early object relations: son-mother,
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daughter-father, daughter-mother. This exclusion obliged him
to find further explanation for the cultural transmission of
religion. Inheritance is for Freud, the explanation: 'The male
sex seems to have taken the lead in all these moral acquisitions;
and they seem to have been transmitted to women by cross
inheritance' (Rizzuto 1979, 15 citing Freud 1923b).
Rizutto discredits Freud's lack of concern with the question of how
some people come to really believe in the existence of a God beyond having
God representation (Rizzuto 1979, 15). She also underlines the practical
aspect that religion, through God's image, plays in the perceptions and
experience of life, a fact that, I might add, cannot be substituted by art or
SClence. She states:
But if my analysis is correct, the God representation is more
than the cornerstone upon which it was built. It is a new
original representation which, because it is new, may have the
varied components to soothe and comfort, provide inspiration
and courage-or terror and dread-far beyond that inspired by
the actual parents This reasoning also provides an explanation
for belief in God by people who are neither infantile nor so
regressed as to make us suspect that they constantly reactivate
their childhood drama or cling to a parental divinity (Rizzuto
1979,46).
Rizzuto's claims bring women into direct participation in the origination
of a God image and therefore religion. Her assertions also open an avenue
to the possibility of a very mature relationship between humans and their
God. Hence, ''Those who are capable of mature religious belief renew
their God representation to make it compatible with their emotional
conscious and unconscious situation, as well as with their cognitive and objectrelated development" (Rizzuto 1979, 46). The resulting image of God is not
just a private fantasy, as Freud would have it, but a living entity in dynamic
interaction with our experiences in life. In this regard, Rizutto states:
I conclude therefore that formation of the image of God
does not depend upon the Oedipal conflict. It is an object
related representational process marked by the emotional
configuration of the individual prevailing at the moment he
forms the representation, at any development31. stage (Rizzuto
1979,44).
This image evolves over years, from infancy into adulthood, drawing
from life experiences and environmental systems or what I call the orienting
system According to Rizzuto, the God representation is one among the
many transitional objects with which children populate their "transitional
space" (Rizzuto 1979, 190).
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The inception of God's image, according to Rizutto, begins around age
three, the age around which the child is differentiating from the parent to
develop into a separate person. Rizzuto states:
Around the age of three, the child matures cognitively to the
point of becoming concerned with animistic notions of
causality. He wants to know the why of everything Through
questioning he tries to arrive at the final answer and is not
satisfied with scientific explanation. The child wants to know
who moves the clouds 3!ld why. If told ''The wind," he wants
to know who moves the wind, and so on. Finally he is told by
parents or adults that God does these things . This ceaseless
chaining of causes inevitably ends up in a "superior being"
That notion suits the child well because in his mind his parents
and adults as "superior beings" of great power and size gifted
with a remarkable ability to know the child's intentions.
The knowledge that his parents themselves submit to a greater
being and that God can do things they cannot do impress the
child immensely. But his capacity for admiration of such a
great being does not diminish the child's animistic - that is
anthropomorphic - understanding of God as being like his
parents, only greater (Rizzuto 1979,45).
Let me give an example of what Rizutto is alluding to. In our homes, if
we are religious, we engage in certain rituals on regular basis. If we are
Christians, for instance, we pause to pray, maybe with a sign of reverence
like holding our pahns together and bowing our heads as we gather before
we eat; we give thanks for food that the child saw his mother prepare; in
church, we stand as the scriptures are read, we sing and praise, sometimes
lifting our hands; we re ad scriptures in our homes and talk about them, and
so on. In all these activities, the young baby, who at this period perceives
the parents as the greatest things in life, observes with interest, conjuring
up this other unseen person to whom the praise, the songs, the prayers are
dire cted. This is the beginning of the child's formation of a God
representation. In her book Joining Children on the Spiritual Journry: Nurturing a
Life if Faith, Dr. Catherine Stonehouse shares pictures of God's image drawn
by children of various ages around the world, showing clearly that the
creation of God's image occurs in our formative years.
Soon the God representation acquires special and superior characteristics
from the various ritualistic religious practices within the family and the
multiple aspects within the cultural and social milieux. Similar aspects of
religious rite s and socio-cultural practices may pertain to other religions. It
is not surprising that Mbiti, writing about the origins of religion for the
African people, states that their belief in God may have arisen from their
reflections of the cosmos, including the observation of fo rces of nature,
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the wonders of the universe like the galaxy, the mystery of birth, and even
the realization of their own limitations, all of which coalesce to an
acknowledgment of God as the creator (Mbiti, 1975, 32). Hence, God is
associated with powers like storms and lightning, as well as with warmth
and calamities, and is perceived as one more powerful than people and the
observable. The general religious orienting system in the Kenyan context
presents God as superhuman, omnipotent and onmiscient,2 through ways
that people, right from childhood, are taught to relate to God as an object
of worship; through songs and even the names attributed to God, like
These are all

Mweneinya (the powerful one) and Mwathani (the Lord).

associations readily available in the orienting system to influence the shaping
of the developmental formation of a God image by the child.
According to Rizutto, at each developmental stage, the old God
representation is brought to a new encounter by ever-dynamic experiences
in the person's life, which may lead to repression, refinement, and
transformation of the image (Rizzuto 1979, 90). Even children who may
have grown up in nonreligious families or without the nurture of families,
acquire their God image from the orienting system: the songs on radio and
TV; the churches they see as they drive by; the conversations they hear
about God and life from their friends; the stories, sayings, and proverbs
they hear; the books they read; the fact that businesses remain closed on
Sundays (a day associated with worship). SDmehow, the child is mentally
organizing the world into meanings about these things.
What we derive from Rizzuto's assertions is that all humans have the
potential to be religious through their developing God representation. In
cognitive psychological language, we may say that all humans have a Godschema, the difference being the elaborate complexity of that schema. And
if we are to integrate this psychological perspective with Wesleyan doctrine,
this is the approximation of pre-venient grace which seeks us and places us
in God's path long before we have cognitively sought God. The level of
and claim to be religous, however, is varied by each person's social, cultural,
3!ld religous experience 3!ld his or her ensuing engagement with the God
representation. Rizzuto's statement is most explicit 3!ld fills the gap in Freud's
position regarding non-believers and its co-relation with maturity. She states that
in this context the nonbeliever is a person who has decided
consciously or unconsciously for reasons based on his own
historical evolution, not to believe in a God whose representation
he has.
Some people cannot believe because they are terrified
of their God. SDme do not dare to believe because they are
afraid of their own regressive wishes. Others do n ot need to
believe because they have created other types of gods that sustain
them equally well. Maturity and belief are not related issues.
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Only detailed study of each individual can reveal the reason for
that person's belief in God (Rizzuto1979, 47).
Similarly, one may not be a believer because he/ she may not have matured
the God representation to religious belief because of lack of intentional
exposure, or lack of immersion in faith communities Their God representation
may be simply one that has been offered by the socio-cultural system.
In considering Rizzuto's views of the development of God representation
and my assertion that such God images offer potential for people to become
religious and acquire faith in God, it is important to reiterate that multiple
factors beyond the parent-child relationship influence the origination of
the Godrepresentation. Personalized elaborations about the characteristics
of God, God's demeanor and capacity, God's will, and the role God plays
in one's life are deeply rooted in the socio-cultural and religious system that
nurtures the person and through which the person develops a sense of self.
In other words they are rooted in the orienting system.
An important addendum to this discussion is that with every adjushnent
of God's image brought about by one's experiences in life, there is an
alteration of the self-perception. In other words, just as our image of God
continues to be dynamic as we engage life, so do our sense of self, selfidentity, and worldview. Rizutto asserts in this regard that if, for instance, a
God representation has been transformed over the years to remain a more
or less satisfactory transitional object, especially in the absence of major
life challenges, a sudden change in the sense of self may strain the reshaping
of the God representation or vice versa, and cause internal conflict within
the person (Rizzuto 1979,52).
What has this to do with theological education? My claim is that the
image of God originates and gains status as an agency in human life.
Theological education is about the quest for understanding God and God's
activities in human life. UThen theological education is housed in a seminary,
as in our case, the stakes are even higher, because theological education's
concern is now not just about a quest to know, but also about having an
impact on people's relationship with God. These ongoing interactions
between the socio-cultural and religious systems and development of a
God representation within the psyche, which find expression through
religious and traditional practices as well as cultural symbolism, are important
aspects that should capture the attention of communities of people whose
concern is to nurture the faith of people in God.
This said, a brief discussion of the importance of God's image in human
life, and especially in matters of faith, is a good place to briefly explore the
importance of the image of God in human life and therefore our role as
theological educators. Critical times in human life offer a great lens through
which to explore the importance of God's image in human life.
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First, as Freud rightly observes (one of the few places I agree with him),
although the question of the purpose of human life has never received
satisfactory answer, "Some of those who have asked it have added that if it
should tum out that life has no purpose, it would lose all value to them"
(Freud 1961, 24). When life sends blows our way, disordering our wellordered lives, we look for answers. According to Janoff Bulman, critical
events threaten our mental, emotional, and spiritual integration by
threatening to shatter our assumptive world. Bulman n3!lles three main
human assumptions as universal assumptions that give us meaning and hope
in life: life is benevolent, life is meaningful, and the self is worthy. Without
these assumptions in place, life loses meaning and order, and we lose our
sense of self-worth. The very effort to regain order, meaning, and sense of
self-worth is what plummets us to asking what Burton Z. Cooper calls the
''why God?" questions in his book, Wf:7 God? In asking the why God
questions, we are really engaging our image of God in interaction with the
societal image of God offered through religion in the orienting system.
But why do God and religion emerge as the significant place that people
turn to? Because, I offer, religion is so readily available in the orienting
system The analysis of my research with domestic violence survivors in
Kenya offers a good example of this claim. Without exception, all my
respondents engaged religion and their images of God in various ways and
at various levels. Religious engagement ran so strongly in my sample that I
had to re-ex3!lli.ne my data to detennine the randonmess of the choice of my
informants. I found that my data were not questionable. It was a fact that
people do tum to religion as a readily av3i.l.able resource in the orienting system.
H owever comforting and encouraging this might sound for those of us
concerned with people's faith, it raises real concerns regarding what kinds
of God image are out there in the orienting system. Whether people will
react or respond to God and religion with sentiments of anger or with
thankfulness, or with ambivalence of being somewhere in between, will
depend on their own image of God. Rizutto offers some guidelines that
may help us understand the categories of people that tum to the orienting
system in search of answers:
The positions encountered are four: (1) those who have a
God whose existence they do not doubt; (2) those wondering
whether or not to believe in a God they are not sure exists;
(3) those amazed, angered, or quietly surprised to see others
invested in a God who does not interest them; (4) those who
struggle with a demanding God they would like to get rid of
if they were not convinced of His existence and power
(Rizzuto 1979, 91).
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Although the categories of people turning to the orienting system are
important, more crucial is the kind of God image prevalent in the orienting
system. Any society varies with respe ct to social, cultural and religious
practices, as well as effects of other human organized life and aspects of
civilization like laws and technology. For instance, there are major differences
between the prevalence of God's image as well as the types of God in the
Kenyan context compared to the Western context. I attribute the differences
to the fact that in many places in Kenya, people can still mention and talk
about God even in the public sphere. Also, fewer restrictions on public
religion and private rights exist there. It is not uncommon to hear a passenger
in a matatu (public vehicle), for instance, sharing a testimony of how they
have experienced God in their life. Furthermore, the image of God is most
likely of an onmip otent, yet caring, a shepherd that walks alongside the
hurting, the hungry, and the sick, and one who is able to change
circumstances miraculously. God is discerned and resourced in all
good and bad. These perceptions of God are overwhelmingly
pervasive and very powerful, eliciting moods and feelings that persuade the
realities of the people. They will be found and expressed in the music,
lyrics, and testimonies of people. An outsider looking in may wonder how
one can see God in such circumstances Consider the following lyrics of a
song that became very popular immediately after the 1998 twin American
Embassy terrorist bombings in Nairobi and Tanzania:
Hakuna Mungu Kama wewe (There is no Gcd like You)
Hakuna Upendo Kama wako (There is no love like yours)
Hakuna Uwe:{Y kama wako (There is no ability like yours)
Wewe ni alJa na Omega (You are the Alpha and Omega)
TwasemaAsante (We come to s<DJ Thankyou)
Pokea S!fa zetu bwana (Receive a!! our praise) oh God)
And it goes on and on speaking

0/ the attributes 0/ God.

When I was first confronted by the song, my immediate reaction was to
say this is not the kind of song to sing in such grief - they must be in
denial. I had seen people with blown out faces, severed limbs, lost families.
To me they were people beyond hope. Even I as a counselor did not have
the skill to help restore hope. Then as I attended prayer and family meetings,
as I visited with people in the hospitals, the song confronted me over and
over again. It had emerged as a thematic song of the faithfulness and the
omnipotence of God who was still in total control despite what seemed like
a ble3k situation. It was people's way of seeking the reassurance in the image
of God. From this image of God, they could regain hope, restore a sense of
self in community, and cling to the benevolence that God would restore.
In the West, on the other hand, religion and claims about God have
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been privatized mainly to those who are seeking This poses a challenge in
diversifying the media with which we populate God's image for the nonseeker, who may never turn to religion until circumstances have pushed
him/her between a rock and a hard place.
It has been said that life without a test has no testimony. This is not to
say that testing and pain and suffering are essential to growth in faith.
However, they point to the likely growth and stability of the image of God
for one who has experienced adversity in comparison to one who has not.
What we so often forget as we make this claim, though, is that the impetus
for growth is positively correlated to our theological foundations - in other
words, the understanding and image we have of God. Indeed, the pain and
suffering experienced by one who does not have any capacity to engage
God may have the adverse effect of resorting to meaningless and
randonmess of life.
The greater question is, when life happens, what image of God will they
find in the orienting system? Will it be Burton Cooper's "vulnerable God,"
who experiences the pain we feel with us? O rwill it be Pat Francis' wrathful
and judgmental God, who must be judgingpeople with every act of natural
calamity - even for their forefather's sins various generations ago? Will they
find Philip Y3!lcey's Trinitarian God, who as the Father is omnipotent and able
to lift them from their trenches, who as the S:Jn can identify with their pain and
suffering and who as the Spirit can comfort them and pray when they C3!1!lot?
Cooper's suggestion to mine the seams of our scriptures 3!ld life experience so
that we can move beyond an "either/ or" God image migpt be a place to begn
shaping the kind of image that would affect the orienting system. Cooper
states, 'When we allow the ideas of love and justice to form our basic images
of God we come up with two contradictory images: the ruthlessly impartial
judge 3!ld the tender hearted parent" (Cooper 1988, 51)
These questions, I hope, help us to clearly see the noble work we, as
theological educators, have in affecting the orienting system through our
classrooms, scholarship, and lectureships. We cannot control all that
comprises the orienting system, but it is our called re sponsibility to be
intentional about ensuring that such a readily available resource is populated
with considerable God images that articulate the true and continually
revealed nature of our God.
Second, people will tum to religion for answers to life situations
because, like psychology, religion is in the business of searching for a
meaning of human life. It is also a significant moral and psychic
regulating agency in the face of anxiety brought about by disorder
and randonmess. People use their image of God to maintain their
psychic equilibrium. It is their image of God that sustains them during
these critically stressful times when their faith is tried and, as Geertz
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puts it, they have reached their human analytical capacity (Geertz, 1971,
101-108).
Transformation and / or sustainability of a person's faith in God resides
in recapturingwhat Bulman claims to have been threatened -human worth
and integrity in a meaningful world that has the hope of benevolence. With
a sense of hope, self, and order, one can count on a tomorrow that rests in
the benevolence of the world she is a part of For some, religion is the way
of life and therefore the lens through which they view and make meaning
of their circumstances For these, danger would arise only if their elaborate
images of God are insufficient to restore hope, meaning, and self-worth.
Those for whom engagement with religion is not a daily and regular default
in perceiving life circumstances may first engage all other forms of coping
resources. When these fail, religion, and its appropriation of God image, is
usually the last resort. Such people may not have a sufficiently elaborate
God image, even though they may never have doubted the existence of
God. If they cannot find a readily available image of God that is sufficient
to enable healing, they may never be able to re-integrate meaningfulness
and worth. What would have been a happy ending of healing becomes in
this case a disastrous alienation from God and faith. Helplessness, cynicism,
and malevolence may fill the ensuing vacuum.
On the other hand, if they are to find an image of God in the orienting
system that coincides with their own image, however simple, there is the
likelihood that faith begns to take on greater significance. Through religion,
they have been able to account for the circumstances in their life through
attribution - however mystical such attributions might sound to a third
party. In either of these cases and as Geertz states, 'What matters is that
they can account for the elusiveness of the events" (1973, 99). If they can
use religon to come to this advantageous position that alleviates their anxiety,
what happens is not only the re-settling to a pre-crisis level that enables
them to now rationally handle whatever critical event is at hand, but also a
regeneration of their image of God. They have experienced God in a
personally intimate way and God now takes on a very personalized relational
image that they can resource on a regular basis of perceiving the world. It
is for this reason that Howard Stone emphasizes that crisis offers an impetus
for growth or disintegration (Stone, 2009)
A number of women in my research seem to have gone through this
process of elaborating their God image to a point of redefining their identity.
One such woman, Angela, in the face of a husband who beat her daily, took
a stand by taking him to court. Empowered, she confidently said to me,
''He [husband] has no idea who he is playing with, I am now a child of
God!" This was a new-found identity!
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Third is the claim by Rizutto that as we transform God's image, so we
too get transformed. Our sense of self or self-identity is directly correlated
with our personalized elaboration of God's image. One of the students in
my crisis intervention class articulated this correlation well in a profound
statement in her paper. She wrote, "I sensed, as I drew closer to God during
the crisis, that I was indeed deeply lost." An encounter with our God image
in the face of a crisis does not leave us the same person. Yet there is no
assurance that our sense of self or identity will be transformed positively.
On the one hand is the possibility that our sense of self-worth will be lost.
Helplessness, hopelessness, and suicidal thoughts are very much associated
with that kind of loss. On the other hand is the re-defining of oneself by
finding identity through Christ.
Fourth, as we continue to reform and transform our God image and in
the process get transformed ourselves, we in a practical sense become the
living image of God. I am reminded of the numerous times our Asbury
President Dr. Tennent has challenged us, stating that we (as professors) are
the curriculum in our classes. In similar ways, the students we send out are
the image of God that stands in the gap of distorted images in the orienting
system. They interpret the Bible, teach scriptures, create music, create
ministries, and care for people all from their values, morals and beliefs,
coalesced around their images of God. Who God has been to them is the
testimony they will give through their preaching and various ministries.
Yet more and more theological schools, including seminaries, are receiving
students who are seekers of faith, or who are very new to the faith. From
my foregoing argument, we can assume that they have a God image, but
the question is, is this image elaborate enough to sustain their new-found
faith, or to offer the seeker the opportunity for sound faith through the
theological education experience? Indeed, theological education has in
certain cases done the exact reverse, in that a student's faith gets challenged
by learning historical truths and exegetical views that seem to run contrary
to the student's image of God.
Must one of our crucial roles, then, be spiritual formation of students
in our communities through offering them opportunities to refine and
regenerate and evolve their images of God to enable deeper relationship
with the adherent?
I offer these assertions as challenges for us educators to wrestle with
and be more intentional in the impact we have on the orienting system. As
we wrestle with these concerns, let us be reminded of Jesus's answer to the
question about the greatest commandment of all: "Love the Lord your
God with all your heart and with all your mind and with your soul and with
all your strength" Mark 12: - - This clearly suggests moving '<N/ay from
dichotomization of theology and practice to an integration of theology
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with life experiences. It is a mandate for us as a community to create a safe
space that opens opportunities for students, faculty, and staff to encounter
God at gut level; an opportunity for us theologians to impact the
indispenasbale orienting system.
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Endnotes
1

Although writing from an anthropological view, Geertz expressed his

perception of relation between religion and symbols well in his statement
that religion is, "(1) a system of symbols which acts to (2) establish powerful,
pervasive, long lasting m oods and motivations in men by (3) formulating
concepti ons of a general order of existence and (4) clothing these
conceptions with such an aura of factuality that (5) the moods and
m otivations seem uniquely realistic" (1973, 90).
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CRAIG KEENER

The Tabernacle and Contextual Worship

Abstract

Christians today sometimes debate the propriety of contemporary
worship styles. Examining features of Exodus's tabernacle in light of
cultures surrounding ancient Israel offers one biblical model for contextual
worship. These features reveal that this model was relevant to its cultural
setting Some contextual elements fit Israel's setting merely out of necessity
or expediency. Other elements employ existing forms, sometimes even from
non-Israelite religious practices, to communicate a point intelligible within
that cultural sphere. Still other elements show striking contrasts with
surrounding cultures, contrasts highlighted all the more conspicuously by
the aforementioned similarities. Noticing which elements are similar and
which elements differ is also important the contrasts appear especially at
the level of fundamental conceptions about God.
These observations suggest that many aspects of a Eiven culture's forms
may be adapted in worship. What must be maintained, however, is the
holiness of the true God and the ways that God invites worship. Thus, for
example, music styles are culturally shaped rather than universal; no one
style should be imposed on all worshipers. At the same time, worship
practices should never lose sigpt of what worship should be about honoring
the one true God in the Spirit and in truth.

Key words: Tabernacle, contemporary worship, worship, contextualization,

syncretism
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More than a decade ago I asked my good friend and respected missiologist
Samuel Escobar where biblical scholars could be most useful for
missiologists. He replied that we could help define the appropriate
boundaries between contextualization and syncretism For those of us who
work especially in understanding Scripture in its ancient cultural contexts,
virtually every page of the Bible offers models addressing this question. 1 In
this article, however, I limit myself to one area where contextualization has
become a matter of considerable debate in the church, namely, the degree
to which it is appropriate in models of worship. Given my calling and area
of expertise, as a biblical scholar, I will expend most of this article elaborating
a biblical model, reserving my comment on the model's relevance especially
for the end of the article.
One could examine multiple models of contextualized worship in ancient
Israel; for example, the overlap between some biblical psalms and those of
Israel's neighbors, even down to some matters of detail, is substantial. 2
Likewise, a number of Israel's rituals and even some categories of sacrifice
evoke those of herneigpbors, althougp some contrasts also stand out starkly.:l
For the sake of brevity, however, I focus here on the model of the tabernacle
that God provided Israe1. 4
The Tabernacle's Contextual Relevance

In this article, I am assuming rather than arguing for an Egyptian setting
for the biblical material about the tabernacle, an argument that would require
much space to develop more fully. Nevertheless, those who assign the
material to a later period and a different settingwould still find many points
of contact with surrounding cultures, not changing substantially the primary
point of this article. In what follows, I move from correspondences with
the culture that may simply reflect expediency to those that clearly borrow
surrounding cultures' religious symbolism, and then turn to contrasts on a
more fundamental theological level.
Although modem readers may find the description of the building of
the tabernacle laborious reading, the building of temples was a matter of
literary interest in antiquity.5 The design of Israel's tabernacle shares features
common to many ancient shrines, and this commonality should not surprise
us. Had the design been completely foreign, the tabernacle could not have
been intelligible to them To help the Israelites understand the tabernacle
as a holy place, God drew on models with which they were already familiar.
The nearest model for a people who had just experienced slavery in
Egypt (as mentioned above, a history I am here taking for granted rather
than expending space to argue) would be Egyptian temples, although many
features appear much more widely than in Egypt alone. Undoubtedly many
Israelites knew what Egyptian temples looked like; presumably Pharaoh
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exploited their labor in his many temple construction projects in the Delta
regi on. 6 Not surprisingly, the tabernacle follows known Egyptian
construction practices.! Egyptians possessed all the requisite tools and skills
necessary for such a structure, and had employed the building techniques
depicted in the biblical narrative for up to fifteen centuries before the period
that the narrative describes. S For example, Egyptians also treated animal
skins for uses like the tabernacle, and in this case our knowledge of their
methods helps us understand how the Israelites likely prepared their skins.
Egyptians prevented skins from becoming stiff by soaking them, drying
them outside, and then pulling them back and forth over a wooden or metal
blade set in a stake. 9

Practicality. SDme of the features of the tabernacle admittedly tell us more
about practicality than about contextualization. Naturally the materials that
Israel had available were those that they had brought from Egypt (e.g,
Exod 12:36) or those that could be acquired in the Sinai desert; most of
these materials are attested in use in the Sinai region, including even dolphin
skins. 10 Nomads in the region have continued to preserve the tradition of
using goat hair for tents; because it thickens when wet, it adds protection in
harsh weather. 11 All the dyes used in the tabernacle were available in Egypt
and Egyptians had practiced dyeing for perhaps two millennia by this
period. 12 Red dyes were common; blue and purple dyes, though rarer and
far more expensive, were also available in Egypt. 13
Egyptians had long been skilled in working with both bronze and gold,
the latter both as solid gold (as in the tabernacle's mercy seat and l3!llpstand)
and for gold overlay (as with other objects in the tabernacle). Egyptians
were in fact known throughout the ancient world for their skill in gold
overlay. 14 By modern standards, what sources in this period mean by "pure"
gold was only 72.1 % to 99.8% pure, usually referring to natural rather than
refmed gold. 15 Nevertheless, we may distinguish the "pure" gold used on
the furniture from the simple "gold" on the planks of the tabernacleY For
contextual reasons that I shall seek to elaborate below, the m ost expensive
materials (here pure gold) were generally used nearest the ark.
Solomon's later temple employed cedar wood from Lebanon, a choice
wood used in the famous mythical temple of Baal. By contrast, the wilderness
tabernacle employed acacia wood. The reason is practical: that is the kind
of wood most available in the Sinai desert. Cedar, by contrast, was n ot
available in the Sinai, and even in Egypt had long been imp orted.17 Wood
provided only a portable supporting structure for the covering, however.
The tabernacle was a tent-shrine, and such shrines had a long history in
Egypt. 1s Limited evidence survives for them outside of Egypt as well. 19

More deliberate contextualization. With or without Egyptian m odels, only a
tent sanctuary would be sufficiently portable to allow Israel's travels in the
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wilderness. The model was a practical one, and its additional theological
significance (cf e.g, 2 Sam 7:6-7) is more open to debate. More striking in
terms of contextualization is the three-part structure of the tabernacle (outer
court, inner court, and holiest place), moving from the front entrance to
the innermost shrine in a direct axis. This structure differs starkly from the
structure of most Mesopot31I1i.an models. 20 SDme early examples of tripartite
temples from the Levant exist, but this had long been the standard model
for Egyptian temples. 21 Not only the tabernacle's structure but also its
placement in Israel's camp might evoke familiar cultural models. Thus the
tabernacle remained in the center of Israel's rectangular camp, just as
Pharaoh Ramses Irs tent stood in the center of Egyptian military camps. 22
(The structure of Ramses's tent also resembled the tabernacle.)23
Much of the furniture of the tabernacle parallels what surrounding
cultures expected in temples. Four-homed altars were pervasive (Exod 27:2;
38:2). Temples regularly included sacrificial altars, incense altars (to cover
the stench of burning flesh), and lampstands (so the priests could see even
in the inner sanctuaries).24 Tables for offerings also appear widely, for
example in Assyrian, Hittite and Minoan cultures. 25 Even earthen altars
(Exod 20:24) are not unique to Israel. 26

Similarities with Other Temples and the Theology of the Tabernacle
God's tent represented his presence with his covenant people (Exod
25:8); temples in antiquity were viewed as the dwelling places of deities. 27
In the ideology of most ancient Near Eastern peoples, temples localized
the presence of the deity but did not limit it. Thus temples could reflect the
deities' rule over the cosmos.23 In some Egyptian temples, in fact, a blue
ceiling studded with golden stars represented the vault of heaven, across
which the vulture goddess spread her wings. 29 (Compare and contrast the
winged cherubim portrayed on the tabernacle's curtains in Exod 26: 1, 31;
36:8,35.) Nothing in the existence of the temple should have caused Israel
to forget that God's presence filled heaven and earth (1 Kings 8:27; Isaiah
66: 1-2). Many scholars also believe that the earthly temples may have been
designed to reflect the heavenly prototype, as many later interpreters believed

(cf Heb 8:5); both Canaanites and Babylonians modeled their earthly temples
on what they believed the heavenly house of their deity looked like. 30
This much seems obvious to many modern readers, but we often miss
the theological significance of some of the particular substances employed
in its construction. While modern readers have often tried to allegorize the
significance of colors and metals used in the ark, their real significance
probably comes in their placement in the tabernacle, with the most expensive
materials apparently used nearest the ark.:l1 Although blue dye appears
elsewhere, "pure blue," the most expensive color in this period, is used only
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to cover the ark (Num 4:6). Purple cloth covered less costly copper utensils;
if, as some scholars have argued, extra skins were used only for bad weather,
most of the outside of the tabernacle employed skins that had been dyed
red, using the least expensive dye.:l2
Likewise, the mercy seat was of pure gold (Exod 25: 17) but the outer
altar merely of bronze (38:30; 39:39). The highest quality workmanship is
nearest the ark, as are the most expensive fabrics, dyes and metals.:l3 As in
many other ancient Near Eastern cultures, the more sacred an object was
the greater the expense invested in it. 34 This gradation of holiness, built
into the very structure of the tabernacle, indicated that God and the
sacredness of his presence should be honored. Hewas thus to be approached
with respect and '<NIe.
This pattern also characterized the dwellings of deities as understood
by surrounding cultures and applied to the gradation of entrants as well as
of materials. In Egyptian temples, the outer courts apparently served the
public, the inner court special devotees, and the innermost shrine was
apparently reserved for priests or other consecrated persons. 35 The innermost
shrine, on the main axis of the temple furthest from the entrance, was
shrouded from the profane light of the wor1d.:l6 It was always the holiest
place, or the ''holy of holies."37 The tabernacle, then, employs a conventional
cultural way of expressing a deity's holiness, while applying this message to
the true God. Indeed, the exclusion of all but the high priest once a year
from the holiest place amplifies the symbolism of other temples to speak
of a God whose holiness is absolute.
God's presence in the tabernacle of course went beyond these other
analogies; its ideal as a locus for experiencing God's presence is exemplified
particularly in Moses's intimacy with God there (Exod 33:9-11), a model
used for Paul for his Q"wn ministry and, by extension, ideally for that of all
Christians under the new covenant (2 Cor 3:6-18).
Contrasts with Other Temples and the Theology of the Tabernacle

That the tabernacle borrows various features from surrounding cultures
serves to underline all the more conspicuously the contrasts with those
cultures on more crucial points. Whereas similarities on secondary points
could teach a theology analogous to the best parts of surrounding cultures
(e.g, respect for a deity), the contrasts underline what is distinctive in Israel's
God-given theology.
In Egyptian and other temples, the dramatic climax of the sacred
architecture was the image of the deity above the sacred bark (the portable
boat shrine in Egyptian temples) or another form of pedestal. 38 In the holiest
place in Yahweh's tent, cherubim stood above the ark. These winged
creatures may resemble similar images used as throne pedestals elsewhere
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in the ancient Near East; thus S:::ripture often speaks of God enthroned
above the cherubim (e.g, 1 Sam 4:4; 6:2; 2 Kgs 19:15; Ps 80:1; 99:1; Isa
37:16).:19 No image, however, appears above the cherubim, and the striking
contrast in the face of so many similarities proclaims a distinctive theological
message: '''{ou are not to make for yourself an idol, or any image m odeled
after what is in heavens above or on the earth below or in the waters below
the earth. You are not to worship them or serve them" (Exod 20:4-5, the
second commandment).
Priests would awaken the image of the deity in the morning, then wash
it, perfume it, clothe it, and offer food to it and entertain it. It would decide
cases, enjoy an afternoon nap and at night be put back to bed. 40 Baal's
house included not only throne, footstool, table, and lamp, but also a chest
of drawers and a bed. 41 By contrast, there is n o bed or chest of drawers in
Yahweh's temple, for the God of Israel never slumbers or sleeps (Ps 121 :4).
Whereas many other sanctuaries included tables for offering, as noted above,
it is priests rather than the deity who consume the food on the table in
Yahweh's temple (Lev 24:6-9).42 Unlike other deities, the true God does n o t
depend on his people to feed him (Ps 50:8-14).
Sometimes the cella at an Egyptian temple would be flanked by two or
more shrines for other deities. 4 :1 By contrast, Yahweh demands, '''{ou are to
have no o ther gods in my sight" (Exod 20:3, the first commandment). The
tabernacle helps teach Israel the theology of the commandments that God
was giving them.
The materials, techniques, designations and sometimes even theological
symbols used for the tabernacle reflect resources available to Israel in that
period; the contrasts, however, reveal a radical theological difference regarding
the character of the holy and true God. It is precisely the tabernacle's
contextualization on other points that makes the contrasts m ost conspicuous.

Relevance of this Model for Today
Many debates in to day's church miss the heart of the message of the
biblical texts they cite. For example, some Christians quote particular texts
that appear to limit women's ministry without recognizing the concrete
historical situations those texts addressed. Some wield Jesus's teachings on
divorce, meant to protect the innocent from unjust betrayal, even against
those who have been unjustly betrayed. 44 God's call in Scripture is usually
much simpler theologically and more demanding on our lives than such
decontextualized approaches to S:::ripture allow. Scripture preaches its central
message repeatedly, often m odeling it in various ways for various concrete
situations. SDmetimes we focus on the past concrete models instead of the
more fundamental message they dramatically communicated.
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We may reproduce the same mistake in some of our modern debates
about worship. The Psalms speak. of a range of emotional expressions in
worship, including dancing loud celebration, and grief Our debates can
miss the point if we fix on the cultural mode (such as the style of music or
forms of physical expression, say, clapping or genuflecting) instead of on
the heart of what worship must involve.
This article's emphasis on contextual worship in ancient Israel (hence,
by implication, contemporary music styles and the like) should not be
understood as challenging the value of traditional forms of worship. SDme
of our traditions of worship today derive from earlier contextualizations,
for an ancient Roman context (preserved in Roman Catholic and derivative
for ms), a Greek context (evoked in Eastern O rthodox icons), the Wesleyan
revival's adaptation of contemporary tunes, and so forth. Such traditions
can remain meaningful to those who understand or learn them, just as Israel's
worship remained a valuable pedagogic heritage even as the cultures around
them changed. For example, Solomon's temple adapted the tabernacle,
including more Phoenician elements from the cultural milieu of Solomon's
own era, but Solomon did not reje ct the inspired pattern of the tabernacle
that Israel had inherited.45 For another example, liturgy or structure on the
one hand and charismatic inspiration on the other were compatible (1 Cmon
25:1-6), though the latter could also exist independently (1 Sam 10:5, 10).
At the same time, the early churches met especially in homes, where
ideally all believers were to minister to one another through divinely
empowered gifts (1 Cor 14:24-26, 31). Although I do not have space to
elaborate here, scholars have shown how contextual many features of their
meetings were, adapted from synagogues, household associations and the
1ike. 46 God's Spirit moved the early church from its primary focus on heritage
to a new focus on mission; thus some NT writers worked to maintain
connection with the legacy of the past while focusing on reaching the
nations. 47 Likewise, while heritage remains important, each generation must
be ready to recontextualize for new settings wherever this approach helps
us appropriate more concretely what the message, in this case the worship
of God, is all about. True contextualization does not conform the message
to the culture, as syncretism would; it translates it into culturally intelligible
forms in a way that confronts us with that message 311 the more meaningfully,
whether the message agrees or disagrees with elements of our culture.
As evidence, one's own limited experience is merely anecdotal, but I
close with it as an illustration nonetheless. As a recent convert from
unchurched atheism, I encountered God's holiness, love and dramatic,
transforming power in an astonishing way in a group of (m ostly) fellow
young people heavily influenced by the Jesus m ovement. As many as a
hundred people packed into a home, and our apparel, contemp orary music
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style and most else about us reflected the culture of which we were a part.
But God's Spirit moved so powerfully among us that we were in '<NIe of his
glory, and spiritual gifts revealed the secrets of people's hearts. This activity
of the Spirit regularly broug}:ltunbelievers to Christ and led people, including
myself, to repentance from and power over sin. Some of the deepest and
most fundamental spiritual experiences of my life occurred in that inform31.
context, not because or in spite of the culture but because of God's Spirit
active there at that time.
In roughly the same period in my life, I used to visit the morning mass at
St. Mary's Catholic Church in my home town; recently converted from
atheism, I was too young in the faith to know that Christians who belongto
one group usually disapprove of visiting another one. I do not know what
others experienced there, but as I listened to the Scriptures recited in the
liturgy, I felt God in that place, too, and in time the priest became one of
my mentors.
I believe that God was ready to meet genuinely eager hearts in either
setting, and that Scripture supports this understanding When charged with
speaking against "this holy place," the temple, Stephen quoted Scripture
about a place that was holy in the backside of the Sinai desert, where God
revealed himself to Moses (Acts 6:13; 7:33). I believe that what makes a
place holy is not the culture or (in contrast to typical ancient Near Eastern
views) the location. Instead, a place is holy if we encounter the living God
there. In NT theology, it is we, and not a building, who are God's temple (1 Cor
3:16-17; 2 Cor 6:16; Eph 2:19-22; 1 Pet 2:5; cf. Acts 7:48-50; 17:24; Rev 13:6).
Conclusion

Music styles, church architecture and the particular cultural dynamics
of interpersonal relationships may change, but the holiness of the one
true God remains nonnegotiable. The tabernacle represents both the
nearness of God and the awe with which he must be approached, both
God's immanence and his transcendence. We do not today express our
recognition of these truths in the same way that the Israelites were called
to, nor should we. Many forms used to invite people to worship most
relevantly may vary from one culture and generation to another. The
truths that the forms communicate, however, must never be neglected.
How can we discern the most effective ways to summon God's people
to worship a holy and loving God? The nonnegotiable factor, and one
that transcends culture, is that the worship is offered in the Spirit and in
truth. 48 Undoubtedly that is because God is so worthy of honor that
only worship that he empowers can be truly worthy of him. The NT
contrasts earlier temples and cultic practices with a deeper experience
that only a minority in ancient Israel tasted: to be truly the worship that
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God desires, worship must be empowered by his Spirit (see John 4:20-

24; Ph,) B).
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Introduction

The goal of John Wesley's life and teachings-Christian perfection-was
presented to me for the first time while I was a student in seminary. The
men presenting the concept were all good persons with pure hearts. Yet
their doctrine seemed strangely cold and uninviting to me. I thought at the
time that their methodical Wesleyan theology was too well ordered, too
"captured" to be of use to me. Moreover, there was great argument and
debate at the time over the proper interpretation of the strange and
mysterious doctrine of Mr. Wesley.
The highly unfortunate result for me was to reject the doctrine as
unworkable. I merely ignored it. ''How could anyone be without sin or have
pure intentions?" I concluded. Therefore the thought of Christian perfection
was laid aside for the duration of my seminary training as well as for the
first few years of my pastoral ministry.
I am not sure what all winds of grace began bringing the doctrine back
into my world. It could be that failure had as much to do with it as anything
for in times of brokenness there came the pressing agenda of ''what is
Christian living all about anyway?" It could be that transcendent desires for
conson3!lce opened a small crack. in the door for Mr. Wesley to peek throug}:l.
I know that a large part of the process of rediscovery must be accredited to
Wesleyan scholars such as Albert Outler, Richard Heitzenrater, and Steve
Harper who all greatly helped me grasp the life and theology of Wesley.l
Slowly the "reasonableness" of the doctrine started slipping through
the back. door of my life and ministry. In my first six years out of seminary,
I increasingJ.y sensed that there had to be an endin view, a goal to be attained,
and a lifestyle to be reached in the Christian life. I definitely had not attained
such a lifestyle but I intuited that it must be a possibility. The words of St.
Paul repeatedly presented themselves to me: "Not that I have already
obtained this or am already perfect; but I press on to make it my O"wn,
because Christ Jesus has made me his own" (Philippians 3: 12 RSV). St. Paul
was always moving in his life to attain the knowledge of Christ that would
enable him to be engulfed both in the power of Christ's resurrection and in
a full share of Christ's sufferings and death. He had a goal and I rather
believe he attained it: "I have fought the good fight, I have finished the
race, I have kept the faith" (2 Timothy 4:7).2
Oddly enough, however, I did not totally claim Wesley's great doctrine
for myself until entering graduate school in 1983 at Duquesne University, a
Roman Catholic institution. In the back of my mind was the idea that
Wesley's grand doctrine was something unique to Methodism. I wrongly
thought that it was a doctrine that suddenly appeared in church history (a
statement which obviously reveals the fact that I had not read the classics
of Christian spirituality). I think that even further in the back of my mind
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was a negative judgment on doctrines of any kind that suddenly "popped
up" in the life of the church. But after studying St. John of the Cross, the
mystics of the medieval period, and the early church fathers, the reality
dawned upon me that Christian perfection was "no new doctrine" at all for
Wesley. Indeed he tried to tell us that very thing himself, but like a stubborn
child I had to discover it for myself
St. John of the Cross especially opened wide for me the front door of
acceptance of the Christian doctrine of union with God and maturity (telios)
in everyday living He helped me realize that Christian perfection was no
strange and peculiar doctrine that suddenly appeared in Methodism It is
the way of a disciple seeking to fulfill his or her calling in Christ. Many
compelling examples of saints seeking to live out this Biblical call are found
in both the undivided and divided church.
I wish to approach these two men, therefore, in order to highlight and
compare their writings in the area of union, love, purgation, and a life of
Christian perfection. My references to Wesley will largely come from his
tract A P!ainAccount if Christian Perfection, which was a summary statement
made in his old age concerning what he tenned the "grand depositum" of
Methodism. References to John of the Cross will come from The Ascent if
MountCarme!.

In all fairness to John Wesley, it is important to acknowledge at the front
end of this article that the spiritual theology of John of the Cross gave
Wesley serious consternation. In fact, aswe shall see, he vehemently opposed
and refuted the Spaniard's thoughts, particularly the construct of spiritual
darkness. Nevertheless, as vastly different as these two spiritual masters
were, they actually shared much in common and make for highly fruitful
comparative study. Both of these leaders set their lives toward accomplishing
the same goal and in so doing became bright and shining stars for those
today that wish to follow after the same objective.
Union With God

You shall love the Lmd your God with all your heart, and
with all your soul, and with all your mind. This is the greatest
and first commandment (Matthew 22: 37-38).
The great text of Matthew 22 was for Wesley "the royal law of heaven
and earth."o1bis scripture was Wesley's theme throughout his life, for therein
was found the goal of Christian living Even before he was able to realize
and experience all of the means of grace leading to this goal, early on he
possessed a clear vision of the goal ahead and preached:
The one perfect good shall be your one ultimate end. One
thing shall ye desire for its own sake - the fruition of Him
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who is all in all. One happiness shall ye propose to your souls,
even a union with Him that made them, the having "fellowship
with the Father and the Son;" the being "joined to the Lord
in one Spirit." One design ye are to pursue to the end of
time, - the enjoyment of God in time and eternity. Desire
other things, so far as they tend to this; love the creature, as it
leads to the Creator. But in every step you take, be this the
glorious point that terminates your view. Let every affection,
and thought, and word, and action, be subordinate to this.
Whatever ye desire or fear, whatever ye seek or shun, whatever
ye think, speak, or do, be it in order to your happiness in
God, the sole end, as well as source, of your being 4
O ver and over throughout Wesley's life this theme of union with God
can be seen permeating his sermons, letters, tracts, journal entries, and
conversations. It was the thread that held together the whole and the fuel
that flamed the fires of holy zeal in a remarkable life. Wesley had various
names for this goal, the most common being "Christian perfection." But
he also used interchangeable terms such as "entire sanctification," "S:::riptural
perfection," "pure love," "perfect love," and ''holiness.'' Perhaps the most
apt summary of all for Wesley's doctrine was the single term ''love.'' If you
boiled Wesley's entire life and teaching down to one phrase, it would this:
Its a!! about lover
'What is it to be sanctified?" Wesley asked his first conference in June
of 1744. It is ''To be renewed in the image of God, in righteousness and
true holiness."6 Always for Wesley, the major implication of sanctification
was nothing higher and nothing lower than this:
the pure love of God and man; the loving God with all our
heart and soul, and our neighbor as ourselves. It is love
governing the heart and life, nllming through all our tempors,
words, and actions.?
As the doctrine became increasingly misunderstood and often maligned,
Wesley resisted the temptation to buttress his thoughts with further words
and lengthy definitions. Instead, he developed short, concise statements to
allow the simplicity of sanctification to stand on its own. As many were
taking offense to the doctrine, Wesley wrote:
The more care should we take to keep the simple, S:::riptural
account continually in our eye. Pure love reigning alone in
the heart and life, ---this is the whole of S:::riptural perfection. 8
To be filled with pure love and restored in the image of God had
a clear secondary implication for Wesley: one had to be saved and delivered
from "the very image of the devil."9 In other words, the goal of union with
God

if necessiry implied

"the being cleansed from sin, from all filthiness
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both of flesh and spirit."lo Wesley felt that in union with God there was
simply no reason for sin to have dominance in a Christian's life. He "Wrote,
''we fix this conclusion: A Christi3!l is so far perfect, as not to commit sin."ll
To be delivered "from inward as well as from outward sin"12 was the
negative expression of the positive affirmation of life in the fullness of
Christ. For Wesley, it was simply impossible to have the one without the
other. Never did this mean that the Christian could live in a state of absolute
perfection such as the angels. And never did this mean that the Christian
could not fall from perfection because of willful sin. Even in this high state
of union with God, the Christian would not have:
a freedom from ignorance, mistake, temptation, and a thousand
infinnities necess3ril.y connected with flesh and blood. D
Thus the "grand depositum" of Wesley and the early Methodists was
the advancement of the spiritual reality of union with God. The soul can
be "all love" and in a word, the Christian can do "the will of God on earth,
as it is done in heaven."14
Wesley primarily charted the path to sanctification through the outward
disciplines or "means" of grace. By no means did he neglect the interior
life. His thirteen sermons ''Upon Our Lxd's Sermon On The Mount"
indicate a balanced and healthy approach to Christian discipleship where
"rules touching that right intention which we are to preserve in all our
outward actions" were well explicatedY Yet Wesley's clear emphasis was
upon the spiritu31. exercises that were instituted by the Lord and the practices
that build up a Christian person. As such, Wesley remains today the great
doctor of the exterior path of the soul to union with God.
On the other hand, St. John of the Cross, who lived two centuries before
Wesley, was and is the great mystical doctor of the interior path of the soul
in its journey to God. His entire roadmap for the individual intent on
ascending Mount Carmel focused upon the interior union of the soul with
the Lxd and the processes necessary for completion of that journey. As
such, these men offer two different perspectives regarding the path for the
person intent on finding the end of his or her desires. Their two separate
approaches are not always complementary and are even vastly diverging at
points. Yet their common goal brings them together as two of the more
universal figures in all of Christian history. These spiritual masters, who,
interestingJ.y, were very much a1ike in physic31. stature, were both refonners
offeringwhat I believe are complimentary routes to the ascent of Mount Carmel.
Union and Transformation of the Soul in God

St. John held the Thomistic thought that the love of God acted as a
sustaining presence holding together all created souls. He called this
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"substantial union" and explained, "this union between God and creatures
always exists."16 If this union were to end, the soul would subsequently be
annihilated. The universal love that God exhibited through substantial union
was not the goal, for it was already attained. Rather, the goal for St. John
was what he termed "union of likeness" or transformation of the soul in
God. He "Wrote:
The supernatural union exists when God's will and the soul's
are in conformity, so that nothing in the one is repugnant to
the other. 'V7hen the soul completely rids itself of what is
repugnant and unconfirmed to the divine will, it rests
transformed in God through love. 17
After this definition given in Book II, Chapter Five of his treatise The
Asant 0/ Mount Carmel, St. John says precious little about the goal of union.
The goal, however, is always there, underpinning every word 3!ld sentence
and directing the whole towards its end. While the bulk. of the work concerns
the road of purgation, the inspiration of the work emanates from the goal
of the journey. The very title ''A..scent of Mount Carmel" suggests climbing
the great mountain of God. Only on top is the presence of the holy to be
found. Therefore, for St. John, the task was to reach the goal of the summit.
It is the goal of divine union that draws and pulls the aspiring soul toward
love, just as it is the summit that beckons the climber to ever climb higher.
St. John set the tone and main goal of his work in the openingparagraph:
This treatise explains how to reach divine union quickly. It
presents instruction and doctrine valuable for beginners and
proficient alike that they may learn how to unburden
themselves of all earthly things, avoid spiritual obstacles, and
live in that complete nakedness and freedom of spirit
necessary for divine union. 18
He then proceeded to expand the goal through his beautiful poem "One
Dark Night.,,19 The poem speaks of the soul's happiness in union with its
beloved. It is not a road map or guide within union, for once the summit is
gained, St. John lets that happiness and joy speak for itself. The poem is a
brief glimpse at the dazzling peak. of God and serves to give longing climbers
the courage of faith, hope, 3!ld love needed to begin and complete the
ascent. After his snapshot, St. John applied all of his energies to the ascent;
the climb which will be as a "dark night."

The Call of the Heights
All of this writing concerning mountains, climbing, and summits draws
from deep within me a well of joy and appreciation for the actual mountains
which are such an important part of my own life. Within the Weminuche
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Wilderness area of southwestern Colorado rise some of the tallest and
most glorious peaks in all of the United States-the Needles Mountains. I
have ascended and stood on the summit of one of those peaks-North
Eolus. Never in all of my life shall I forget the several days of hiking and
preparation in getting to the base of the mountain, and then the final assault
which took me to the narrow, windswept, pointed peak positioned over
14,000 feet in elevation. The danger and the beauty of the mountain was
intense and beyond adequate description.
From reading his works, I believe that St. John was also inspired by the
mountains of his native Spain. He compared many spiritual realities to the
peaks and mountains that he beheld. Perhaps on a retreat the man climbed
one of the Spanish Pyrenees. The way he presented the goal of union with
God gives me the intuition that he at least once climbed a great mountain.
As is the case with many magnificent and terrible mountains, the summit
can only be viewed at a distance. The closer you get to the base of the
mountain, the more hidden the summit becomes. The journey to the top is
often one of incredible endurance and a fair amount of pain. At the
beginning of the climb, the way usually leads through thick forest and
undergrowth. Then, as the timberline is left behind, the path often becomes
rigorously steep, even dangerous. There are beautiful sights along the ascent,
but still the summit normally cannot be seen even though you might be
close. In the high windswept slopes, it is all too easy to go in the wrong
direction and miss the summit altogether. Several times, when I have been
high above timberline attempting to climb a 14,000-foot mountain, there
have been no paths to follow. The fierce forces of nature leave no evidence
of a way. Even within a few hundred feet or less of the summit, the steep
angle of approach conceals the top. To proceed further, you need either an
actual guide or the testimony of another who has been before. As I trusted
the directions of -written guides and detailed maps, and gained the summit,
the glory of creation unfolded before me in breath taking 360-degree circles
of valleys, forests, and lesser mountain ranges below. At the summit of a
towering mountain you can see for miles and miles in every direction! There
are no words at this point, only awe and adoration.
I can't help but wonder if the goal of perfection in love, which both St.
John and John Wesley sang throughout their lives, was analogous to climbing
of the great mount of God for them? We know that as early as 1725 when
Wesley graduated from Oxford, he stood at a distance from the holy mount
and desired the beauty and the glory of God. I am also assured that as a
youngman St. John also beheld the glory of the goal and bent his entire life
toward the ascent.
Was it not the early glimpse of wholeness in Christ that carried Wesley
through thirteen years of frustration, fruitlessness, failure, and depression
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to the divine moment of May 24, 1738 when his heart was "strangely
warmed?" And was it not the reality of union with God that carried St.
John through the hell of rejection, imprisonment, and beatings by his own
community? The goal moved and drew both of these men towards the
glory of the heights. It was their motivating life force.
Fr. Adrian van Ka3!ll touched upon this drawing "force" of the goal of
union with God in the following definition concerning the longing for
transcendence and the full restoration of the Imago Dei:
The central dynamic of Christian formation is the infused
pneumatic inspiration of and subsequent enlightened and
graced aspiration after one's final, ideal life form in Christ.
This elevated aspiration after the ideal Christ-form of life
moves the Christian life-by transconscious appeal and direction
of the H oly Spirit-to the progressive disclosure and realization
of the ideal and final form of Christ's life in the Christian.20
Van Ka3!ll's "graced aspiration after" for union with God is the relentless
pursuit of the saints of all ages. Accordingly, he and Dr. Susan Muto "Wrote:
This gift of union is not reserved for canonized saints only; it
dwells as a graced potency in the heart of every baptized
man, woman, and child for whom the love of Christ becomes
the center of their lives. 21
David eloquently pictured such pursuit when he composed Psahn 42:
As a deer longs for flowing streams, so my soul longs for you,
o God. My soul. thirsts for Goel, for the living God. (Verses 1-2)
We kn ow also the testimony of those such as Jacopone da Todi, the 13 th
Century Italian friar and poet, who have been drawn up the m ount and
have possessed the Lover, ''That ancient Beauty fo rever new!"22 From the
summit they cry out to us:
At the sight of such beauty I 3!ll S"Wept up
Out of myself to who knows where;
My heart melts, like wax near fire.
Christ puts His mark on me, and stripped of myself
(0 wondrous exchange!) I put on Christ,
Robed in this precious garment,
Crying out its love,
The soul drowns in ecstasy!:;'
We ponder, how is the soul "Raised to this summit, possessing such
riches" where "The soul is queen of Christ and all His realm?"24 And the
anS"Wer comes ringing through the patriarchs and prophets, the apostles,
fathers and m others, the martyrs and the disciples, the mystics and the
saints, the re formers and the preachers:
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Who shall ascend the hill of the Lord?
And who shall stand in his holy place?
Those who have clean hands and pure hearts
20-6)
Love-The Wings of the Soul
While arduously making the final ascent on North Eolus, the group of
men I was with carefully and precisely followed detailed instructions from
a Colorado mountaineering book. Though it seemed somewhat strange to
stop occasionally on the steep upper face of a bare Rocky Mountain peak
just to read a book, all of us knew the imp ortance of taking the time to do
so. O n the final assault the grade was so steep that I could only see a few feet
above. For safety's sake, it was crucial that we took the least steep grade,
which the manual highlighted for us. We did not want the deep frustration of
going through the toil of the journey without the joy of arrival.
In our functionalistic post-modem age which values "new as better"
and "most recent" as authoritative, I am saddened at our estrangement
from history, an estrangement that carries over into our religi ous
communities as well. Many leaders in the worldwide Methodist family, for
example, have little orno fami1iaritywith John Wesley's great goal and process
o f Christian perfection. In like manner, Catholic communities around the
world tend to be separated from their spiritual roots as well. We end up
taking harder paths and ascending lesser m ountains because we have
divorced ourselves from our own heritages.
Thank God for those who, in sensitivity to the guidance of the H oly
Spirit, have pioneered the way before us They surround us with a great
cloud of witnesses (Hebrews 12:1). In re formers such as Wesley and John
of the Cross, we not only have inspiring examples of persons living out
lives of maturity, but also persons who have left us with clearly marked
paths to that goal. Along this way, the Spirit gives wings to the soul on its
journey to God. F1ight takes place on the path of love. It is clear for both of
these men that being filled with the love of God is the necessary condition for
cleansing and driving out all that is not a fUlfillment of love in believer's lives
Renewal in the Love and Image of God
Christian perfection for Wesley was both process and instantane ous
deliverance coupled with continued growth in love. It began when God
first allowed the believer to see "the ground of their heart:"
And now first do they see the ground o f their heart, which
God before would n ot disclose unto them, lest the soul should
fail before Him, and the spirit which He had made. Now they
see all the hidden abominations there, the depths of pride,
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self-will, 3!ldhell; yet having the witness in themselves, "Thou
art 3!l heir of God, a joint heir with Christ, even in the midst
of this fiery trial;" which continu311y heigptens both the strong
sense they then have of their inability to help themselves,
3!ld the inexpressible hunger they feel after a full renewal in
His ilnage, in "righteousness and true holiness."25
Wesley spelled out the road to Christian perfection in several of his 52
Standard Sermon s including Sermon XLIII, "The Scripture Way of
Salvation." In this sermon he preached that the end of Christianity rests in
one word: "salvation."26 Always for Wesley salvation was a present and
continuous process. It began in earnest with the new birth and was not
completed until the believer was ushered into the very presence of God.
"This great gift of God," "Wrote Wesley, "the salvation of our souls, is no
other than the image of God fresh stamped on our hearts"n In other words
full salvation of the believer was a renewal "in the spirit of their minds,
after the likeness of Him that created them."28
The process of complete renewal began at conversion in what Wesley
called the work of initial sanctification. This gradual initial work of
sanctification is the process of inward renewal by the love and power of
God. The goal in mind for the believer (the goal which could be attained
during this lifetime) was to "purify themselves even as He is pure.,,29 This
purification is to take place until "sin is separated from his soul; and in that
instant, he lives the full life of love.":;O This was Christian perfection, "a
deliverance from inward as well as from outward sin."31
The deliverance that was "wrought in this world,,,32 had both a foundation
and an end in view. The foundation was faith (which implied obedien ce)
that moved the soul into the position of allowing God to purify the heart.
The process that allowed the soul to reach perfection was love, ''love filling
the heart, expelling pride, anger, desire, se1f-wi11.'m The end in view was a
complete predominance of love that allowed:
The loving the Lord our God with all our heart, mind, soul,
and strength; and the loving our neighbor, every man as
ourselves, as our own souls. 34
There were ''me3IlS'' in the whole process of sanctification for Wesley. These
''me3!lS of grace" or "the orclin3!lces of Gxi"were the distinguishingmarocteristics
of e3rly Methocli.stpiety. The believer was to await entire sanctification:
Not in careless indifference, or indolent inactivity, but in
vigorous, universal obedience, in a zealous keeping of all the
commandments, in watchfulness and painfulness, in denying
ourselves, and taking up our cross daily; as well as in earnest
prayer 3!ld fasting, 3!ld a close attendance on 311 the ordinances
of God. And if any man dream of attaining it any other way
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(yea, ar af keeping it when it is attained, when he has received
it even in the largest measure), he deceiveth his own saul. It is
true, we receive it by simple faith; but Gad daes nat, will nat,
give that faith, unless we seek it with all diligence, in the way
which He hath ordained. o5
The basic means af grace far Wesley were private prayer and devatian,
the study af Scripture and quality Christian literature, fasting and the keeping
af a jaurnal. The corporate means af grace were attendance at public
warship, the hearing af the Word, the partaking af the sacraments and
participatian in small graups. All af these "means" were integrated intO' a
life filled with gaad works and service to' athers. A life af inward devatian,
corparate worship and accauntability, and autward service helped lead the
saul through "gradual mortificatian" to' the paint where the believer
"experiences a tatal death to' sin, and an entire renewal in the lave and
image af Gad.":;,.s

The Dark Night of the Soul
Whereas J ahn Wesley primarily -wrate and preached to' laity in 18th Century
England, St. Jahn af the Cross addressed a highly committed and specialized
Raman Cathalic Carmelite community in 1 ah Century Spain. Their vastly
different audiences necessitated dissimilar approaches.
It has to' be acknawledged that Wesley's references to' St Jahn's ''Nada'm are
withaut exceptian extremely negative. He emphatically insisted that any kind af
spiritual darkness arp1..lr&ngprocess that cast ane '<NI'q fram sensingand knowing
the presence af Gad was nat af God. In striking langucge Wesley-wrate:
Men imagine (because sa they have been taught, particularly
by -writers af the Ramish cammunia n, whase plausible
assertians taO' many Protestants have received withaut due
examinatian) that they are nat always to' walk in 'luminaus
faith'; that this is anly a 'lawer dispensatian'; that as they rise
higher they are to' leave thase 'sensible comforts', and to' live
by 'naked faith' (naked indeed, if it be stripped bath af lave
and peace and jay in the H aly Ghast!); that a state af light
and jayis gaad but a state af 'darkness' and 'dryness' is better,
that it is by these alane we can be 'purified' fram pride, lave
af the warld, and inardinate self-lave; and that therefore we
aught neither to' expect nar desire to' 'walk in the light' always.
Hence it is that the main bady af piaus men in the Ramish
church generally walk. in a dark uncomfortable way, and if
ever they receive, saan lase the light af Gad.:l S
The ever-vigilant Wesley was seeking to' guard the peaple called Methadist
fram the spiritual excesses and heresies af his day. He held that the path to'
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Divine Union was an action of God's love cleansing the soul from sinnot the purgative way that John of the Cross described. While respecting
and learning from Wesley's critique, I do, nevertheless, believe that John of
the Cross o ffers profound insight into the way of union with God.
The "Nada" of purgation in The Ascent if Mount Carmel is vast and
comprises the main body of the text. Under the sweeping heading of "The
Active Night," St. John covers three areas in which the soul needs to purge
its inordinate desires.
Book I discusses the purgation, or the active night, of the senses. For St.
John, the road or ascent to God necessarily demanded "a habitual effort to
renounce and mortify the appetites."39 This does not mean that the senses
are evil in and of themselves. It does mean that the fullness of God is what
fills the longing soul, not the physical senses. The person ruled by his or her
physical senses is like someone who is always hungry. St. John counsels that
the uncreated fullness of God cannot enter a soul:
until this other hunger caused by the desires is
expelled. Since hunger and fullness are contraries they cannot
coexist in the Sa!lle person. 40
Lack of single-mindedness in this area can be deadly, for "unmortified
appetites" can "result in killing a man in his relationship with God."41 And
even in the more advanced Christian "some little satisfaction, attachment,
or affection" can result in that person "never reaching the port of
perfection."42 The object of this night, therefore, is to purge the soul of all
objects living therein. This purging is done through death of all sensual
appetites on the one hand, and on the other, through the imitation of Christ.
In death the soul remains empty and renounces "any sensory satisfaction
that is n ot purely for the honor and glory of God."43
Book II, concerning the active night of the spirit, is a vast compendium
on faith. Within its 32 chapters J ohn draws an important distinction between
meditation and contemplation. He describes discursive meditation as a type
of prayer that works through images, form s, and figures. There is, n o doubt,
a place for this type of meditation in the Christian's life. He does n ot deny
that. What he suggests, however, is that such discursive meditations can
eventually hinder the soul's progress toward union and will eventually need
to be abandoned.
The crux of the matter for St. John was that as God moved the Christian
toward union he or she would need to pass beyond meditation that fixed
upon the imagination, sense faculties, or any particular object. It would be
fine, for instance, to meditate upon the sea and allow it to point beyond
itself to the Lord as Wesley suggests. 44 At some point, however, one must
come to realize that God in his infinite fullness is much more than the sea
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(as, of course, Wesley did). The sea reflects some general knowledge about
God and can be useful in forming the soul in God. But the sea is not
God. And what object of any kind is there which can usher the soul into
the Presence?
Therefore, with some "general knowledge and awareness of God,,45 the
soul is led through a dark night where the intellect is dispossessed "of its
customary lights, forms, and phantasies."46 St. John likens these objects of
discursive meditation to the particles of dust that allow us to see a ray of
sunlight streaming through a window. The more dust that is present, the
more we are able to see the sunray, yet the more polluted the ray is. The
purer the ray becomes, the less we are able to distinguish it
If the ray of sunlight should be entirely cleansed and purified
of all dust particles, even the most minute, it would appear
totally obscure and incomprehensible Thus the eye would
find no images on which to rest, because light is not the proper
object of sight, but only the means through which visible
things are seen.47
God in his pure love is not visible to the soul. He is separate from all
forms and images. Thus the soul must eventually approach God in emptiness
(nada). In such idleness before the Lord:
little by little and very soon the divine calm and peace with
a wondrous, sublime knowledge of God, enveloped in divine
love, will be infused into [the] soul. 48
Such "cahn and peaceful, inactive and desireless"49 contemplation is the
grace of the dark night.
Book III speaks of the active night of purgation in regard to the memory
and will. To continue the task. of purgation and advancement toward God,
St. John contends that first, the memory must forget all forms if it is to be
united with God. Objects of memory, he contends, should not be stored
up but rather forgotten for such things are only an obstacle to those desiring
union. Moreover, memory and the knowledge which comes from reflection
will be subject to many falsehoods for often that which is true ''will appear
false, and the certain doubtful, and vice versa.,,50
All of the forms, images or impressions that the memory can hold about
God are not God. Therefore the soul must empty itself of memory if it is
to reach its goal. The purgation of the memory is in the renunciation of all
its possessions. To reach the sweet possession of union, St. John "Wrote:
In the measure that the memory becomes dispossessed of
things, in that measure it will have hope, and the more hope it
has the greater will be its union with God; for in relation to
God, the more a soul hopes the more it attains. And when,
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precisely, it is more dispossessed of things, it hopes more;
and when it has reached perfect dispossession, it will remain
with the perfect possession of God in divine union. 51
Fix the memory on God, St. John counsels; and as any distinct ideas or
forms or images occur, turn them over immediately to God without resting
in them, and live "in emptiness of everything rememberable."52
The will or strength of the soul must also be purged. In the will's journey
toward God, all inordinate feelings of joy, hope, sorrow, and fear must be
transformed and directed solely toward God. "There is nothing worthy of
a man's joy save the service of God and the procurement of His honor and
glory in all things,"53 insists St. John.
The will should not rejoice in temporal goods, such as riches, status or
position. Nor should the will rejoice in natural goods such as beauty. The
will should take no joy in the natural senses or in the moral virtues and
practices. Even supernatural goods such as gifts of the Spirit and miracles
should never be rejoiced in just for themselves.
The fundamental principle of St. John in all things regarding the will is
that amid all these goods, every joy should be directed toward God. He
states the principle:
The will should rejoice only in what is for the honor and
glory of God, and the greatest honor we can give Him is to
serve Him according to evangelical perfection. 54
Allowing Love to Remove the Dust
In my reading of church history and of the exemplary persons of faith
therein, it appears that the process of Divine Love purging out sin and
bringing purity of heart takes up the bulk of most Christian's earthly
existence. There are a few exemplary persons of the faith, such as Wesley
and John of the Cross, that move into the light of union during this lifetime.
Adrian van Kaam was certainly such a person as well. We know this not just
from their writings, but from the testimonies of those they impacted. These
are no doubt joined by perhaps thousands of unknown Christians who also
fulfilled their purpose in divine love. Yet the evidence is substantial that
many believers never progress beyond the elementary doctrines of Christ.
I wonder how such souls can attain union with the blessed Trinity without
being filled with love and without moving through the fires of purgation?
The thief on the cross, the parable of the workers, and the ever-present
reminder of "grace alone" become my only answer. Nevertheless, the call
to Christian maturity presses upon the Lord's church now more than ever.
How, when, and where purgation is completed I know not. I think. there
is an element of it that must continue throughout our earthly lives. That it
will be completed I am assured, for how can that which has blemish enter
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into the Glory of God? Only through the Blood of Christ is the purging
accomplished; and only when every stain is removed is the process complete.
For those who are responsive to the call of the love o f Christ, the narrow
path ahead wil11ead to purity, single-mindedness, freedom, and a complete
orientation toward love, which only purgation and an immersion in Divine
love can bring
For Wesley and St. John alike, following the path meant removing all of
the large and little specks of dust alike. Toward the end of his P!ainAccount
Wesley "Wrote:
As a very little dust will disorder a clock, and the least sand
will obscure our sight, so the least grain of sin which is upon
the heart will hinder its right m o tion towards God The best
means of resisting the devil is, to destroy whatever of the
world remains in us, in order to raise for God, upon its ruins,
a building all of love. Then shall we begin, in this fleeting life,
to love God as we shall love Him in eternity. 55
St. John reflects the same truth in the begilliling of his Asant. He "Wrote:
I t makes little difference whether a bird is tied by a thin thread
or by a cord. For even if tied by thread, the bird will be
prevented from taking off just as surely as if it were tied by
cord. 56
J acopone da Todi, in Laud 42, reflects the struggle of purgation and
captures the ultimate pain that all who follow Christ must come to:
crucifixion with their Lord. The highest hill of purgation is none other
than Calvary. Only at the cross is the door of union opened. Jacopone sang
the central theme of Galatians 2:20 when he "Wrote:
Soul, since you have come to Me,
Gladly will I anS"Wer you. Come,
See, this is My bed-the cross.
Here we will be one. Come to Me
And I will quench your thirst. 57
In Wesley's words, none of these persons were content to "offend in
one point',58 the law of God. They joyously and willingly allowed the S"Weet
grace of purgation to cut all of the strings of their attachments to this world
and remove all of the dust of sin from their hearts. They willingly followed
Christ to the crucifixion of the false self in order that who they most deeply
were in him might shine forth in their glorious liberty as children of God.
Transformation of Heart

Through the 10ngjourney of gaining the summit, a slow and sometimes
imperceptive phenomenon evolves. The believer becomes more real. The
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heart is increasingly transformed into the image of Christ that it reflects.
Transformation becomes the fruit of the upward journey.
For Wesley, this fruit was ultimately defined in the freedom to love and
serve both God and neighbor. The freedom to love God was centrally
focused in the purified Christian's ability to pray without ceasing
His heart is lifted up to God at all times, and in all places.
In this he is never hindered, much less interrupted, by any person
or thing In retirement or company, in leisure, business or
conversation, his heart is ever with the Lord. Uihether he lie
down, or rise up, "God is in all his thoughts:"
he w3lks with God continually; having the loving eye of his
soul fixed on Him, 3!ld everywhere "seeingHim that is invisib1e."59
Such freedom for Wesley allowed him to love every person as his own
soul-even his enemies. Uihatever he would be about, he would do it all "to
advance the glory of God" 3!ld to spread "peace 3!ld good will amongmen."60
This same "freedom of the heart for God"61 allowed St. John the
detachment of the dark night wherein he acquired ''liberty of spirit, clarity
of reason, rest, tranquility, peaceful confidence in God, and, in his will, the
true cult and homage of God."62 Such detachment gave him a clearer
knowledge of all the sensory, physical, supernatural, and spiritual goods of
life whereby he enjoyed a ''better understanding of both natural and
supernatural truths concerning them."63
Through the "nada" of his memory, intellect and will, God was able to
possess the faculti es:
consequently it is He Who divinely m oves and commands
them according to His spirit and will. As a result the operations
are not different from those of God; but those the soul
performs are of God and are divine operations. 64
As with John Wesley, St. John allowed the fruit of a clear and centered
heart (which had been wrought through the fires of purgation and outright
persecution) to enable him to bring the salt and light of the gospel into his
own community and into the lives of those he directed like St. Teresa of
Avila. His life was sanctified, not for personal indulgence, but to be poured
out as "the aroma of Christ" (2 Corinthians 2:15) to the brothers and sisters
of his community then as well as to those of us in the greater body that
follow the Lmd today.
H ow fitting that the Ascent abruptly ends on the note of preaching After
leading the soul through a long personal journey of faith, he arrived at the
"spiritual practice" of preaching as if to say here is the primary fruit of
union with God. In truly preaching the Gospel, all the benefits of purgation
and love act as a channel through which the Word and the power of God
travel through the preacher to the church and world.
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Conclusion

Evelyn Underhill offers a succinct summary statement of the
transformation brought about by union of likeness:
The prayer of the growing spirit should be free, humble,
simple; full of initiative too. The mystics constantly tell us,
that the goal of this prayer and of the hidden life which shall
itself become more and more of a prayer, is union with God.
We meet this phrase often: far too often, for we lose the
wholesome sense of its awfUlness. What does union with God
mean? Not a nice feeling which we enjoy in devout moments.
This mayor may not be a by-product of union with God;
probably not. It can never be its substance. Union with God
means such an entire self-giving to the Divine Charity, such
identification with its interests, that the whole of our human
nature is transformed in God, irradiated by His absolute light,
His sanctifying grace. Thus it is woven up into the organ of
His creative activity, His redeeming purpose; conformed to
the pattern of Christ, heart, soul, mind and strength. Each
time this happens, it means that one more creature has
achieved its destiny; and each soul in whom the life of the
Spirit is born, sets out towards that goal. 65
Therefore: to the task! For the call is always as C. S. Lewis ima&ned it
"further up and further in."66 We are ever beckoned to come higher in the
kingdom of ligpt and further up into the mountains of God's love, for, as
Wesley-wrote, we shall always and forevermore be about the business of growing:
in grace, in the knowledge of Christ, in the love and image
of God; and will do so, not only till death, but to all eternity.67
And as for me, a humbling thought rattles my heart: now I am the old
man teaching Christian perfection to seminarians. Lord have mercy.
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Christian Publishing in Korea
Introduction

Religious publishing in Korea has a vibrant history, which minors a
dynamic Korean history. In order to understand this industry, we will first
outline the history of printing in Korea. Then we will look at Christianity in
Korea, paying particular attention to how the church used Hangeul, the
Korean writing system, in its outreach and early publishing Also we will
analyze Korean publishing in general, looking at its aims and ambitions.
After examining Christian publishing, some of the prominent publishers
will be listed with information about each one.
Early Printing in Korea

Similar to the preservation and copying of texts in Europe by Christian
monks, early Korean Buddhist monks actively collected and copied religious
texts. Copying was done by hand, but slowly this started to be done by a
stamping process. One of the oldest printed manuscripts in the world, a
Buddhist sutra dated from the early 700s using block printing, has been
found in Korea, although scholars debate where itwas printed. During the
next few hundred years, first clay, and then wooden type printing spread
throughout Korea, as well as neighboring China and Japan.
While its proximity to the countries of China and Japan led Korea, sharing
a writing system with China and linguistic ties with Japan, to become a rich
cultural crossroads and center of Buddhism and Confucianism. The
kingdom of Korea was also frequently attacked, which impacted publishing
During 1021, the Goryeo dynasty of Korea was attacked by Mongolia. In
response, Koreans carved wooden printing blocks of Buddhist scripture,
believing that Buddha would in tum help repel the invaders. This opened
up the printing industry such that in 1035, the local government started to
print books. Unfortunately the Mongols invaded again during the early
1200's, and the wooden printing blocks of Buddhist scriptures were burned.
Hoping for help from Buddha again, King Gc:jong ordered that new
wooden printing blocks be made, except this time they were more ambitious.
It took 16 years to produce approximately 80,000 woodblocks for the
Tripitaka Korean, considered to be the finest example of woodblocks in the
world. Although the Goryeo Dynasty of Korea eventually signed a treaty
with the Mongols, temporarily making Korea a vassal state, the woodblocks
have survived and are a national treasure of Korea. 1
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Important advances in printing happened on the Korean peninsula during
subsequent years. The Chinese had invented clay movable type during the
1000's. By the mid-1200's, however, Korea had invented movable bronze
type. During the next few centuries, the Joseon dynasty overthrew the Goryeo
dynasty. Printingremained in the possession of the n obility, who alone could
memorize the thousands of classic Chinese characters needed to read and
write, and which were quite different linguistically from spoken Korean.
The monopoly on literacy started to change when, during the 1400's,
Sejong the Great became king of the Joseon Dynasty. In 1443 the King
commissioned court scholars to invent a unique lettering system that would
symbolize the spoken language of his people and improve literacy among
commoners. A Korean lettering system, now known as Hangeu! and a nation31
treasure of Korea, was born. Hangeu!became especially popular among the
common people and among women. However, subsequent leaders tended
to discourage its use or ignore it, until the late 1700's, when the vernacular
script saw a resurgence with the publication of poetry and novels. 2
Christianity comes to Korea

Simultaneously during the late 1700's, Catholicism made inroads into
Korea. Many Korean elites held to Neo-Confucianism, which tended to be
formalistic and metaphysical. A scholarly reaction against this brand of
Confucianism, called Silhak, tended to be progressive and for social reform
In order to learn more about the West and its religion, a group of Silhak
scholars became interested in Christianity through a Catholic book by Matteo
Ricci, which had been brought over from China. Through this study, some
of the Koreans converted to Christianity.3 During the next hundred years,
Catholics were persecuted or at best ignored by the Joseon government.
Thousands of Catholics were martyred. 4
In spite of this, the early Catholic Church translated sections of the
Bible and religious works into Hangeu! in an effort to reach the common
people. 5 The arrival of Western printing presses were introduced to Korea
in 1883. In the late 1880's, a French missionary, Father Coste, created the
first movable Hangeul type for a Western style printing press.
A year after the arrival of the first Western printing presses, Methodist
and Presbyterian missionaries started using them. 6 Previously some of this
religious printing was done in Japan. 7 Early on, Protestants suffered from
persecution just like the Catholics. Because proselytizing resulted in
persecution, some focused their energy on medical work and on education.
H owever, others were directly involved in publications, like Horace Grant
Underwood, who started the forerunner of today's Chrirtian Literature if

Korean Society as well as a newspaper called Chris! Shinmun,8 and Henry
Gerhard Appenzeller, who established a print shop in a school known as
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Baejae Hakdang,9 Early publications emphasized democracy and
enlightenment, but around 1890, started to focus more on evangelism 10
Protestant missionaries, like their Catholic forebears, also chose to use
Hangeu! in publication, rather than the Chine se script preferred by
government publicationsY For example, J.S. Gale, who helped translate
the Bible and a hynmbook into the simple-to-read script, chose Hangeul in
order that women and children, not just men, would be able to access God's
wordY Soon Nim Lee, scholar at the University of Wollongong, theorizes
that these missionaries' choice of Hangeu! had a profound effect on the
revitalization and preservation of the script, as well as the proliferation of
Christian publications throughout the twentieth century, providing the
theological strength that would sustain the Korean people and language
through Japanese occupation. 13
Additionally, many important universities in Korea today were found ed
by these Protestantmissionarie2, and the universities would eventually impact
the publishing world through university presses. For example, Methodist
missionary Mary F. Scranton founded a school for women in 1886, which
later became Ewha Womans University. 14 Ewha Womans University Press
would be started in 1949. 15 Yonsei University, founded from a union between
a medical school started by Presbyterian missionary H orace Newton Allen
in 1885 and Chosun Christian College started by H orace Grant Underwood
in 1915,16 is home to Yonsei University Press, with roots in publications as
early as 1929. 17
Korea is annexed by Japan

Joseon Korea had engaged in persecution of missionaries because of
instincts toward self-preservation born from its precarious location at the
crossroads of China and Japan and to resist Western nations bent on trade.
During the late 1800's because of military attacks and diplomatic
maneuvering,Joseon Korea, nicknamed the Hermit Kingdom, had been forced
to open its doors to other nations, paving the way for the Protestant missionary
immigration and the introduction o f the Western presses into Korea.
At this time, however, Japan was also stealthily increasing its dominion,
with an eye on colonial expansion in Korea. Japan officially annexed Korea
in 1910, ending the Joseon Dynasty and instituting colonial rule. In order to
control the population, the Japanese forced Koreans to use the Japanese
language, give up their own names for Japanese names, severely limited
access to food and basic freedoms. Inspection and censorship of religious
publications became oppre ssive. 18 The Japanese government confiscated
Christian newspapers like The Christian Messenger19 and denominational infighting started plaguing other publications. JJ Some Christian publications
even capitulated to spread Japanese propaganda. 21 By the end of the
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occupation, there were only six printing presses in Korea. 22 However, in
spite o f these difficulties, Christians remained prominent in the resistant
movement during the J ap3!lese occupation. 2:l

Publishing in Korea
After the defeat of the Japanese, Korea was divided in half along the
38th parallel. The United States administered south of the parallel, and the
Soviet Union administered north. This division was me3!lt to be temporary,
and despite a devastatingwar in the 1950's meant to unify Korea, the country
is still divided. Before the division Pyongyang which is now the capital of
North Korea, was one of the main centers of Christianity in Korea, but
most Christians fled during the early days of the North Kore3!l government.
Today, North Korea strictly controls what is published and what can be
read. Because of this strict control, in 2010 the organization Reporters
Without Borders ranked the freedom of press in North Korea as being the
second lowest in the world. Most of the literature published is very proNorth Korean and portrays the importance of the virtue of duty. North
Korea's presses are government controlled, including the Foreign Languages
Publishing H ouse that translates Korean works into other languages. 24
South Korea, like North Korea, was devastated from the war. Many
mission and humanitarian org3!lizations came in to help rebuild the SDuth.
Exiled Christian leaders returned and revitalized the SDuth's publication
industry.25 Initially, South Korea was controlled by a succession of several
autocratic governments, which exercised strong control over publishers.
For example, from 1948 to 1960 the government of Syngm3!l Rhee outlawed
leftist newspapers and censored and even arrested some journalists and
publishers. Subsequent administrations continued strong control over the
media and censorship of materials thought to be in opposition to the current
government. Despite this censorship, many publishing houses were founded
during this time. By the 1960's there were 400 publishing houses publishing
about 2,000 books per year with about 150 of them being religious. 26
Also challenging the publication of new and autonomous works was
copyright issues. Although the Copyright Act of Korea was first enacted in
1957, copyright in South Korea was still a foreign concept. N1..Ullerousworks
were pirated. Pirated works translated from Japanese and English suffered
from poor quality control.

27

However, starting in the 1980s, termed ''The Economic Miracle," South
Korea started to turn from being one of Asia's poorest nations into a hitech, modern, wealthy democracy. During this decade, people became
dissatisfied with government censorship. Through much public protest, by
1987 the Korean government realized the importance of having a free press.
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Also, in addition to increase internal freedom for publishers, the
government beca!lle more sensitive to international cooperation. For
instance, in 1987 it finally subscribed to the Universal Copyright Convention.
Administration, however, was poor in the 1990's, allowing for many pirated
works. Even in the late 2000's, pirated movies were very easy to acquire,
however, this has improved most recently. Copyright law was further
strengthened and brought more in line with US policy thought the KoreaUS Free Trade Agreement, which was signed at the end of the decade.
Despite the protests of Korean publishers, this agreement increased the
retaining of copyright of an author's works by 20 years.
At the early turn of this century, the South Korean publishing industry
was thriving and had a highly visible Internet presence. Koreans had eagerly
accepted the Internet and cell phones and were heavy users of both. The
publishing industry started to push ebooks in 2000 to try to tap into a
highly connected and mobile market.28 By the end of the decade, several
publishers joined together to begin an ebook firm. Even with this push
ebooks are not popular;29 numbers have clra!llatically increased because of
publishers efforts, but sales have only slightly increased.
Even though ebooks have not taken off, online book sales have done
extremely well. By 2010 online book sales were about one third of total
book sales in Korea. In total, 420,000 books were published in 2010.:lO
The worldwide economic downturn in 2008 effected Korea in a similar
fashion to other countries. The downturn led to a decrease in the total
publications of books. During times of uncertainty people tend to tum to
religion, and this time was no exception. Publications of religious books
increased during 2008.:11
The main taboo subject in SDuth Korea is pro-North Korean material.
Although no one in South Korea believes North Korean propaganda, the
South Korean government inflicts heavy penalties on anyone who publishes
such materials. Other issues of censorship include online ga!llbling, online
pornography, and pro-suicide websites.
Although free speech is a right, there have also been several legal cases
involving the spreading of false information via telecommunication devices.
This issue concerning free speech has recently been resolved by the high
court. During the time of the economic downturn a blogger with the
userna!lle Minerva blogged about economic matters. The government
claimed that some of his assertions about the government's financial
decisions were false and lead people into a financial panic eventually resulting
in a government bailout. The government took legal action against Minerva
using a law stating that false information cannot be spread via the Internet
for the purpose of harm. This case went all the way to the Korean
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Constitutional Court, which ruled that the law was unconstitutional because
of its unclear definitions.
Contemporary Christian Publishing
The main organization for Christian publishers is the Korean Christian
Publishers Association (KCPA). It was founded in 1975. The membership
of the association includes 150 publishers. During the last decade they have
increasingly promoted e-books. In 2009, there were 1,100 new titles
published, of which more than one third were translations. Publishing of
most new books, and the books with the most sales, tend to be concentrated
within the top ten companies. 32 Currently, around 1,000 Christian periodicals are
in print in SDuth Korea, subject to certification by a publication Audit Bureau:l:l
In order for more translated books to be published, Kyung-Chul Park,
the president of KCPA, recommends foreign firms to give Korean publishers
"reductions in royalty advances, extensions of the translation and publishing
periods, and more variations in licensing methods." 34 The KCPA's website
is <htW:!!kcpa.or.kr!>. An English version of the site is currently
inoperable at time of print. The Korean version of the website is full of
information on its member publishers, its history, Christian books stores,
along with various forums.
While she celebrates that approximately 30% of South Korea's
population is Christian,35 in her recently published thesis Soo Nim Lee
outlines some of her concerns for the Christian publishing industry, which
she believes is slowing Korean church growth. She claims a shortage of
formally trained Christian journalists, insufficient operational funds in
the hands of individual or church publishers, and presses devoted to
church politics rather than worthwhile Christian messages are contributing
to unprofessional publications. 36
H owever, the scholar points to church communication programs like
those employed by Onnuri Church, a major organization that employs a
multitude of media to disciple its congregation and evangelize the urueached,
as a model for the 21st Century in Korea>l7 Onnuri which started in 1984
with three families, has grown to a multi-campused congregation of more
than 55,000 people. Onnuri has skillfully implemented media in order to
achieve this growth. At key points in its ministry, the church developed
textbooks to interpret the Bible, published multiple periodicals and
newspapers for lay people, launched journals for ministers, were early
adopters of computer use in electronic publications and church bookstores,
spearheaded one of the first internet shopping malls, established a radio
and TV broadcast, and organized all their ministry materials and publications
with a database.:l S
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The publishing environment in Korea has seen immense technological
and cultural changes since the first block presses. Though citizens still live
who can remember a South Korea devastated by war and famine, the Asian
country now surpasses the US in technological access due to concentrated
government support. Ubiquitous smartphone access and free wifi, ebook
devices, and even the emergence of wireless TV and laptop/ipad schools
have transformed the publishing landscape beyond the wildest dreams of
South Koreans even fifteen years ago. Christian publishers in South Korea
will need to adapt and anticipate technological advances in order to reach
young Korean digital natives adrift in a cacophony of secular media.

Specific Publishers

Following are several more of the many publishers in Korea, and some
of the most accessible to primarily English speakers.
Agape Publishing Co., <www.ia!¥!pe.co.kr>. was founded in 1975. They

are publishing more than 600 monographs, especially study bibles andhynms.
Agape links to an English translation of their website.
Catholic University of Korea Press, <press.catholic.ac.kr/>, was founded
in 1987. They are publishing 160 books on various academic topics, including
religion. They also publish the following theological journals: Y and 1.
The Korean Christian Literature Press, <www:kclp.co.krl>,wasfounded

in 1955. It publishes Bible dictionaries, commentaries, theological works
and books on Christian life. KCLP includes some English to categorize
offerings on their website.
Concordia Publishing, <www:concordia.co.kr>, was founded in 1959. It
has published over 400 books and specializes in Lutheranism.
Daesung Co., <www.daesungbook.com>. was founded in 2002. Two of

their imprints, ]CR and ]CR Kids, publishes books dealing with Christian
life. Daesung has an extensive part of their website in English. They also
publish Korean books translated into English.
Hongsungoa, <hongsungsa.com>, was founded in 1974. Since 1981 they
have published m ore than 450 books on Christian life.
Jordan Press, <"W"WW:jordanpress.com>, was founded in 1973. They have

published more than 500 m onographs dealing with theology, Christian
education, and Christian life.
Korean Anabaptist Press, <http ·//'W'W'\llkapb ooks com/ >, is part of the

Korean Anabaptist Center (KAC), founded in 2001. They publish works in
the Anabaptist 3!ld peace traditions, translating them into Korean. While
the press website is in Korean, KAC leadership are fluent in English.
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Korean Publishing House, <www:sijosa.com>,wasfoundedin 1909. They
have published around 1,000 works.
Living With Scripture Publishers, <www.1iwibi.com>. was founded in
1973. They publish more than 150 books dealing with Catholicism. Part of

their website is in English.
Publishing House of the Presbyterian Church of Korea,
<www:pck.book.co.kr>, was founded in 1951. This publisher publishes many

books in the Presbyterian tradition.
Qumran Publishing House, <www.qumran.co.kr>, was founded in 1987.
They publish about 1 00 books annually. They print about 2,600 books dealing
with the ministry and Christian life.
Theological Journals
The Institute for Korean Theological Information Network Service

(IKTINOS), <iktinos.org>, indexes most Korean theological journals in
its database (DB). They also publish the journal, Canon and culture: ajournal
0/ Biblical Interpretation in context.
Torch Trinity Graduate School of Theology, <www.ttgst.ac.kr>. was

founded in 1995 in association with Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in
Illinois. Torch Trinity publishes two English theological journals. Articles
from both Torch Trinity Journal and Scripture and Interpretation can be accessed
on their comprehensive English website. Scripture and Interpretation is a
peer-reviewed journal focusing on biblical exegesis and interpretation across
Christian denominations.
Chongshin University Press, <www.chongshin.ac.kr!>. was founded in

1976. They have published more than 150 academic books especially dealing
with the theology of the Korean Refonned Church. They publish some
Korean materials translated into English, including the Chongshin Review and
the Chongshin Theological Journal. Part of their website is in English.
The Institute for the Study of Religion at Sogang University,
<isr.sogangac.kr>, was founded in 1997. They publish several books on

Korean religions and the study of religion. They are just starting to publish
the Journal 0/ Korean Religions, which is a peer-reviewed English journal
published biannually.
Ewha University Press, <www:ewhapress.com>, was founded in 1949.
They publish books and journals in EngJ.ish and Korean on a number of
academic topics, including a few on religion. The Ewha Journal if Feminist
Theology is an English journal published annually. Ewha University Press
has a comprehensive English website.
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